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The Wide Ranger
Rides Again.
And yc i sure need the Ranger back.
You see the guys who design the circuits and components
want to keep costs at a minimum. So they specify electrolytics with
the minimum capacity and voltage to do the job.
And -hat's the trouble. That's why there are thousands
different sizes and rating for twist prong capacitors.
Then there's the label problem. The manufacturers meet the
broad standard tolerances 1a -d down by E.I.A. Hurt it's not lossib-e
to build these capacitors to very close tolerances. So most capacitors
are made tt exceed the capacity shown on the label.
For example, a capacitor marked 100 mfd. a_ 303 volts could .n
fact measure from 90 mfd. to 200 mfd. and still be within tolerance.
So -ve cecidec to make things a little simples We exam ned
over 20,0C °capacitors and put together a new line of 248 Wide
Range Tavis_ Prongs that can replace 97% of all elieífrolytics you're
ever goirgtc come across.
And _hey're all listed in the new Cornell-Dulilier Electrolytic
Replacement Guide. Plus a complete listing of the line by voltage
and capac_ties; a complete reference to major conoe:itors' roduc_s;
100% reference to all color TV chassis original rr_rnufactururs'
part nurr bers and a cross reference to major black anc white
TV chassis. Write today for your free copy.
CORRELLCircle
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The Seven-Year Itch.
Remember when we introduced
you to our Television Analyst
(model 1076)? That was over
seven years ago, and she's
still the only diagnostic tool of
her kind. But now there's a
new number. A smart looking,
professional model (1077) with
designs on your heart.
Sure your old model still works.
Why not? It was made by B&K.
But, of course, she can't do some
of the groovy things the new model
can do. Like testing TV sets with
UHF. And testing transistorized TV
sets with complete safety by
matching the impedances of
transistorized circuitry.

she does it with a standard test
pattern (or special pattern slide

transparencies fcr color circuitry),
all of which we supply, She does it
all: from ahtenna input terminals
to the grid of the picture tube,
using the unique B&K signal
substitution technique.
When you do get together with
our Television Analyst, she'll
eliminate those hours you wasted
on tough dogs, intermittents and
general TV troubleshooting.
(Hours for which you often don't
charge the customer.)

Here are some more of her
good points: VHF and all UHF RF
channels; IF; video; sync; chroma;

audio; bias supply; AGC keying
pulse; and signals for complete
analyzing of sweep circuitry,
including flyback yoke test,
and horizontal and vertical
driving signals.
Got the itch? Contact your
distributor for complete details
on how to start a new life with
a Television Analyst.
Or write for Bulletin 1077.
Model 1077. Net $379.95

A

Division of DYNASCAN CORPORATION

Plate Chicago, Illinois 60613
Where electronic innovation is a way of life.

1801 W. Belle

The 1077 analyzes every stage
in color and black -and -white

TV sets-without external scopes
or wave -form interpretation. And
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REPLACEMENT TUNERS ..:10.45

OVERHAUL 69.75

Nine -seventy-five buys you a complete tuner overhaul-including parts (except tubes or transistors)-and absolutely
no hidden charges. All makes, color or black and white.
UV combos only $15.

Guaranteed means a full 12 -month warranty against defective workmanship and parts failure due to normal usage.
That's 9 morths to a year better than others. And it's
backed up by the only tuner repair service authorized and
supervised by the world's largest tuner manufacturerSarkes Tarzian, Inc.
Four conveniently located service centers assure speedy
in -and -out service. All tuners thoroughly cleaned, inside
and out ... needed repairs made .. all channels aligned to
factory specs, then rushed back to you. They look-and

Prefer a universal replacement? Sarkes Tarzian will
give you a universal replacement for only $10.45. This
price is the same for all models. The tuner is a new
tuner designed and built specifically by Sarkes Tarzian
for this purpose. It has memory fine tuning-UHF
plug-in for 82 channel sets-universal mounting-

hi-gain-lo-noise.

ORDER TUNERS BY PART NUMBER,
AS FOLLOWS:
Part

»

MFT-1
MFT-2
MFT-3

Intermediate
Frequency

41.25
45.75
41.25
45.75
41.25
45.75

me
me
me
me
me
me

Sound
Video
Sound
Video
Sound
Video

AF Amp Osc. Mixer

Tube

Tube

Heater

6GK5

6L18

Para let 6.3V

3GK5

5L18

Series 450 MA

2GK5

5CG8

Series 600 MA

l

.

perform-like new.

Prefer a customized replacement tuner? The price will
be $18.25. Send us the original tuner for comparison
purposes, also TV make, chassis and model numbers.

SEND ORDERS FOR UNIVERSAL AND CUSTOMIZED REPLACEMENT TUNERS TO OUR OFFICE IN INDIANAPOLIS.

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION

TSC

FACTORY -SUPERVISED TUNER SERVICE

MIDWEST

817 N. PENNSYLVANIA ST., Indianapolis, Indiana

EAST
SOUTH-EAST
WEST

547-49 TONNELE AVE., Jersey City, New Jersey
938 GORDON ST., S. W., Atlanta, Georgia
SARKIES TARZIAN, Inc. TUNER SERVICE DIVISION
10654 MAGNOLIA BLVD., North Hollywood, California

TEL: 317-632-3493

(Home Office)

TEL: 201-792-3730
TEL: 404-758-2232
TEL: 213-769-2720

WATCH FOR NEW CENTERS UNDER DEVELOPMENT
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news of the industry

Ohio Serviceman Selected for NEA
Electronic Hall of Fame
John Graham, member of the Associated Radio and
Television Service Dealers (ARTSD) of Columbus,
Ohio, has been selected as a member of the National
Electronic Associations' (NEA) Electronic Hall of
Fame, Service Division. Mr. Graham is the first living
member to be so honored.
Selections to NEA's Electronic Hall of Fame are
made from among living and deceased men who have
made outstanding contributions within the electronic
industry.
Plans are currently being made to erect a building
to house the awards. Howard W. Sams & Co., Indianapolis, has offered to house the display until a permanent site is made available.

-ARTSD News
New York State Again Trys TV Licensing
A bill for the licensing of TV technicians has been
introduced to the New York State legislature for the
fourth time according to a report in Home Furnishings
Daily. Three previous attempts at licensing New York
State TV technicians have failed. Increased consumer
criticism of television servicing is given as the reason
for introduction of the bill. According to informed
sources, the bill has dim prospects for passage, although
the National Electronics Association (NEA) has voiced
approval of "the proper licensing of TV technicians."
NATESA Revises Code -of -Ethics

Certificate

and Assumes Arbitrator Role
The National Alliance of Television and Electronic
Service Associations (NATESA) has updated its code
of ethics and issued to its members new certificates of
membership that indicate the member is a licensed
"Electronician." Each certificate bears the name and
license number of the member. The term "Electronician" is registered by NATESA in Washington, D.C.
NATESA is also offering set owners a method of
recourse concerning complaints against members. According to NATESA, "When a complaint is received,
it will be processed and evaluated by NATESA people
in the area. If the customer is in error, he will be so
informed and given a full explanation. If the licensed
NATESA member is at fault, he will be so appraissed
and billed for service necessary to make correction.
Failure to pay this invoice will be cause for revocation
of membership."
RCA Reduces Color Service Contracts
RCA is planning to eliminate home setups on new
color sets, unless dealers specifically request that this
procedure be continued, according to a recent report
by Fairchild News Service.® "Improved quality of
color sets" was given as the reason for doing away with
home color setups.
4
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A price reduction of color TV service contracts has
also been announced by RCA Service Co. Price cuts
range from 7 dollars on portables to 4 dollars on combination units.

American TV Manufacturers Interested in
Single -Gun Color Tube
Sony Corporation's Trinitron single -gun color TV
system has caught the interest of both American and
Japanese television manufacturers, who, according to a
recent report in Home Furnishings Daily, have made
inquiries concerning licensing arrangements. However,
according to the report, Sony has made no decision
as to when licensing will begin.
Trade sources report that Sylvania, Motorola, Zenith and RCA have indicated their interest in the Trinitron system.
When the Sony single -gun system was first introduced, it was explained that the new color tube could
be used with Chromatron grid, the conventional shadow
mask, or the new operture grill.
It is expected that full U.S. distribution of a 12 inch Sony color set using the Trintron picture tube
will be a reality later this year.

Preliminary EIA Home Electronics
1968 Sales Figures Show Increases
Based on preliminary statistics gathered by the Electronic Industries Association's Marketing Services Department, EIA's Consumer Products Division has announced that 1968 year-end figures on sales by domestic manufacturers of television, radio (including auto), phonograph and tape equipment all showed increases over 1967 sales.
1968 CONSUMER ELECTRONICS SALES
TO DEALERS*
RADIO:

Home
Auto

Total Radio

1968
11,810,646
10,685,827
22,496,473

1967
12,393,051

% Change

-

4.7

+

5.7

8,900,208
21,293,259

+20.1

5,224,499
5,434,702
10,659,201

+11.6

TELEVISION:

Color
Monochrome
Total TV

5,829,150
5,555,339
11,384,489

+
+

2.2
6.8

PHONOGRAPH:
Portable & Table

+ 4.8
3,766,541
3,946,001
+ 4.5
1,498,645
1,565,373
Console
+ 4.7
5,265,186
5,511,374
Total Phonograph
*Preliminary figures. These data reflected total U.S. manufacturers'
sales, including foreign -made sets sold under U.S. manufacturers'
brand names.

While the statistics shown here are based on U.S.
manufacturers' sales to dealers, imports-both domestic
and foreign brand names-are a sizeable factor in the
total U.S. Market consumption of consumer electronic
products, EIA said.
EIA estimates that the total television market, including imports, will exceed 12 million units; that 1968
radio sales will be over 40 million units, counting home
and auto figures; that phonograph sales will exceed 6
million units; and that tape equipment sales, the fastest
growing consumer electronic product (including reel-toreel, cartridge and cassette equipment) will exceed 5

million units.

i

Castle, the pioneer of television tuner overhauling, offers the following services to
solve ALL your television tuner problems.

- All makes and models.

OVERHAUL SERVICE
VHF or UHF tuner
UHF -VHF combination

(one piece chassis)

TRANSISTOR tuner

COLOR tuner
(Guaranteed color alignment

$9.95
$9.95
$9.95
$9.95

...

no

additional charge)

standards and warranted for 90 days.
UV combination tuner must be single chassis type; dismantle
tandem UHF and VHF tuners and send in the defective unit
only.
And remember-for over a decade Castle has been the leader
in this specialized field
your assurance of the best in
TV tuner overhauling.
.

Prefer to do it yourself?
Castle universal replacement tuners are available with the
following specifications.
STOCK

SHAFT

No.

Overhaul includes parts, except tubes and transistors.
Simply send us the defective tuner complete; include tubes,
shield cover and any damaged parts with model number
and complaint. Your tuner will be expertly overhauled and
returned promptly, performance restored, aligned to original

.

UNIVERSAL REPLACEMENTS

.

HEATERS

I.F. OUTPUT
Pic.

Min.*

Max.*

Snd.

41.25

45.75

8.95

41.25

45.75

9.50

PRICE

CR6P

Parallel 6.3v

13/4"

CRIS

Series 600mA

13/4"

CR9S

Series 450mA

13/4"

3"
3"
3"

41.25

45.75

9.50

CR6XL

Parallel 6.3v

21/2"

12"

41.25

45.75

10.45

CR1XL

Series 600mA

21/"

12"

41.25

45.75

11.00

CR9XL

Series 450mA

21/2"

12"

41.25

45.75

11.00

*Selector shaft length measured from tuner front apron
to extreme tip of shaft.

all equipped with memory fine tuning, UHF position with plug input for UHF tuner, rear shaft extension and
they come complete with hardswitch for remote control motor drive
ware and component kit to adapt for use in thousands of popular TV
These Castle replacement tuners are

...

CUSTOM REPLACEMENTS
Exact replacements are available for tuners that our inspection reveals are unfit for overhaul. As low as $12.95 exchange. (Replacements are new or rebuilt.)

receivers.

Order universal replacements out of Main Plant (Chicago)
only.

CASTLE TV TUNER SERVICE, INC.
MAIN PLANT: 5701 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60645
EAST: 41-90 Vernon Blvd., Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
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Nebraska Association Re-elects President for '69
At a recent statewide meeting held in Grand Island,
Nebr., the Nebraska Electronic Service Association
(NESA) re-elected Charles Enyeary, CET of Lincoln,
as president for 1969. Elected as secretary -treasurer
was Loren Daubendiek, CET, of Beatrice.

To service Color TV you need:
1.

vectorscope

2. color bar generator

Admiral Introduces 12 -inch Color
The development and full production of a 12 -inch
color picture tube (79 square inches) for portable television sets has been announced by Admiral Corporation. The exclusive tube size will be incorporated in
Admiral's new 12 -inch color portables. Another exclusive tube size for 16 -inch sets was introduced by
Admiral last November.

and you can't

without
the other!

use one

Sony Adds New Service Point
A new facility for sales, warehousing and service for
Sony home entertainment products has been opened at
54 Cypress Lane in Brisbane, California, a suburb of
San Francisco.
TC

portable

Becomes CRYSTEK

The name of Texas Crystals, a division of Whitehall Electronics Corporation, is being changed immediately to CRYSTEK, according to an announcement by L. R. Sheeley, president of the Fort Myers,
Florida firm. Sheeley explained that the name CRYSTEK stems from the words crystal technology, the
specialized field of the company. The parent firm of
CRYSTEK, Whitehall Electronics, is a subsidiary of
LVT-Ling Altec of Dallas, Texas.

STRIKE IT

for home
or shop

One Year

Warranty

RICH!

only the V7 gives you both
The only complete one unit color vectorscope/color-bar generator available anywhere!
no
Completely portable for servicing color TV in the home
need to bring set to the shop!
The only one with detailed instructions on color circuit alignment and color adjustment. And, additional instructions are
available as new sets are introduced!
Recommended by leading TV manufacturers!
Proven performance .. over 4 years of use in field and shop
no other vectorscope manuby thousands of technicians
facturer can make this claim!

...

...

.

V7

Checks and aligns demodulators to any angle.
Checks and aligns bandpass-amplifier circuit.
Pinpoints troubles to a specific color circuit.

Exclusive Features: Self-Calibrating-adjust timing circuit without external test equipment, Dial-A-Line-adjust horizontal line
to any width from 1 to 4. Plus: All Crosshatch, Dots, and Color
Patterns; Voltage Regulated; Fully Enclosed Cable Compartment.
Free copy of Wayne Lemon's Book, "Color TV Servicing
pp
Simplified with Vectorscopeï
Net 18950

Remember

... V7-the complete one

See your distributor or write Dept. ES -3

ek

LECTROTECH,

INC.

4529 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago, III. 60625
Circle
6
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Model AMP -25/2

MATV DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER KIT
for 75 Ohm Coax VHF Color/B&W TV
A gold mine waits for the man who can insure quality
TV reception in fringe reception areas. Now it's easy
for you to work that mine. Mosley's new MATV Distribution Amplifier Kit contains in one package all
the components for a two-outlet amplified system.
Simple system design. Easy installation. Loss factors
already figured for you. Write Dept. 180 for details.

Arjärsky

(f

Q_
gAmt. Ala

46Bri10dgeton
N. LindMisberghsou*ì Bl63042vd2
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The Single Source For Reliable Protection For Every
Type Of Electronic And Electrical Circuit And Device

BUSSQUALITY
SMALL DIMENSION FUSES
AND FUSEHOLDERS
TRON Rectifier Fuses
For the Safe Protection of Solid State Devices
Provide extremely fast opening on overload and fault

Include dual-element "slow-blowing"
fuses, single -element "quick-acting"
fuses and signal or visual indicating
type fuses
in sizes from
1/500 amp. up
PLUS:
a companion line
of fuseholders.

...

currents, with a high degree of restriction of let-thru
current. Many types and sizes available. Ampere ratings
r/a to 1000 in voltages up to 1500.

...

from

BLOCKS FOR BUSS FUSES

All types available for every
application. Single pole, mul-

tiple pole, small base, full base,
molded base, laminated base,
porcelain base for fuses from
r// x 5/g inches up. Also signal
fuse blocks and special blocks
of all types.
HMR

for''á

RI shielded fuseholder
x 11/4

in. fuses.

HKA lamp -indicating,

signal activating fuseholder.
HKP panel mounted fuseholder
% x 11/4 in. fuses.

for

THE COMPLETE LINE OF SIGNAL -INDICATING
ALARM -ACTIVATING FUSES
For use on computers, microwave units, communication
equipment, all electronic circuitry.

SUB -MINIATURE FUSES
Ideal for space tight applications,
light weight, vibration and shock
resistant. For use as part of

miniaturized integrated circuit,
large multi -circuit electronic

1

BUSS GLD-y x 11/4 in.
Visual-Indicating,
Alarm -Activating.

BUSS GBA-% x

11/2

in.

systems, computers, printed circuit
boards, all electronic circuitry.
BUSS Grasshopper
Fuse, Visual -Indicating,

Alarm -Activating.

Visual -Indicating.

TRON

BUSS MIN -13/32 x 1'
Visual -Indicating.

BUSS MIC-13/32 x

11/2

in.

Sub -Miniature Pigtail
Fuses -Body size only
.145 x .300 inches.
Glass tube construction
permits visual
inspection of element.
Hermetically sealed.
.270

BUSS ACH

Aircraft Limiter,
Visual -Indicating.

Twenty-three

in.

Visual -Indicating,

ampere sizes

Alarm -Activating.

FNA FUSETRON Fuse 13/32
x 11 in. slow -blowing,

Visual -Indicating, Alarm Activating. (Also useful for
protection of small motors,
solenoids, transformers in
machine tool industry.)

from 1/100
thru 15.

FOR

BUSS GMT and HLT

holder, Visual -Indicating, Alarm -Activating.

BUSS Sub -Miniature GMW Fuse

and HWA Fuseholder. Fuse size only
.250 inches. Fuse has window for visual
inspection of element. Fuse may be used with or
without holder. 1/200 to 5 amp. Fuses and holders
x

meet Military Specifications.

MORE INFORMATION ON THE COMPLETE BUSS LINE, WRITE FOR
BUSS FORM SFB

BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION, McGraw -Edison Co., St. Louis, Missouri 63107
L

WAY...

THRU

FOR FUSES AND FUSEHOLDERS OF UNQUESTIONED HIGH QUALITY
FOR EVERY PROTECTION NEED INSIST ON

QUALITY

...
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NARDA
record wear

NAM PHONOGRAPH

NEEDLES

AND CARTRIDGES

Put this

E -V

needle/cartrldge
display next to
your cash register
...it insures
good fortune!
Put this handsome merchandiser
with its stock of E -V literature
on your counter. You've just taken
the first step toward bigger phono
needle & cartridge sales.
Now, take the second
step. Let your E -V distributor help you fill it with
the best-selling needles &
cartridges in town.
Best-selling because the Electro Voice computer prepares accurate,
up-to-date popularity lists for
your guidance. Easy -selling because
all E -V needles and cartridges
meet or exceed original equipment
specifications for quality.
Your Electro-Voice distributor
has the broadest line of exact replacement phono parts in the
business. Needles, cartridges, wheels
and belts. Plus a merchandiser
deal that helps you sell them.
Start your good fortune today at
your nearby E -V distributor's!
ELECTRO -VOICE, INC., Dept. 397R
Cecil St., Buchanan, Michigan 49107

632

ce,ez
A SUBSIDIARY OF GULTON INDUSTRIES. INC.
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Convention
The National Appliance & RadioTV Dealers Assn. (NARDA), meeting for its annual convention in
Tucson from Feb. 5-9, touched on
several aspects of servicing the products its members sell.
The only session of the convention program specifically scheduled
to treatment of service was a talk
by George T. Stewart, executive
vice-president of Toshiba America,
Inc. He pointed to some changes
that may be expected in the industry:
"The growth of our industry has
been in technology-in research and
development. Emphasis has been on
the product. But servicing may well
draw ahead of `product' in the years
coming, and the independent retailer will be forced to pay attention to it."
Stewart said also that those undertaking service should take the initiative in establishing uniform pricing and quality standards for the
servicing industry.
"We at Toshiba believe in letting
the independents provide the service," declared Stewart. He went on
to say that the manufacturers tend
to become lax regarding product
control if they have their own service units.
An unscheduled talk on servicing
was given by Ed Reich, Wholesale
TV, Indianapolis, Ind. He had been
scheduled to talk about the type of
merchandise that distributors should
stock. Instead, he told the NARDA
members of a few basic changes in
managing his service business that

Service was the subject of this
speaker at the convention of
NARDA held at the Pioneer
Hotel in Tucson. George T. Stewart, vice-president of Toshiba
America, Inc., suggested that in
the years ahead the manufacturers and retailers will give more
attention to servicing the products they manufacture and sell.

turned it from a financial loser durthe fiscal year of 1968 to a profit
making operation.
The principal changes
Reich discussed were:
1. Upgrading the image of the technicians by changing his attire from
the traditional service man's uniform to white shirt and tie and suit
or sport coat; and, his title from service man to technician.
2. Changing the pricing system. In
November, 1968 Reich adopted a
flat rate schedule based on what it
takes the average man to do a job,
and reduced the price of the house
call to $6.95 from $9.95. Previously,
potential customers were lost when
they learned that the price of the
house call was $9.95, he said. Three

months after he adopted the

changes, his firm was averaging $16
gross per service call, was completing 100 or more service calls per
day, and making a profit.
His new pricing system has been
successful, Reich said, because
"management explains it to the technicians and the technicians explain
it to the customers." He added, "I
have yet to have a complaint about
the cost of repair."
The subject of service was mentioned in other sessions of the convention, with the emphasis put on
the theory that service can be a
profitable pursuit in its own right,
as well as a means for retailers to
secure customers for their whole
goods.

At last!
A practical way
to provide
servicing training
right in your own shop.
ICS offers the lowest priced course in TV Repair and
Servicing on the market today-less than $100. Yet you'll
say that the texts on color repair alone are worth double
the price.
No other
new ICS TV

training course available today can touch the
Servicing/Repair Course for practicality and

S"

I

ICS, Dept. K8480C, Scranton, Penna. 18515

Yes, I'm interested in your new TV Servicing/Repair Course
for training in my shop. Please send me complete informa-

tion without obligation.
Name

simplicity.

Street

It solves your training problems. Saves valuable shop
time ... expands employee capacity and professionalism.
Fact is, with the very first text, a complete novice can learn
to repair 20 percent of all TV troubles. In just a few short
months, he can be doing advanced bench test and repair
work, on color sets as well as black -and -white. Practice
work on trade-ins or sets you're repairing.

City
State

Zip

6 texts, 936 pages in all. 329 illustrations. Photos show
how to recognize and diagnose the effect of various TV
troubles on the screen. Concise, easy-to -follow texts tell
how to remedy the trouble and why that remedy is best.
Self-examinations along the way measure what is learned.

Fully approved by the National Electronic Associations
for use in their apprenticeship program; the first course to
receive this recognition. Completion of final exam an important step toward NEA certification.
Plus, at no extra charge-complete, easy -to -understand
glossary of TV terms (schematics of top models of leading
TV manufacturers also available-a bargain in itself). For
full information, fill out coupon and mail today.
Circle 8 on literature card
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making a business
out of service
Second in

a

series

TV

servicing
goes the
franchise
route
by J. W. Phipps and Wendell Burns

In the January issue we reported the

operation of a large-scale independent electronic service shop. In this
issue, we describe a chain or franchise operation. Coming up is a report rounding up what manufacturers
are doing to expand their own service systems. These are all alternatives to the traditional self-employed,
small -volume service shop.

In developing the
Determine the types of electronic service
work that were franchise-able.-A franchise service operation demands standard service of uniform quality, and methods to control the standards. But, not all electronic service can be easily standardized and controlled. One major
segment, TV bench work, can be. Tele -Quick's
founders decided to select primarily that segment of the market as their business.
1.

A high -volume TV service system, duplicated and expanded into a
chain of service centers, has been
developed by a New Haven, Indiana
technician and his associates. The
franchise system was chosen by the
founders of this firm, Tele -Quick, as

the business method best suited to
reach their objectives of establishing
a number of these high -volume centers using a minimum number of technicians (in some cases only one) in
each center.
The first Tele -Quick franchise center was inaugurated less than two
years ago in New Haven. Since then,
centers have also been established in
five different market areas. Now, the
company is projecting expansion
throughout the continental U.S.
10
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According to Royce Evans, Tele -Quick president, it was initially decided to exclude the outside TV service business from the franchise
package because "lt takes a skilled man on a
service call, and we would have to have four
skilled men in most areas to handle the calls.
In our system we utilize skill more effectively
by employing one technician aided by a few
semi -skilled assistants."

building-although the above -pictured prototype of a
building has been adopted as a model for newly constructed
Tele -Quick centers, centers are also being established in existing
structures. 'We would like to have low rent, and in some cases
will go for existing buildings,' Evans said. He indicated furthermore
that he does not believe it is necessary for the service shop to be
in a high -rent, high -traffic area: 'People do not buy this service on
impulse as they might buy a TV set-or as they buy a meal at a
restaurant when they get hungry.' Although the appearance of the
centers' structures may vary, all will display the distinctive logo
A model

Singer Pat Boone lends his
name, prestige and time to
Tele -Quick. Here with Tele Quick's president Royce Evans,
right, and Sidney Patterson,
another director of the firm, he
participates in a ground -breaking for a new service center.
The famous singer, a member
of Tele -Quick's board of directors, is active in promotion
activities.

shown here. Evans said, 'We will want uniform identity. At this time
the franchisees lease their own sites.'

Tele -Quick chain, founders of the firm had to:
Establish Confidence in a name-Tele-Quick
management wants this name to be synonymous
with the concept "efficient service of uniform
quality at a fair price." To create the image of
efficient service the centers are laid out and operated in a manner to reflect an aura of efficiency, and the personnel, all in Tele -Quick
uniforms, are trained to bolster this concept of
efficiency. The idea of uniform quality is conveyed to the customer, among other ways, when
he is told "the Diagnostic equipment indicated
such -and -such defect." This indicates uniformity with less chance of human error. To assure the customer that he is receiving service at
a fair price, Tele -Quick management insists that
the charge may not exceed the estimate, and
has adopted the practice of advising the customer of the diagnosis and estimate before any
work is begun.
2.

.

.

.

Adapt to this industry and the franchise system these other elements common to any com3.

mercial service operation:
a. A precise, standardized cost accounting
system-Each account is assigned a number
on the standardized chart of accounts adopted
for the Tele -Quick centers. Each franchisee is
instructed in bookkeeping methods and in methods of reporting and control required by the
"parent" organization. A complete data processing system presently is being developed.
b. Efficient use of manpower-This is based
on a shop system using adequate diagnostic
equipment, efficient shop layout, and a step-bystep approach to diagnosis and repair. TeleQuick's President Evans said a center can function "without a problem" using only one technician, one apprentice technician and one or
two semi -skilled persons completing 10-15 sets
a day. (Layout and methods, page 13.)
(Continued on next page)
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Tele-Quick method
of servicing
Regardless of the trouble symptoms displayed, each set received
for servicing at Tele -Quick undergoes a routine step-by-step servicing procedure designed to uncover
all troubles. When the trouble diagnosis is completed, an estimate of
the cost of repair is made, and the
customer is notified of the diagnosis
and the cost. No repair is made until authorization has been received
from the owner of the set.
Each set is processed in the following sequence:
Step 1: Set is brought in by customer. The customers name, address,
phone number, etc., and the customer's description of the trouble
symptom are recorded on a work
order form called a Tele -Log. The
Tele -Log is then placed inside a
clear plastic bag called a Tele -Tote
Bag, which is attached to the set.
Step 2: The set is placed on a roll about cart and rolled to the first service station. If necessary, the chassis
is removed from the cabinet. The

chassis and picture tube are

cleaned. All tubes are checked, with
the exception of the high -voltage
rectifier, horizontal output and
damper tubes, which are checked in
later tests. All defective tubes are
listed on the Tele -Log.
Step 3. The chassis is rolled to a
"Diagnostic island" which is
equipped with all the test equipment required for a complete check
of each receiver. A technician performs a complete Diagnostic procedure designed to uncover all troubles in the receiver. The results of
the diagnosis are recorded on the
Tele -Log, along with an estimate of
the cost of repair.
Step 4: The customer is notified of
the complete Diagnostic analysis
and the cost of repair. If the customer cannot be reached at once,
the set is put in a "hold" section
until customer approval of the repair
12

and cost is received. No repair is
accomplished until the customer au-

thorizes it.
Step 5: Once authorization for repair is received, the set is repaired
as soon as possible. Defective tubes
and parts removed from the chassis
are placed in the Tele -Tote Bag and
given to the customer when the set
is

picked up.

Step 6: After repair is accomplished,
the chassis is reinserted in the cabinet. The cabinet is cleaned and
polished and the set is left to opa cuserate several hours before
tomer calls for it.

'

ower

Efficient use of available ma

Step 3 in the preceding .quence
is the only servicing functic requiring a skilled electronic to :hnician.
All other functions can be performed
by semi -skilled personnel.
The fact that there are six distinct
functions in the servicing sequence
does not necessarily mean that six
individuals are required. One individual can perform two or more of
the functions, depending on the volume of business. For example, in a
relatively low -volume operation one
semi -skilled employee or trainee
may perform steps 1, 2 and 4; one
trainee may perform steps 5 and 6;
and a skilled electronic technician
performs step 3, the Diagnostic function. Thus, only three employees are
required, of which only one is an ex:

Technician performing Diagnostic procedure
at Diagnostic island. All personnel
wear white smocks
with Tele -Quick
logo on the back.

Customer data and
description of trouble symptoms are
entered in Tele Log at check-in
counter. Customers' first impression of Tele-Quick
operation is en-

hanced by well

decorated, neat reception area and
white - smocked

personnel. Wide
entrance behind
check-in counter
provides customer

with impressive
view of service
area, including the

"Diagnostic

is-

land."

perienced electronic technician.
Volume bench repair

According

to Evans, the tube check and Diagnostic functions are
the primary factors limiting the volume of the operation. "However, a
good, full-time, tube -check man can
turn out 30 sets in an 8 -hour day.
Although we've never really determined exactly how many sets a given
operation can average per day, we
feel that 35 or 40 sets consistently
every day would be a practical figure and would be a tremendously
(continued)
profitable operation."
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Final check-out
and reassembly of
set. Note Tele -Log
attached to picture screen of set
and Tele -Tote Bag

containing

re-

placed parts

on

lower shelf of roll about cart.

r
Hold pending

1

I

I

I

customer
authorization
or arrival
of parts

4
A.

Customer informed of
diagnostic results
and cost of repair
B. Repair authorized
by customer

3
5
A.
B.

-point diagnosis
of chassis
B. All defects listed
C. Cost of repair
estimated

A. 13

Tubes and/or parts

replaced
Operational check

6
i

A. Reassembly
B.
C.

A.

Cabinet cleaned

2
Disassembly
B. Cleaning

Set left to "cook"

C. Tube

till customer

testing

picks it up

1

Trouble symptoms
and customer data
listed on Tele -Log

A.

B.

Tele -Log

attached to set

Ar
Diagram illustrating the Tele -Quick sequence of servicing.
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TV servicing goes the

Listen:

franchise route
(continued)

Franchising not new-nor complicated

Service Dealers

...Eliminate the
"Time Killer"!
It's not that we have anything against catalogs or
those who must refer to
them umpteen times a day.
It's just that we're in complete sympathy with the
time -conscious dealer who'd
rather turn a profit than
a page.
That's one reason why

Jensen has every loud-

...

so
speaker in the book
you won't need a book.
Simply tell your Jensen
distributor the type speaker you need and he'll take
it right off the shelf. Easy
as that!
When you need a speaker-any speaker-call your
local Jensen distributor.
insist on Jensen.

...

Jensen
Jensen Manufacturing Division, The Muter Company

5655 West 73rd Street, Chicago,

"1r hat

Illinois

60638

lie sure to ask
Else Needs

Fixing?"

Circle 9 on literature card
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Although the concept of "franchising" has become popularly
understood only in recent years, the method of doing business that this word describes is not new. It has long been in
common use by the automotive and other well -established
industries. Nor is the concept of franchising complicated.
It merely describes a type of chain operation, with links of
the chain being owned by operators of the various branches
instead of all being owned by one central entity and operated
by salaried managers.
Many believe that the franchise system can be the independent shopkeeper's road to affluence, or at least something akin to it. Business volume which many a businessman
could not have built himself comes through identity with a
nationally known product or service, and with less initial
investment by himself.
The franchisee still has the freedom of being his own
boss, with the added security of identification with an already
established product. But, this means giving up some of the
freedom he would have as an independent operator. He must
conform to the discipline and restraints of the contract in
areas of management such as record keeping, reporting, disclosure of financial position, merchandising, etc.

What is in Tele -Quick's
franchise package?
The franchise package varies to meet the needs of each
market area, and the price tag on the package varies accordingly. Basically, the package includes the Diagnostic
service islands, Diagnostic equipment, initial parts inventory,
training for the manager and other key personnel, and packaged advertising. The franchise package is presently being
restructured to reflect the company's experience with those
centers presently operating.
The price of the franchise package on a lease basis will
be approximately $19,000, Evans indicated.
"The goal is to put these in at the lowest dollar we can, so
we can get centers opened and operating. In addition to the
capital that he must put up for purchase of the franchise, the
franchisee must have a "good cushion of operating capitalE
between $5,000 and $8,000", said Evans.

Royce Evans, president of Tele -Quick: 'We have
a couple years behind us now, and several locations, and a lot of statistics. We set up centers
in 5 market areas across the country in a 11/2 year period, and this is small potatoes compared to what we have to do. We are making
an analysis to see what we can do to make the
centers better, and where to locate. We assemble
and produce the franchise package, and get it
out. The better we are organized internally, the

more centers we can set up.'

measure
NEW RCA WV -500B all
solid state, battery operated VoltOhmyst eliminates warm-up time, zero
shift that can occur in
tube voltmeters. Completely portable. Only
$79.00.* Now has eight
overlapping DC current

The RCA WV -77E VoltOhmyst° can be used for
countless measurements
in all types of electronic

circuits. Reliability for

budget price. Only

$52.00.* Also available in
an easy to assemble kit,
WV -77E (K).

ranges from 2µA to 1.5A.

The RCA WG -412A R -C
circuit box can help you
speed the selection of
standard values for resistorsand capacitors, either
separately or in series
or parallel R C combinations.. Only $30.00.* It's
easy to use, rugged, and
compact.

The RCA WV -38A VoltOhm Milliammeter is a
rugged, accurate, and ex-

tremely versatile instrument. We think it's your
best buy. Only $52.00.*
Also available in easy to
assemble kit, WV -38A (K).

For a complete catalog

with descriptions and
specifications for all RCA
test instruments, write
RCA Electronic Components, Commercial Engi-

neering, Dept.

C -33W,
Harrison, N.J. 07029.
*Optional Distributor resale price.
Prices may be slightly higher in
Alaska, Hawaii, and the West.

The RCA -WT -501A in circuit out -of -circuit transistor tester is battery operated, completely portable. It tests both low and
high power transistors,
has NPN and PNP sockets
for convenient transistor
matching for complementary symmetry applications. Only $66.75.*

The RCA WC -506A transistor-diode checker offers a fast, easy means of

checking relative gain
and leakage levels of out -

of -circuit transistors.
Compact and portable, it
weighs 14 ounces, measures 33/4 by 61/4 by 2
inches. Only $18.00.*

The RCA WV -98C Senior
VoltOhmyst is the finest
vacuum -tube voltmeter in
the broad line of famous
RCA VoltOhmysts. Accurate, dependable, extremely versatile, it is a
deluxe precision instrument. Only $88.50.* Also
available in an easy to assemble kit, WV -98C (K).

LOOK TO RCA FOR INSTRUMENTS TO TEST/MEASURE/VIEW/MONITOR/GENERATE
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Iettersomap

Maximum Time In Shop 24 Hilt

Where Has Paco Gone?
Could you tell me if the Paco
Electronics Company is still in
existence? I recently sent a letter
to this company, but it was returned to me with the notation
"moved, unable to forward." The
address I used was: 70-31 84 St.,
Glenwood, Long Island, New York.
Vernon Dalen
Rt. 2, Box 239

Black &

White
or Color

V Combo's $16.50

rice includes all labor
except Tubes, Diodes & Transistors.
If combo tuner needs only one unit
repaired, disassemble and ship only
defective unit. Otherwise there will
be a charge for a combo tuner.
Ship tuners to us complete with
Tubes, Tube Shields, Tuner Cover
and all parts (including) any broken
parts. State chassis, model number
and complaint.

Ridgefield, WA
The only address we have for
Paco is the one you used. We have
been unable to determine if they
are out of business or have moved.
Perhaps a reader will be able to
enlighten all of us on this matterEd.
Old Tubes for Sale
I have all types of old radio
tubes for sale at reasonable prices.
I have been a subscriber for several years and really enjoy the magazine.
D. C. Goodwin
Goodwin Radio Shop
Rankin, IL 60960

Information Needed
I am hoping that you can help
me out. I am in need of a schematic
and/or operating manual for a
VTVM, Electronics Design Model
100.

All tuners are serviced by FA
TRAINED TECHNICIANS with years
of experience in this specialized
field. All tuners are ALIGNED TO
MANUFACTURERS SPECIFICATION
on

crystal

controlled equipment

and air checked on monitor before
shipping to assure that tuner is

operating properly.

CITY TUNER
REPAIR SERVICE

GEM

Box 6C Babel Station

Does anyone have. one I can buy,
beg or borrow? If one isn't available, does anyone know the address
of the manufacturer?
Gerard L. LeBlanc
331 Glen Rd. No.
Rome, NY 13440

I require a 1619 tube for a Heath kit power supply. I would appreciate any help in obtaining the
name of a distributor for one or a
substitute for one. If you can't,
maybe one of your readers can.
Mark Abrams
3057 Cavendish Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90064
Any assistance is welcome-Ed.

2631 Mardon Drive

Dayton, Ohio 45420

Atwater Kent Information
request for a schematic or

A
Circle
16
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wiring diagram for an Atwater Kent
Model 60 appeared in the Letters
to the Editor column in the January, 1969 issue. I have a book
covering this model. I do not wish
to send the book, but will send a
copy of it if Mr. McCrea desires.
A. Pacanowski
90 Linwood St.
London, Ontario,
Canada
. . and
Linearity
Pattern Generator
Mr. McCrea asks for a schematic
or wiring diagram-battery hookup
for a Model 60 Atwater Kent radio.
In my Rider's Manual, Vol. I, the
Model 60 is not a battery radio and
the schematic does not show any
cables. It does show a power transformer and cathode heater -type
tubes, but does not give the tube
numbers. They are referred to as
1st RF, 2nd RF, DET, 1st AUDIO
and 2nd AUDIO (push-pull). The
2nd audio tubes are marked 2A
and 2A2. The output tubes do not
show a cathode. The RF tubes
show a screen grid.
Recently, I bought a Model A470
Linearity Pattern Generator similar
to that mentioned by Russell Scar pelli (Jan., 1969 Letters to the Editor). Unfortunately it had no instructions or schematics with it. I
got it at an auction more as an
antique rather than for any practical use. I could open it up and draw
a diagram for Mr. Scarpelli if no
other information is available.
Arthur Krasenics
95 Henderson St.
Bristol, CT 06010

.

Service Association
News Wanted
Congratulations on the new
ELECTRONIC SERVICING magazine. The article on the John
Sperry service firm was very informative. It is great to know we have
people like John who are willing
to share their knowledge with the
industry. He is going to be an instructor in the management institute we are having here in Texas,

sponsored by the Texas Electronics
Association.
I was also impressed with the
Reader Survey the magazine is taking. If possible, our association
would like any advance information
on this survey. It fits quite well in
our future plans for the Texas Electronics Association.
I hope the new ELECTRONIC
SERVICING magazine is association -minded and will print a few
articles on the importance of it.
Gene Ware, President
Texas Electronics Association
Thank you, Mr. Ware, for your
comments. The interest that you
and the many other readers of
ELECTRONIC SERVICING have
shown in our new editorial direction is a real incentive to the entire staff. Of course, much of what
we have done and will do in the
future only can be accomplished
with the help of such individuals
as yourself and John Sperry and
other technicians and shop owners
who devote much of their time to
improving the consumer electronic
servicing industry.
The response to the reader survey, also published in the January
issue, has been exceptional. By the
time this issue goes to press, tabulation will have begun on the
reader survey. We hope to have
the results ready for the May issue.
Local, state and national electronic service association news and
activities will continue to be reported in ELECTRONIC SERVICING. At this time we are preparing
background articles on both the
National Alliance of Television and
Electronic Service Associations
(NATESA) and the National Electronic Associations (NEA).
More Praise
Excellent! That's the one word
that would best describe your
"new" magazine, projected editorial
emphasis as outlined in Editorial
Profile (Jan., 1969 issue) and the
first article in your new series of
"Making a Business Out of Service." How badly this is needed.
For far too many years, electronic
servicing has been referred to as
the "business without businessmen"
and all too unfortunately it was,
and is, for the most part, a very
accurate description.

Imagine
doctor

a

without

a

stethoscope

Imagine
an engineer

without a
slide rule

Imagine
professional
service technician
a

without a Sencore
Mighty Mite V.

1C,A2

STANDARD OF

A PROFESSION!
The Mighty Mite has become the standard of the industry with over
50,000 used daily by competent professional servicemen from coast
to coast. The Mighty Mite checks them all; tubes large and small
.
and it checks them critically too. 100 megohm grid leakage sensitivity,
individual tube element shorts test and cathode emission test at full
rated current make the Mighty Mite really tough. It's tough on tube
tests, tough in appearance with vinyl case and cover, and mighty
tough on competition. But, it's not tough on your pocketbook at only

..

See your Sencore distributor today.
He has the TC142 Mighty Mite in stock.

$84.50

NCOR

NO. I MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE,

ADDISON, ILLINOIS 60101
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WHAT DO YOU KNOW
ABOUT
HEART ATTACK?

Ietters

ffl ô

(Continued)

Many fine periodicals have done
an admirable job of providing valuable technical information to help
the concerned technician keep
abreast of newer developments,
equipment and procedures. Occasionally, some of these same journals would present an article devoted to some phase of business
management. These infrequent
blessings were devoured by some
perceptive individuals, deliberately
ignored by many, and probably
completely undetected during the
normal thumbnail skimming by the
majority of the intended .
At our latest state association
convention in July, 1968, the program planners decided to substitute
the normal array of technical topics
with one of introduction to basic
operation procedures. The enthusiastic reception indicates that this
diet will be continued . .
Its effectiveness should be enhanced by the fact that yours is
to be a continuing program which
can be anticipated with certainty
rather than an occasional "one shot'
episode and will be presented with
some semblance of continuity.
I personally am looking forward
to the presentation of every topic
hinted at in your editorial profile
and I think that association leaders
will be urging their members to let
their thoughts dwell a little longer
than usual between the pages of
your fine magazine .. .
W. S. Harrison, Director
Virginia Electronics Association
.

.

.

Do you know
that heart attack, the Nation's #1 health enemy, causes
almost 600,000 deaths at all ages annually?
that most patients who recover from heart attack return
to their jobs?

that you can reduce your risk of heart attack by controlling high blood pressure and by following a few
simple rules in your eating and living habits?
You can learn more about heart attack and other heart and
blood vessel diseases in interesting booklets prepared by
medical experts. They are free, an educational service made
possible by your Heart Fund. Simply visit, write or call your
local Heart Association office.

GIVE...so

more will live

HEART FUND

Cantrtbutel by the Publisher
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May I congratulate you on your
newly announced editorial policies
as stated in the January issue. I
have been looking forward to the
time when a periodical such as
yours would begin paying more
than lip service to the electronic
servicing industry.
In past years, there has been an
almost complete vacuum in the reporting of industry news and the
treatment of industry problems.
Business type articles seemed to
center around either diversification
into some type of sales business or

into another branch of electronic
maintenance other than consumer
(entertainment) electronics. News
seemed to predominately come
from the manufacturing and distribution levels of electronics. I hope
that your announced intentions and
such things as your reader survey
and the article on Sperry TV provide an accurate indicator of things
to come.

Knowing Mr. Sperry and having
visited his place of business more
than once, I can say that you have
done an admirable job of reporting
on his operation. You could have
easily filled the entire issue with a
more detailed study. Although my
own business is extremely small
compared to Sperry's, we differ in
our outlooks in minor degree ..
Consumer electronic service is
capable of standing on its own two
feet, regardless of whether it is operated separately or in conjunction
with sales. Proper bookkeeping and
cost allocation in combined sales service businesses would show that
owners consider service operating
at a loss. Conversations with some
of these owners at recent service
association meetings revealed they
do not compensate their service departments for delivery and in -warranty service even though these
items represent a major portion of
the service department work load.
Conclusion? We all need education!
Lewis M. Edwards, Jr. CET
Trenton, NJ 08609

More on Warranties
Just a line to endorse the letter
by W. S. Harrison of the Virginia
Electronics Association (Dec., 1968
Letters to the Editor).
The warranty situation is ridiculous. An independent serviceman
cannot make a service call and replace warranty parts and then tag
and make a trip to the distributor
to get the parts replaced (if they
have them), and do all this for a
charge of $5 to $10 and long remain in business.
It also seems that the manufac-

turers that put out the shoddiest
merchandise are the same ones that
have the least supply of available
parts.
It is difficult to get a customer to
pay about $30 to replace a flyback
transformer in an $80 TV, one and
a half years old.
Please realize that there are still
some quality manufacturers, but
this trend to longer warranties and
captive service serves no useful purpose to anyone.
Mel Bonenberger
Member TESA of Oklahoma

Is Johnson's new
23 -channel Messenger 128
at 5169.95 ... Legal?

You be the Judge.
Is it unfair competition for

Johnson to produce a 23 -channel
solid state unit with the incomparable Johnson "talk -power"
for less money than you had to pay yesterday for a 12 -channel
unit with crystals?

there a law against operating a rig whose specifications are
close to theoretical perfection-such as 0.4 microvolt sensitivity .
and sharply filtered 7 kHz selectivity?
Is

.

Is it a crime to build in a special speech compression circuit for
unsurpassed voice intelligence? Or the famous Johnson
high -efficiency noise limiter that virtually wipes out ignition and
other extraneous radiated interference?
We think you'll agree: For sheer value, Messenger 123 is the
exception to the rule.
I

Name and address?
Figured there would be
bunch of red tape.

a

E. F.
W A

S

JOHNSON COMPANY
E C

A,

MINNESOTA

5

6

Aki

0 9 3

O
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Winegard introduces COLOR
...dramatically different in design, in performance and in construction!

ADVERTISED IN

Shown here: Model CW-96
VHF -UHF -FM

When we introduced the originalwedge design antenna (the SC -1000)
in June of 1967, we told you there would be plenty more to come.
And now it's here. Now we've refined and expanded our original
the phewedge into an entire line of super high gain antennas
nomenal Color Wedge series Phenomenal because Color Wedge is
much more than a new antenna or a new shape. It's a dramatically
different antenna. Dramatically different in design Dramatically different in performance! And dramatically different in construction.
Look for yourself Both high and low band elements are connected
directly to the booms-so that the booms are actually used as phasing
lines. Element insulators and harmonic parasitics are completely
eliminated, making the Color Wedge much more mechanically
rugged. All elements operate at their fundamental mode, assuring
complete freedom of minor lobes on all channels, so pick-up of unwanted, interfering signals is reduced almost to zero.
And, of vital importance, Color Wedge has a built-in ferrite impedance stabilizer that enables us to tune the antenna driven elements
longer than is possible in other antenna designs, resulting in 10%
more gain and an automatic match at 300 ohms. And, incidentally,
all that and more is achieved in an antenna that is up to 50% shorter
and more compact than other antennas would have to be.
Other unique Color Wedge features? We've listed most of them
here. When you see them, you'll know why Color Wedge is truly the
most dramatically different antenna ever designed.

SPECIAL COLOR
WEDGE FEATURES

...

!

!

!

Unique Wedge design provides greatly increased vertical
capture area (36°) ... prevents pick-up of interfering signals from above and below ... and enables antenna to work
at peak performance because booms act as phasing lines.
Patented UHF driven element assembly on 82 -channel
models and patented parabolic reflector screen provide
unprecedented gain in an all band antenna.
Special lightning protection circuit prevents static electricity build-up and arching.
Ferrite impedance stabilizer enables antenna elements
to be slightly longer for greater capture area and an inassures perfect impedance
crease in gain of 10%
match to downlead.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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CW-1000 VHF -UHF -FM

CW-98 VHF -UHF -FM

CW-96 VHF -UHF -FM

7

patents and patents pending

Built-in transparent cartridge housing accepts solid state
preamplifiers, and provides permanent weather protection
for downlead terminals right at feed point of antenna,
resulting in maximum signal transfer.
FM control elements allow attenuation of strong FM signals where they interfere with TV reception.
82 -channel models have special UHF control elements
permitting antenna to be peaked for channels 70 to 83
in translator areas.
New truss construction, with three mast clamps, makes
this the most rugged, strongest antenna made. Two special
Cycolac tuned mast clamps have built-in anti -resonant
circuit to prevent signal leakage to antenna mast.
Boom cone, made of unbreakable Cycolac, automatically
positions upper and lower booms at 36° for maximum
efficiency and rigidity.
Super strong ellipsoidal booms and attached elements
are of a special aluminum alloy for greater strength and
resistance to bend and distortion.

CW-94 VHF -UHF -FM

CW-44 VHF -FM

High tensile aluminum elements are made of alloy we
rating of 38,000 compared to 27,000 PSI for alloys
used in other antennas. More than 49% stronger and 29%
more resistant to bend and wind distortion.
All aluminum parts are permanently weather and corrosion proofed with attractive, genuine gold and blue anodized finish.
One-year factory guarantee of performance satisfaction
and two-year unconditional replacement warranty.
Beautiful new display-type shipping carton features
wedge motif in color
attractive full -color wrap -around
label on each antenna.
Nationally advertised in Life, Sports Illustrated and
PSI

...

Popular Mechanics.
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®
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The in -circuit

transistor tester
a time saver

by James Smith

The amount of solid-state units
that have to be serviced is increasing, and, as a result, more and more
service shops are turning to the in circuit transistor tester to reduce the
time required to service these units.
At present, there are more than
30,000 electronic service shops
using the in -circuit AC beta transistor tester. Many more would use
this time saver if they knew more
about its operation and applications.
The following paragraphs explain
how the in -circuit transistor tester
operates and how it is applied to reduce servicing time.

Operation
With the tester connected to the
transistor, the BETA CAL control
is adjusted to the BETA CAL line
on the meter. This sets the collector
current to a normal level of about
2 milliamps, as shown in Fig. 1.
When the TEST or GAIN button is
depressed, the meter is transferred
to the base circuit, as shown in Fig.
2, and the amount of base current
it took to give the 2 milliamps of
collector current is read on the
meter.
22
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Because beta is the ratio of input
current to output current, the meter
can be calibrated directly in beta.
This is an extremely simple explanation, but the operation is just as
simple and easy to perform.

Parameters
Beta is a very important parameter in a transistor because it indicates whether or not the transistor
has enough gain (the ability to amplify a signal). As can be seen, the
less base current it takes to produce
the "set-up" collector current, the
higher the beta or amplification of
the transistor. This is the reason for
the reverse -reading beta scale on
these testers.
There is one more parameter that
is just as important: leakage, or
ICBO. Leakage is the reverse current that flows between the base and
collector of a transistor, and is measured with the emitter lead open, as
shown in Fig. 3.
Leakage in a transistor is important because it can affect the total
operation of the circuit. Since the
leakage current is in opposition to
the normal current flow between the
emitter and collector, it will lower
the beta of the transistor. In many
cases it may not lower the beta below the general beta spread of the
transistor and, therefore, may not be

detected during the beta test. The
leakage measurement must be made
out of circuit because any resistors
or coils in the circuit will provide a
path for the DC current and produce
a false reading.
To measure leakage, a voltage of
the opposite polarity is applied between the base and collector leads,
and the resultant base current is
measured on the meter. Normal
leakage of a germanium transistor
will be about 2 to 10 microamps
in low -power types and up to 3
milliamps in power-output types.
The leakage in silicon transistors is
much lower and, in many cases,
may not even be indicated on the
meter of the tester.
Connecting the Leads
The leads from the tester must
be connected correctly to the transistor to be tested. With the transistor
out of circuit, this is simple because
the leads are easy to get to. The
only difficulty that may be encountered is identification of the base,
emitter and collector leads. Fig. 4
shows some of the more common
base diagrams of transistors. When
there is some doubt about lead identification, consult a transistor manual, such as Howard W. Sams Transistor Specification Manual, or Sen core's FET and Transistor Reference Book. Look up the transistor
by number and refer to the base
diagram indicated.
Testing transistors in -circuit may
be a little difficult. In many cases,
transistors are soldered to the circuit board, and the leads are either
too short or non-existent so that the
test leads cannot be attached to
them. To overcome this, connect the
tester leads to the leads of a component that is connected to the different elements of the transistor, as
shown in Fig. 5. A small light under
the board will help trace out the
leads and printed circuit for making
the right connections.
After the transistor tester has
been connected properly to the transistor, either in or out of circuit,
rotate the BETA CAL control on
the tester until the meter pointer
rests on the BETA CAL line on the
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right hand side of the meter. As explained earlier, the collector current
is now being set to a 2-milliamp reference level. With the meter calibrated, depress the BETA TEST or
GAIN button, and read the beta
direct from the meter scale. Most
testers have two ranges of beta. In
most cases, the high range will be
used. The lower range will be used
mostly for older transistors and
many of the audio output transistors,
since they have a lower beta figure
than the low -power audio -driver
transistor.

BETA CAL LINE

BETA CAL CONTROL
1 BETA CAL control sets the collector
current to a normal,
or reference, level of
about 2 ma.

Fig.

Fig. 2 Depressing
TEST or GAIN button
switches meter to
base circuit. Meter indicates amount of
base current it took
to produce 2 ma of

collector current, although meter scale is
actually calibrated in
terms of beta.

LEA KA G

E

POWER

SUPPLY

EMITTER

CIRCUIT
OPEN
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Fig. 3 Reverse current
flowing between base
and collector (ICBO)
is measured with this
basic test setup.

Checking for Defects
The chart on page 28 shows the
meter indications for different transsistor defects. For example, if one
of the transistor elements is open,
the tester will not calibrate out of
circuit, but may appear to calibrate
in -circuit due to current paths created by the circuit impedances.
When the gain or test button is depressed, no beta reading will be obtained. For various other defects the
tester will not calibrate or will not
give a beta reading, indicating that
the transistor or the circuit around
it is defective. This will be the case
in over 85 percent of the circuits
that are tested. If the transistor tester
can be calibrated and a gain reading
in beta obtained on the meter, the
transistor is not defective.
This simplicity and ease of testing
is the one big reason why the in circuit AC beta transistor tester has
become so popular for solid-state
servicing.

Leakage
In some cases, a beta reading will
be indicated, but the transistor will
still be defective. There are several
ways to tell if the transistor is at
fault.
First, if the meter needle vibrates rapidly during the beta reading, it indicates that the transistor
could be leaky or have excessive
ICBO. The vibrating needle indicates that a large amount of current
is being drawn from the power supply of the tester. Any time this is
indicated, recheck the transistor for
leakage out of circuit. (In low-im -

NOW! An outdoor antenna you

don't have to mount on the roof
All channel color TV WINDOW ANTENNA outperforms any indoor antenna!
Here's the ideal antenna for apartment buildings and
homes
where rooftop mounting is impractical.
Window mounting gives you an outdoor antenna for
improved TV reception. Unique swivel design lets you
aim for VHF and UHF stations independently.
.

.

.

All aluminum construction with gold corodized
corrosion -proof finish.
Mounting bar fits horizontally or vertically in
any type window up to 42" wide or high.
Extension bars available for larger size windows.

F71VG7®
UNIQUE
SWIVEL
DESIGN

Ú
element VHF/UHF
List Price $14.95
6 element VHF only
List Price $11.95
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from the various types of transistors.

pedance circuits, the circuit itself,
or a defective component in the circuit, could also cause this effect.)
If the transistor is not found to be
defective, check the circuit for the
source of the problem. In either
case, the defect has been isolated to
a given stage or component.
If the beta reading of the transistor being checked is low, it is generally due to leakage of the transistor.
It is a good idea to list on the schematic of the various sets that you
service regularly, the beta readings
taken in -circuit on a normally operating set. These readings can be used
for comparison in the future. Also,
consult a transistor manual for the
values of beta that can be expected

Examples of Application
Using an in -circuit transistor
tester and the preceding information,
servicing time on solid-state devices
can be reduced. Here are a few
examples and points that can be
used for servicing solid-state devices
in the shop.
The customer complained of distorted audio after his radio operated
for several minutes. The unit was
opened and the audio output transistor was replaced. When the unit
was connected to the bench power
supply, it operated normally for
over 30 minutes without distorting,
so it was buttoned up and returned
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Fig. 4 Base diagrams of common transistor types currently in use.

BLACK LEAD

E

YELLOW LEAD

B

Fig. 5 Tester leads connected to components whose leads are electrically connected
to leads of transistor under test.
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to the customer. Two days later he
returned the radio for servicing.
When asked how long it played
before distorting, he said 30 minutes.
Without opening the unit, it was allowed to play, and after 20 minutes,
the sound became distorted. The
output transistor was checked but it
registered normal on both beta and
leakage.
The audio stages were the most
likely suspects, so beta readings of
the transistors in the audio were
taken and recorded while the unit
was cold. The radio then was allowed to play until the distortion
became very noticeable, and another
beta reading was taken. The reading of the first audio amplifier was
almost half the value of the reading
taken earlier, and the leakage was
high when checked out of circuit.
When the transistor was tapped,
the leakage changed, indicating an

intermittent problem. The first audio
amplifier transistor was replaced,
and the radio returned to the customer, who reported much later that
the radio played better than ever.
The moral: Don't jump to conclusions before having all the facts.
While servicing a small -screen,
portable imported TV set, it was
found that an exact replacement
transistor is not always the answer.
The original complaint had been no
video. Another technician had discovered that the first video amplifier
transistor was defective, and had put
in the recommended replacement
transistor from a replacement line.
The result: a weak and washed-out
picture. This prompted him to get
an exact replacement transistor for
the set, but it produced only slightly
better results.
The in -circuit transistor test
showed the driver and video output
transistors to be high -gain types,
while the exact replacement transistor was a low -beta type.
Another transistor in the set had
the same markings as the replacement transistor so its beta was measured. It measured high.
The beta of various transistors
in the general replacement transistor stock was checked. One transistor out of the group was high,
but just under that of the driver and
output stage. This was installed and
the picture improved. The FET and
transistor reference book was consulted, and it was discovered that
the general replacement transistor

Our tubes have
finally met their match.
We've been making power output tubes for a long time.
Now, we're matching them.
You can get the most popular
output tubes-6BQ5, 7591A, 7868,
and 8417-in carefully matched
pairs.
Matched pairs that lower harmonic distortion, reduce hum.
And give you more satisfied cus-

Sylvania is the only domestic
brand that your distributor has in
stock. Just ask for 6BQ5P, 7591P,
7868P, or 8417P. The suffix "P"
assures you that you are getting a
set of tubes factory -matched by
Sylvania.
Sylvania Electronic Components,
Electronic Tube Division, West
Third St., Emporium, Pa. 15834.

tomers.
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o
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i
AUTOMATIC

STAPLE GUNS
CUT WIRE & CABLE
INSTALLATION COSTS

...

without cutting into insulation!

SAFE!

Grooved Guide positions wire for
staple envelopment! Grooved Driving
Blade stops staple at right depth of penetration
to prevent cutting into wire or cable insulation!

proper

No.

T-18-Fits wires up to
3/16" in diameter.
BELL,
TELEPHONE,
THERMOSTAT,
INTERCOM,
BURGLAR
ALARM
and other low

voltage wiring.
Uses T-18

3/16" round crown
3/8" leg length only.

staples with
in

No. T-25-Fits wires up to
1/4" in diameter.
Same basic construction

and fastens same
wires as No. T-18.

Also used for
RADIANT

was usable since its beta reading of
75 fell within the indicated normal
beta spread of 50 to 180. However,
the transistor that finally solved the
problem had a beta of 165. Apparently, the design of the video circuit left much to be desired and

would work only with high -beta
transistors in all three stages.
In most cases, the circuit will operate normally with a transistor
whose beta falls within the given
beta spread of the general replacement transistor, but don't overlook
the fact that some circuit designs
are more gain sensitive than others.

Other Tips About Transistors
There is such a thing as an intermittent transistor. The AC beta can
be checked hot or cold. Using freeze
spray can speed up servicing time.
Connect the in -circuit tester to
the suspected transistor, and check
the beta. While depressing the TEST
or GAIN button, spray the transistor with the freeze spray. If the
beta reading disappears, the transistor is defective. Beta gradually decreasing is normal for a transistor
operating in cold ambient temperatures. Any sudden or drastic change

indicates a thermally intermittent
transistor.
Another problem involves the
transistor that is not listed in any
specifications book. In this case,
look for a transistor with markings
similar to the defective transistor,
and use its beta reading to select a
replacement transistor. Usually a
similar transistor can be found in
the TV set, but if not, look for one
with a similar function, such as an
audio driver for a video, horizontal
or vertical driver.
In the IF there are usually three
transistors. Compare the two good
ones and average the readings. IF
and RF transistors generally have
lower beta than audio transistors.
Conclusion
Servicing time can be reduced by
using the in -circuit transistor tester.
The amount of time saved is dependent on the technician's knowledge of the operation and application of the instrument and his ability
to interpret the information it supplies. A thorough understanding of
the parameters and peculiarities of
solid-state devices is also essential
to quicker solid-state servicing.

HEAT WIRE
Uses T-25 staples

1/4" round crown in 9/32",
3/8", 7/16" and 9/16" leg lengths.;

with

j

Transistor Tester Meter Indications For Defective Transistors

T-18 and T-25 staples also available in Monel and
with beige, brown and ivory finish at extra cost.
METER

TROUBLE

No.

INDICATION

T-75-Fits wires and cables
up to 1/2" in diameter.
RADIANT HEAT
CABLE,
OF CABLE,
WIRE CONDUIT
COPPER TUBING.
or any non-metallic
sheathed cable.
Also used as

Open Base, Emitter or Collector

Cannot BETA CAL when transistor is tested out of circuit. In
circuit tester may BETA CAL through circuit impedances but
no beta reading can be obtained when GAIN button is depressed.

Base to Emitter short

Tester will BETA CAL, but TYPE switch must be in wrong position. Beta reading will be all the way to left or greater
than infinity with meter pointer vibrating.

Base to Collector short

Tester will BETA CAL, but when GAIN button is depressed,
meter indication will not change.

Emitter to Collector short

If there

DRIVE RINGS
in stringing wires.
Uses T-75 staples with 1/2"
flat crown in 9/16", 5/8" and

7/8"

leg lengths.

Arrow Automatic Staple Guns save 70% in time
and effort on every type of wire or cable fastening job. Arrow staples are specially designed with
divergent -pointed legs for easier driving and
rosin -coated for greater holding power! All -steel
construction and high -carbon hardened steel
working parts are your assurance of maximum
long -life service and trouble -free performance.

`/

Collector and Base leads interchanged

Emitter and Collector leads
interchanged

or write for further details.

Saddle Brook. New Jerasy 07883

Base and Emitter leads

interchanged

Tester will BETA CAL, but meter reads to right (a beta of
less than one).
Tester will BETA CAL, but meter may read to right (a beta
of less than one). Indicates a very low beta figure. A few
transistors may read the same because they are made to
have the Emitter and Collector leads transposed.

Transistor will BETA CAL as opposite -polarity transistor, and
no Beta reading is obtained when GAIN button is depressed.

"Pioneers and Pacesetters
For Almost A Half Century"
Circle 19 on literature card
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If there
but the

meter needle will vibrate rapidly when checking beta.

Ask your Electrical Supply Dealer

>

is a dead short, testor will not BETA CAL.
is a low resistance short the tester may BETA CAL,
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You're making money in electronics now.

RCA offers 4 ways to make more.

Study at home. set your own pace.
RCA Institutes has an easy approach
to bring you bigger earnings.
. .

COLOR TV

TRANSISTORS

The cost of the Color TV Kit is included in the tuitionin both the beginner's program and the advanced
course in color TV servicing.

You'll discover an easy way to an effective understanding of semiconductor technology, including characteristics of tunnel diodes, rectifiers and other solid state
devices. Transistorized TV Receiver Kits also available.

During this course you'll perform
over 50 experiments-and receive all parts and instructions to build your own color TV.

Transistor circuitry is what
the TV repairman must cope with in most receivers today. This course gives you the necessary background.

Course is based on the latest receiver circuitry and
equipment.

FCC LICENSE TRAINING

CATV TRAINING

Technicians are in
short supply in CATV (Community Antenna Television
Systems).

Get your

license-or your money back! We're that sure you'll

succeed with RCA Institutes Home Study Training.
Course is all new-both in content and in the up-todate method of study.

That's because CATV is expanding, as people seek
better reception and more than local stations.

Choose the course for the FCC License you want: third,
second or first phone. If you need basic trainong first,
apply for the complete License Training Program.

You'll receive two comprehensive lessons, covering the
practical phases of CATV systems in either the Television Servicing or Communications courses.

WHEN YOU STUDY THROUGH RCA INSTITUTES
HOME TRAINING, YOU CAN PAY FOR LESSONS AS
YOU ORDER THEM, OR TAKE ADVANTAGE OF EASY
MONTHLY PAYMENT PLAN. LICENSED BY NEW YORK
STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT. APPROVED FOR
VETERANS. ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME
STUDY COUNCIL.

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc., Dept. PF -39
320 West 31st Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10001
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Practical stereo -FM servicing, Part 5

Cartridge and turntable
by Robert G. Middleton

Cartridge and turntable measurement tests are required to obtain
and verify performance within accepted high-fidelity limits. These
tests are listed below.
Cartridge Tests
1.

Measurement of needle pressure
cartridge output
voltage
Hum Tests
Test of frequency response
Measurement of tracking distortion
Verification of stylus angle
Observation of stylus tip
Verification of tracking angle

2. Checking of
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Turntable Tests

Measurement of turntable speed
Check for wow
Check for flutter
Level test
Tests for wobble and/or eccentricity
6. Approximate measurement of
rumble.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Measurement of
Needle Pressure
Fig. 1 shows a typical needle pressure gauge. Other types may be
used, but all indicate the pressure in
grams.
Normal needle pressures are different for various types of recordings. A typical hi-fi, super lightweight, pickup employs 1, 2.5 or
3 mil radius sapphire tips. (One mil
equals 0.001 inch.) A 25 -ohm pickup of this type uses a nominal
needle pressure of 9 grams, -±1
gram. On the other hand, a 400 ohm pickup operates with a nominal needle pressure of 5 grams,
-±1 gram. For precise evaluations,
stylus pressure must be checked
30

within specified tolerance limits
against tracking distortion. This
measurement is discussed later in
this article.
The needle -pressure gauge should
be placed so that the indication is
obtained at the normal playing level
of the pickup. This level varies in
most changers; therefore, measurement is made at the average playing level. Although the pressure usually varies as the pickup is raised,
and decreases as the pickup is lowered, this variation should not exceed 25%. If a greater variation is
measured, look for a defect in the
arm assembly. Obscure defects must
be corrected by replacement of the
arm assembly.
Checking of Cartridge

Output Voltage

Cartridge output voltage

is

checked with an AC VTVM or with
a calibrated oscilloscope. The advantage of a scope is that hum voltage can be distinguished from the
normal cartridge output. Only the
VTVM method will be discussed in
this section.
The test setup for checking cartridge output voltage is shown in
Fig. 2. It is desirable to employ a
test record that provides a constant
level at a standard test frequency,
such as 1 KHz or 400 Hz.
A typical hi-fi super lightweight
pickup that works into a 25 -ohm
load (R in Fig. 2) normally provides
about 10 mv rms. If the output is
weak, it is advisable to check the
stylus tip, as explained later. If the
tip is in good condition, but output
is weak, the cartridge should be replaced.
The 25 -ohm pickup described
previously is often used with a 1 -to 5 ratio transformer. Normal loading
of the transformer results in a secondary output voltage of approximately 300 mv rms. On the other
hand, a 400 -ohm pickup normally
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used with a 1 -to-6 ratio transformer. In this case, about 40 mv rms
output will be measured across the
secondary. Note that the secondary
must be connected to the correct
value of load impedance to obtain
a meaningful voltage measurement.
With reference to Fig. 3, Np denotes the number of primary turns,
and Ns denotes the number of secis

ondary turns. The winding ratio is
equal to Np/Ns.
The voltage ratio of the transformer is the same as the turns ratio
(except for losses due to leakage
flux under normal load). The current ratio of the transformer is the
inverse of the turns ratio (except
for losses). The impedance ratio is
equal to the square of the turns ratio. This means that if the cartridge
has an impedance of 400 ohms, and
the transformer winding ratio is 1 to -6, the impedance ratio is 1 -to 36, and the secondary impedance is
14,400 ohms. Thus, the nominal
secondary load resistor has a value
of 14,400 ohms. Note, however,
that a somewhat different value of
secondary load impedance might be
chosen to compensate for incidental
transformer characteristics such as
distributed capacitance. This topic
is explained in greater detail in this
article under "Test of Frequency
Response."
The normal output voltages of
common types of cartridges may be
summarized as follows: A variable reluctance cartridge will provide
from 10 to 30 my rms; a ceramic cartridge, 500 to 1200 mv
rms; and crystal cartridges, 0.5 to 5
volts rms. These values assume that
the cartridge works into its specified
load.
The load is an impedance which
consists of both the load resistance,
cable capacitance, and any leakage
reactance of the transformer primary. The variable -reluctance pickup works into a load impedance of

measuremen t tests
5,000 to 50,000 ohms, with a stylus pressure of 16 grams or slightly
more. The ceramic pickup works
into a load impedance of approximegohm, with a stylus
mately
force of about 22 grams. The crystal pickup works into a load impedance as high as 5 megohms, with
a stylus force of less than 70 grams.
1

Hum Tests

Pickups that employ iron and
coil construction are more likely to
be affected by stray hum fields than
crystal pickups. Of course, a poorly
shielded lead from a high -impedance pickup is susceptible to stray
electrostatic hum fields. Pickups
with iron and coil construction are
generally used with solid -steel turntables, because magnetic shielding
is thereby provided against stray
hum fields from the motor and
power supply.
To check for hum, use the test
setup shown in Fig. 2, with the
pickup held slightly above the record surface. Any reading on the
meter is probably the product of
hum pickup.
A better test for hum is made by
using a scope in place of the VTVM
in Fig. 2. Hum voltage is then seen
as a 60 -Hz (or 120-Hz) waveform,
and can be definitely identified.
Note that 120-Hz hum is most likely
to stem from stray fields of a filter
inductor. When playing a test record that has a 1-KHz tone, hum
shows up with the tone signal superimposed on the low -frequency waveform, as shown in Fig. 4. The hum
level can be minimized in any case
by correction of shielding defects to
prevent stray fields from gaining
access to the pickup.
Test of Frequency Response

Frequency response is checked
with a test record and an audio
VTVM, using the setup shown in
Fig. 2. Various types of test records

Fig. 1 A typical needle -pressure gauge used for measuring the pressure exerted at
the tip of the needle.

TEST

RECORD

PICKUP
Fig. 2 Test setup for checking cartridge output voltage.
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Hum voltage superimposed on low -frequency waveform.
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Fig. 5 Equalizer circuits can be used to improve frequency response.
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DEAL TRAVEL PATH

OF TONE

ARM

FUNDAMENTAL AND SECOND
HARMONIC IN PHASE

PICKUP
ARM

are available. A gliding-tone test record can be compared to an audio
sweep generator. One standard test
record starts at 14 KHz and ends at
10 Hz. Another starts at 10 KHz
and ends at 50 Hz. A banded -tone
test record provides only a 1-KHz
tone in steps with increasing output
levels. This type of record is suitable for harmonic -distortion tests,
but not for frequency -response
checks. Some test records provide
both banded -tone and gliding -tone
outputs. For example, a banded tone sequence may be followed by
alternate gliding and constant audio
frequencies from 3 KHz to 30 Hz.
Two-tone test records are used only
for IM distortion measurements.
The frequency response of a good
ceramic or crystal cartridge should
be reasonably uniform from 50 Hz
to approximately 15 KHz. Variablerelutance cartridges should have reasonably flat frequency response to
approximately 20 KHz. Some types
of high -output cartridges have an
upper frequency limit of 8 KHz.
Although one or more peaks in frequency response will often be found,
the peak amplitude(s) should be less
than 2 dB. An audio VTVM with
a dB scale is particularly useful for
these tests.
Load -impedance values can have
considerable effect on the frequency
response of a ceramic or crystal
cartridge. Poor frequency response
can sometimes be improved by a
change in load resistance and/or
capacitance. Equalizer circuits for
standard recordings are shown in
Fig. 5. If the high -frequency response of a pickup drops off gradually, this characteristic will often
be acceptable, inasmuch as the preemphasis employed in most recordings must be equalized in the hi-fi
system.

ACTUAL
TRAVEL
PATH
(DOTTED

LINE)

RESULTANT OF FUNDAMENTAL
AND SECOND HARMONIC
RECORD

(A) Ideal and

CHECK POINTS

actual paths traveled by tone arm.
FIG.6 (A)

Second -harmonic distortion
from error in tracking angle.

(B)

resulting

Fig 6 Illustrations showing tracking characteristics and harmonic distortion resulting
from mproper tracking.
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Measurement of
Tracking Distortion
An ideal tone arm and pickup
would track a record (see Fig. 6A)
so that the stylus would always
move perpendicularly to the tangent
at the record groove. In practice,
this can occur only at one groove in
the record because the pickup
moves on a curve from the outer to
the inner grooves, as shown in Fig.
6A. A reasonably good test of the
tracking angle is to place the stylus
at the outer grooves, then at an intermediate groove, and finally at an

inner groove, and to observe
whether the edge of the cartridge
is reasonably tangent to the grooves.
A tracking error of 3° or 4° is
normally expected at the outer and
inner grooves. Large tracking errors are plainly visible, but small
errors must be detected by careful
measurement. Excessive errors in
the tracking angle produce second harmonic distortion, as shown in
Fig. 6B. Harmonic distortion is
measured with the test setup shown
in Fig. 7. In such tests, it is assumed the preamplifier has been
checked previously for distortion,
using a quality audio oscillator.
Note that the percentage of harmonic distortion measured in Fig.
6B is not entirely accounted for by
tracking error and possible preamplifier distortion. That is, the pickup
might have inherent harmonic distortion. At this point in the procedure, we are concerned with minimizing the harmonic distortion due
to tracking error. Since this is a
function of stylus pressure, it is advisable to try the effect of increasing the stylus pressure within reasonable limits. Some pickups are rated
for minimum stylus force to provide
optimum tracking. If a recording
or turntable is warped, or slightly
eccentric, a 50% increase in stylus
force may be required to obtain
good tracking.
After checking for harmonic distortion, it is good practice to make
an intermodulation distortion test,
as depicted in Fig. 8. The two-tone
test record must provide suitable
frequencies. Assuming that the preamplifier has been checked previously and found to have acceptably
low IM distortion, an objectionably
high meter reading is due to non linearity in the pickup. A banded tone 1-KHz test record with progressive output levels may show that
IM distortion is negligible except at
high output level. In any case, a
defective pickup must be replaced.

15 CRYSTAL MARKERS
3 SWEEP RANGES

ONLY $135

New Heathkit IG -57
Solid -State Color TV
Marker /Sweep Generator
The IG -57 combines the features of both a post marker and a
sweep generator for less than you'd expect to pay for just
one of these functions.
Three linear sweep ranges for TV tuned circuits in sound IF, color bandpass, video IF circuits
and proper overall RF /IF response External attenuator provides 1, 3, 6, 10 and 20 dB steps up
to 70 dB maximum Can also be used with external sweep or marker 15 crystal -controlled
markers provided for color bandpass alignment; picture and sound carrier frequencies for
channels 4 and 10; FM tuner, FM IF and discriminator alignment; TV sound IF adjustments
All crystals included Completely isolated 1-15 VDC variable voltage supply for positive or
negative bias Built-in 400 Hz modulation for trap adjustment and checking and adjusting FM
tuners Phase Control and Trace Reverse Switch so markers will appear from left to right as
in set manufacturer's instructions, regardless of 'scope used
Blanking Switch eliminates
return sweep and provides base line Circuit Board Construction
three circuit boards, 27
transistors, 3 silicon diodes, 2 crystal diodes and 2 Zener diodes combine to make assembly
faster with less chance of error Bias and Scope Horiz. leads, Attenuator, Demod In, Scope
Vert., RF and Demodulator cables included in kit.
$199.00
Kit 1G-57, 14 lbs., $135.00; Assembled IGW-57...

-

-

Marker frequencies: 100 kHz; 3.08, 3.58, 40.8, 4.50 MHz, u.01 %. 10.7, 39.75, 41.2 5 , 42.17
42.50, 42.75, 45.00, 67.25, 193.25 MHz =.005%. Modulation frequency: 400 Hz. Input impedances: External Marker,
75 ohm. Demod In
220 k ohm. Output impedances: Marker Out, Sweep Output & AtExternal Sweep, & Attenuotor
tenuator
75 ohm. Scope Vert
22 k ohm. Bias voltage: Positive or negative 15 volts DC at 10 milliamperes. Type of
marker: Birdie. Controls: Bias control with pull-on/push-off switch; Marker/Trace
dual concentric; Sweep Width/Sweep
Center
dual concentric; Marker Out
concentric with Sweep Range switch; Phase. Switches: Rocker type
separate
switch for each of the above listed frequencies; Blanking, On/Off; Trace Reverse; Modulation On/Off. Transistor
Diode
IG-57 SPECRPICATIONS

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

to 5.5 MHz =1 dB at 0.5 volts RMS fundamentals, and 10.7 MHz on harmonics. IF Bond
38 to 45 MHz =1 dB, at 0.5 volts
RMS, fundamentals. RF Band
64 to 72 MHz t1 dB at 0.5 volts RMS fundamentals, and 192 to 198 MHz on harmonics. Attenuafor: Total of 70 dB of attenuation in seven steps
1, 3, 6, 10, 10, 20 and 20 db. Power requirements: 120 volts, 60
Hz AC at 20 watts. Dimensions: 13%" W. u 5
H. x 12' _" D.

-

DON'T NEED THE SWEEP?
The IG -14 has the same features and
specifications without the sweep.

-

Kit
12 Ibs.

Verification of Stylus Angle
Even if the needle pressure is
optimum, distortion will occur if
the stylus angle is incorrect. Therefore, it is good practice to check
the stylus angle against the manufacturer's specifications, if available.
Angles can be conveniently measured with a protractor, such as depicted in Fig. 9. If the stylus angle
is out of tolerance because of me -

--

Complement: (19)-2N3692 transistor. (7)-2N3393 transistors. (1)-2N3416 transistor. (3) -silicon diode rectifiers. (2) -crystal
2.5
diodes. (1)-13.6 volt zener diode. (1)-20 volt zener diode. Sweep frequency ranges and output voltage: LO Band

IG -14
shpg. wt.

$99.95
HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 25-3

Free 1969

Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

Heathkit Catalog
Describes these and over 300 other

kits for test, stereo/hi-fi, color TV,
SWL, Amateur Radio, CB, Marine,
Educational, home and hobby. Save
up to 53% the easy and enjoyable
Heathki- way. Just mail coupon or

write:

Heath Company,
Harbor, Michigan 49022.

Benton

Enclosed is

plus shipping.

$

Pease send model (s)

D Please send

1969 Heath
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(please print)

Address
State
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(Prices and specifications subject to change without notice)

Zip
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Test setup for measuring harmonic distortion.
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INPUT
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8

chanical distortion, it is generally
impractical to correct the troublereplacement should be made at the
outset.

Test setup for measuring intermodulation distortion using two-tone test record.

Fig. 9 Protractor can be used for measuring stylus angle.

Observation of Stylus Tip
Unless a new stylus is used in
making performance measurements,
it is a good practice to inspect the
stylus for wear with a 50 -power stylus inspection microscope, as shown
in Fig. 10. If the stylus shows signs
of wear, it should be replaced before playing a test record. By the
same token, a test record should be
checked periodically for harmonic
and IM distortion, using a good
stylus. When the test record begins
to show appreciable distortion, it
should be discarded.
Measurement of
Turntable Speed
A turntable must rotate at constant speed, even during lightly and
heavily recorded passages. Turntable speed is conveniently measured
with a stroboscopic disc illustrated
in Fig. 11. The strobe disc is viewed
under a neon or fluorescent light
powered from a 60-Hz source. One
of the barred circles will appear to
stand still, or to rotate slowly clockwise or counterclockwise. Motionless bars indicate the calibrated
speed of the particular barred circle. Clockwise rotation indicates
that the actual speed is slower.
In some cases, the barred circle
will appear to stand still momentarily, rotate for a while, and then to
stand still again. This trouble is
sometimes caused by oil or other
foreign substances on the drive
wheel. These parts can be cleaned
with alcohol.
The same trouble symptom can
be caused by defective turntable or
motor bearings. Also, there may be
unsuspected mechanical interference, such as the turntable rubbing
against some surface or object.
Wow

Fig. 10 Fifty -power microscope for visually inspecting condition of stylus.
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If a turntable does not rotate at
constant speed, the condition is
technically termed wow. It is basically a mechanical form of frequency
modulation. Economy -type turntables may be unsatisfactory for hi-fi
reproduction because of marginal
motor power and lack of sufficient
flywheel effect. A strobe disc test
under playing conditions will disclose wow which, in this case, can -

not be eliminated.
Motor and turntable units are
often specified by manufacturers for
motor type, power consumption,
and the torque required to brake
the turntable from a given speed to
a lower speed (such as from 78
rpm to 77 rpm). Torque denotes a
twisting force, as depicted in Fig.
12. The magnitude of torque is expressed as the product of force and
distance (F and r in Fig. 12.) Braking torque for a turntable is stated
in ounce -inch units.
Of course, wow will become evident if the motor is operated at subnormal line voltage. Noticeable wow
will be observed on heavily recorded
passages. Another obvious cause of
wow is a warped record; the tolerable limit of warp is about 1/16
inch. Special instruments are available to measure wow, and indicate
the percentage in rms deviation of
a tone frequency with respect to its
average frequency. However, a
strobe disc serves the same purpose
for routine shop tests. The only requirement in strobe -disc application
is that the changes in apparent speed
of bar rotation be observed carefully. When wow is slight, it might
be overlooked in an off -hand test.

-

NOW
CHECK

LL
TRANSISTORS
IN OR OUT OF CIRCUIT
Flick function
switch to left
to check all
regular tran-

..

.

Flick function
switch to right

to check any
FET.

sistors.

Flutter

Flutter is related to wow, but has
a comparatively higher deviation

rate. The human ear is more sensitive to flutter than to wow. Flutter
is usually caused by small defects in
the motor or the mechanical drive
system. It tends to occur in units
that have been in extended service,
with little or no attention to lubrication. The resulting wear causes
poor mechanical fit, which must be
corrected by replacement of the
faulty parts. Although flutter meters
are available, a strobe disc serves
adequately for routine shop tests.
Both wow and flutter meters are
comparatively expensive instruments, and their cost can be justified only by the larger shops or labs.
Understandably, a turntable must
be level to provide optimum performance. A typical turntable level is
illustrated in Fig. 13. The turntable
must also be free from wobble, and
should maintain its level against
moderate vertical pressure near the
edges. If a wow and/or flutter meter
is available, note that a meter reading of less than 1% is considered
acceptable. A good hi-fi turntable

Model TF151

all regular transistors plus the new field effect transistors.
You won't be stopped when you run into the new FETs that are wired
into the latest hi-fi, newest TV receivers and nearly every other new device
coming on the market. For the very first time, you can check them all,
in or out of circuit. The TF151 works every time using tried and proven
signal injection techniques. New, improved tests on special RF transistors
and the latest high power transistors, mean that the TF151 is the only
up-to-date transistor tester on the market. A new, exclusive setup book
in rear compartment guides you to every test for over 12,000 transistors
and FETs. The book is not needed for general service troubleshooting.
Regular transistors are checked for beta gain and Icbo leakage. FETs
are checked for transconductance and lgss leakage. only
$12950
Your distributor just got this new tester in stock.
See him, it obsoletes all others.

NO. I MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC .MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

426

SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE. ADDISON. ILLINOIS 60101
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Fig. 13 Device for leveling

Fig. 11 Stroboscopic disc for measuring
turntable speed.

a

turntable.

12 Illustration of twisting force
called torque.
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Fig. 15 A single -section, low-pass Pi
in rumble test.

filter used

Fig. 14 Test setup for measuring rumble.

may show as little as 0.1% wow or
flutter, even on heavily recorded
passages.
Rumble

Both wow and flutter are distinguished from rumble. Rumble consists of a series of random pulses
(not a cyclic low-frequency interference). It is caused by vibrations
within the player, and is often decribed as noise "like furniture moving around upstairs." A scope test
quickly shows whether interference
has a rumble waveform-the pattern is random and does not have
a steady cyclic form in the case of
rumble. Although rumble can be reduced or eliminated by means of an
amplifier rumble filter which cuts
off sharply below 50 Hz, it is obviously desirable to correct the cause
of the rumble if it is practical to do
so.

When rumble is a problem, check
the motor for vibration. Any mechanical defect that causes vibrations to be transmitted to the turntable can cause rumble. Note that
rumble can be measured, using the
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test setup shown in Fig. 14. The
low-pass filter has a cutoff frequency of approximately 300 Hz.
The test procedure is as follows:
First, the low-pass filter is removed from the circuit, and the output is measured using a 1-KHz test
record. The preamplifier controls
are adjusted for maximum -rated
output and flat frequency response.
Then, the low-pass filter is connected into the test circuit, and the
VTVM sensitivity is advanced to

obtain a convenient reading. Finally,
lift the pickup from the test record
and note any change in VTVM
reading. The amount of rumble is
expressed as the number of dB below maximum rated output from the
preamplifier.
Let us briefly consider the component values used in a low-pass filter. With reference to Fig. 15,
choose a cutoff frequency, fc, and
a terminating resistance, R. Then
find the required values of L and C
as indicated. For example, if fc=
300 Hz, and R=75 ohms, then L=
80 mh and C=0.071 mfd. One-half
of C, or 0.035 mfd is connected at

each end of L to form the filter. A
sharper cutoff characteristic can be
obtained by connecting several filter sections in series. (Note that the
inductors of the multi -section filter
must not couple into one another.)

Conclusion
Although other types of tests are
made in audio laboratories, these
are generally out of the question for
the service shop because of the
costly test equipment that is required. For example, measurement
of the static compliance of a stylus requires a calibrated shadowgraph and a sensitive balance. However, the simpler tests that have
been explained in this series of articles permit almost any service
problem to be solved with a minimum of time and effort. Apprentice
technicians are often awed by ordinary harmonic and intermodulation
distortion meters, and occasionally
by a scope. However, practice
makes perfect, and the modern shop
cannot hope to remain competitive
unless modern test equipment is
utilized.

took GE's Willie Gorrell, a real tough customer,
to end the head -scratching confusion you used to
face when you needed a replacement color picture
tube. General Electric's CRT production chief got
right to the heart of the problem, tossed out the
multi -line bewilderment and made possible one
high -quality line-ULTRACOLOR. Now one line has
a tube for every make and model
.
no more
baffling combinations of specs, screens, glass
and guns. ULTRACOLOR tubes are manufactured
to all the essential original equipment specifications, utilize rare earth phosphor (except older
types which will be identified as sulfide phosphor,
if of that type), have new guns, and may or may
not utilize used glass and other materials. Make
It

This tough customer
from GE knocked the
confusion out of
color picture tubes!

ULTRACOLOR CRT's your choice every time.
Look for the new white carton at your General
Electric distributor's store.
288-27

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
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of the retrace slope; diode X1 will

A look at RCA's

solid-state color
Part

4/by

Ellsworth Ladyman

The horizontal section of the CTC40 is discussed in this, the final installment
of a sense of articles analyzing the circuitry employed in this manufacturer's
first solid-state color chassis.

AFC and Oscillator
The function of an automatic frequency control (AFC) circuit in the
horizontal section of a television receiver is to hold the horizontal oscillator frequency at exactly the
same frequency and phase as the
broadcast horizontal sync pulses.
Color television receivers demand
even more exact performance from
the horizontal AFC circuit because
the color burst amplifier is keyed
by pulses obtained from the horizontal circuit. Any change in frequency or phase existing between
the occurrance of color burst and
the horizontal keying pulse for the
burst amplifier will result in an incorrect color display.
The design of the AFC circuit
employed in the CTC40 chassis is
such that it will hold the horizontal
oscillator at the exact frequency of
the incoming horizontal sync pulses
as long as the free -running frequency of the oscillator is within a
tolerance of ±300 Hz of the broadcast horizontal sync signal.

Horizontal

Theory of Operation
The horizontal AFC and oscillator circuitry is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. The phase splitter
stage supplies equal and opposite
sync pulses to the familiar dual diode phase detector. Incoming sync
pulses are differentiated at the base
of the phase-splitter transistor to reduce interference from the vertical
sync pulses that are present in the
output of the sync separator.
Output pulses from the collector
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and emitter of the phase splitter are
coupled to the phase -detector diodes
by capacitors Cl and C2.
A reference voltage taken from
the high -voltage transformer is applied to the common diode junction
through a waveshaping network.
This network shapes the negative going pulses from the high-voltage
transformer into a sawtooth signal
that is applied to the AFC circuit.
The frequency of the pulses sampled
from the high -voltage transformer
is the same as that of the horizontal
oscillator.
When the pulses from the highvoltage transformer and the incoming horizontal sync pulses occur at
the exact same frequency, each
diode is keyed into conduction by
the sync pulses as the reference voltage passes though zero. The current
through each diode will be equal,
resulting in equal and opposite
charges on capacitors Cl and C2.
As these capacitors discharge
through resistors R1 and R2, equal
and opposite voltages are developed
across the resistors. The voltage at
their junction is zero (with respect
to ground), and, consequently, the
amount of correction voltage developed is zero.
If the horizontal oscillator is
running at a frequency less than
that of the incoming horizontal sync
pulses, a change in the relative position of the reference voltage wave shape during the application of the
sync pulses will result. The sync
pulses will key the diodes into conduction during the positive portion

conduct more strongly than diode
X2; and the charge on capacitor Cl
will become more positive, while the
charge on capacitor C2 will become
less negative.
Discharge action of these capacitors through resistors R1 and R2
will result in an imbalance of current flow through R1 and R2, and
the voltage developed at their junction will go positive. This positive
voltage is the correction voltage for
the horizontal oscillator and will
cause the oscillator to increase in
frequency.
Should the oscillator be running
at a frequency greater than the incoming sync pulses, a negative correction voltage will be developed at
the junction of R1 and R2 as the
result of circuit action similar but
opposite to that described in the preceding paragraph. Application of
the negative correction voltage to
the oscillator will produce a decrease in the oscillator frequency.
The DC correction voltage present at the junction of R1 and R2
is fed to an AFC limiting and filtering circuit comprised of diodes X3
and X4, capacitors C3 and C4, and
resistor R3. The function of this circuit is two -fold: The limiting diodes
prevent the AFC correction voltage
from exceeding -0.5V to 0.5 volts;
and the filter network prevents the
AFC output from being contaminated by unwanted frequencies, such
as 60 Hz. (A 60 -Hz signal present
at this point would result in horizontal bending, twisting, etc.)
Horizontal Oscillator

A blocking oscillator circuit is
employed as the horizontal oscillator in the CTC40 chassis. Basic circuit action is as follows:
Voltage pulses present on the collector of the horizontal oscillator
trans is t or are transformer -coupled
into the base circuit, driving the
stage into cutoff. During the time
that the oscillator transistor is cutoff, capacitor C5 discharges through
the horizontal hold control circuitry
to the "turn -on" potential of the
oscillator. The oscillator conducts, a
pulse appears at the collector and
is coupled to the base, and the cycle
repeats.
The settings or adjustments of the
horizontal linearity and horizontal
hold controls determine the discharge time of capacitor C5 or, in
other words, the length of time the

transistor remains cut off. In this
manner the horizontal hold control
determines the frequency of the horizontal oscillator.
This is accomplished by adding
the correction voltage from the AFC
circuit to the charge capacitor C5.
This correction voltage, depending
on its polarity and amplitude, will
either add or subtract from the
charge on capacitor C5, which, in
turn, either increases or decreases
the time required to discharge C5
to the turn -on potential of the oscillator. This circuit action alters the
frequency and phase of the oscillator
in accordance with the broadcast
sync pulse.

Horizontal Oscillator B+ Source
A special 30-volt source is used
to supply B+ to the horizontal oscillator. This is done to assure that
the horizontal oscillator will be capable of supplying adequate drive to
the horizontal output stage at the
instant power is first applied to the
receiver. The filter circuit of the normal +30 -volt supply source requires too much time to reach full
value; therefore, the special circuit,
comprised of X5 (zener diode) and
resistor R4, is used to develop the
required 30 volts from the more
lightly filtered 155 -volt source. This
circuit functions to reduce the time
required for the oscillator output to

reach its normal operating level.

Horizontal Output Circuitry
It is necessary to slightly alter the
shape of the horizontal oscillator
output waveform to minimize the
possibility of pretriggering the commutator switch. This is accomplished by the waveshaping network
composed of diode X5, capacitor C6
and resistors R5 and R6.
The voltage developed across the
output winding of the horizontal
blocking oscillator transformer is
coupled to this waveshaping network. R6 and C6 function as a dif-

ferentiating network, producing a
positive voltage spike to turn on the
commutator switch. The diode, X6,
is reverse biased during the negative -going portion of the output
voltage waveshape. This permits capacitor C6 to discharge through the
parallel paths provided by R5 and
R6. This discharging action holds
the waveshape negative until the
next positive pulse arrives. Thus, the
commutator gate is held negative
during trace -time, reducing commutator prctriggering.
Control of Temperature
Induced Frequency Change
It is an inherent characteristic of
transistors that their operation will
vary with changes in ambient and
internal temperature. A thermistor,
RT, in conjunction with resistor R7,

functions as a temperature -sensitive,
voltage-divider network. As the
temperature of the horizontal oscillator transistor changes, its operating frequency tends to change.
The same changes in temperature
that affect the transistor also affect
the thermister (RT). The transistor
base -circuit voltage will be altered
by the temperature -induced changes
in the divider network comprised of
RT and R7. This change in base circuit voltage will be in a direction
that will cancel out the effects of
temperature on the transistor.

Horizontal Deflection
The RCA CTC40 chassis utilizes
two silicon -controlled rectifiers
(SRC's) and their associated components to generate the necessary
yoke current and fulfill high -voltage
requirements.
The function of any horizontal
deflection system used in television
receivers utilizing electromagnetic
deflection is to provide a linear flow
of current through the yoke windings which, in turn, moves an electron beam from one side of the picture tube screen to the other in a
linear sweep. This action is normally
referred to as "trace", and the yoke
current that caused the deflection is
called "trace current."
Trace current must be in sync
with the incoming TV signal. The
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flection yoke current cycle.
During the first one half of CRT
beam trace time, the current through
the horizontal deflection coils decreases towards zero and flows
through trace diode Xl, resulting in
a charge build-up on capacitor Cy.
During this interval (first half of
trace time), silicon controlled rectifier SRI. the trace SCR, is prepared
for conduction by the application
of the proper gate -voltage pulse.
However, the SCR1 will not conduct until its anode/cathode junction is forward biased. This condition will be satisfied during the sec -

trol the flow of current through the
horizontal yoke windings during retrace time.
Energy storage and timing properties are provided in the circuit
by components LI, CI, C2 and Cy.
Inductors L2A and L2B provide a
charge path for LI and Cl, and a
gating, or keying, signal to SCR1.
The complete horizontal -deflection
yoke -current cycle can be divided
into a sequence of individual actions
involving different modes of horizontal circuit operation. These
actions are accomplished during discrete intervals of the horizontal de-

yoke current must also provide a
means of returning the CRT beam
to the starting side of the CRT
screen. The current that accomplishes this is referred to as retrace,
or flyback, current.
Circuit Action

A partial schematic of the horizontal output circuit is shown in
Fig. 2. Diode X1 and silicon-controlled rectifier SCR1 control the
flow of current through the horizontal yoke windings during the CRT
beam trace time. Diode X2 and silicon -controlled rectifier SCR2 con-
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Partial schematic diagram of horizontal output circuitry found in CTC4O.
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TRANSFORMER

and half of the beam trace cycle.
At the end of the first half of
trace, yoke current reaches zero, capacitor Cy starts discharging
through the yoke inductance, and
the current flow through the circuit

THE FIRST REALLY COMPLETE

e

reverses, reverse -biasing diode X1
and, simultaneously, forward biasing the SCR1. The capacitor discharges into the yoke inductance
through SCR1 and the resulting
yoke current completes the second
half of trace.
When the second half of trace is

e

concluded, the CRT beam has

:NP

scanned across the entire width of
the CRT screen. At this point, a
pulse, derived from the horizontal
oscillator circuit, keys the retrace
SCR into conduction. This action releases the charge previously built
up, or stored, on capacitor Cy, and
current flows into the commutator
circuit comprised of inductor L1
and capacitor Cl.
Because of heavy forward current
flow

86NCOFt
_VS148r
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KAI'. oAnrf

....- VEC TORSCOPE
CONNECTION

R
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,rrPu1
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NEW OSCILLOSCOPEIVECTORSCOPE
With just the flip of

a

switch

through the yoke circuit

(SCR1, Ly and Cy), the net current resulting from the combined
circuit actions of the commutating
switch circuit and the yoke circuit
continues to allow the trace rectifier, SCR1, to conduct.
At this point both rectifiers, SCR1
and SCR2, are conducting. However, the current flowing in the commutator circuit increases much more
rapidly than the current flow in the
yoke circuit. After an extremely
short period of time (two to three
microseconds) the net current flowing in SCR1 reverses, turning off
SCR1 at the start of retrace.
Circuit conditions are now set to
initiate retrace: Trace rectifier
SCR1, along with diode Xl, is cut
off, and retrace rectifier SCR2 is
conducting. The result is a series
resonant circuit comprised of inductor L1, capacitor Cl and the
horizontal yoke windings. (Capacitor CY is also in series with these
components, but, because of its
value, can be disregarded.)
The current through this circuit
causes the CRT beam to retrace half
way across the screen. At this point
the current flow has decreased to
zero. Current flow in the series resonant circuit now reverses, and retrace rectifier SCR2 ceases conduction because the current flow in the
circuit is opposite the normal flow
of forward current.
Diode X2 is now forward -biased

Conventional "S" Pattern
recommended by RCA,
Admiral, etc.)

Vector Pattern (as recommended by Zenith, etc.)

(as

truly remarkable service scope; complete for every servicing test recommended by any and all TV manufacturers. For the very first time, here is a
scope sensitive enough to view the IF tuner output but with adequate high
voltage protection to view the plate of the horizontal output tube directly.
Leave the rear view switches in their normal position and you can use the
PS 148 to service color TV from chroma take off to the tri -color tube following the standard RCA "S" pattern approach. Flip the VECTOR switch on the
rear and you have converted to a standard vectorscope
. and for only
$20.00 more than the Sencore scope without vectors. Compare these specifications and you will be convinced that the PS 148 is the most complete,
versatile scope on the market today.
A

.

.

. Direct Peak to Peak Voltage Measurements. Read the peak to peak waveform voltage
directly from the vertical input controls. Faster and easier than a VTVM and extremely
accurate.
Wide Band. Vertical amplifier frequency response is flat from 10HZ to 5.2MHZ -} 1DB.
High Sensitivity. Vertical amplifier sensitivity of .017 volts
PS 148
RMS per one inch deflection. Ultra sensitive for transistor
servicing and for viewing signals directly off a TV tuner.
. Direct and Lo -Cap Probe on one cable for maximum versatility. The Lo-Cap probe can handle high voltage signals

up to 6000 volts peak to peak.
Extended Horizontal Sweep Frequencies. Horizontal sweep
ranges from 5HZ all the way to 500 KHZ in five overlapping
steps; allows you to look at higher frequency waveforms.
Sync is so positive you would think it has triggered sweep.
. Exclusive Vectorscope Features. Flick one switch at the
rear of the PS 148 and you have an easy to use vectorscope.
This new vector pattern greatly simplifies chroma trouble

2295°

shooting and bandpass alignment.
Minimum Circuit Loading on Vectors. Prevents distorted
vector patterns due to lead capacity loading by having
vectorscope connections on rear of PS 148.
Special Vectorgraph Screen. Shows exact degree of chroma
demodulation.
Provisions for intensity modulation and direct connections
to CRT deflection plates on rear for forming lissajous patterns, etc. Just a flick of two switches; no need to disconnect leads or make special connections.

NO.

1

MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE,

ADDISON, ILLINOIS 60101
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Use Aerovox capacitors

available from your local
AEROVOX DISTRIBUTOR
He's your best "one -stop" source for

virtually every replacement capacitor you require. He carries the complete Aerovox line which includes:
ceramics, micas, electrolytics,
papers, film and interference filters.
So no matter what your replace-

ment requirement, you're sure to
find it at an Aerovox Dsitributor.

service

it

FAST
with
components

that

by this reversal of current and starts
conducting, supplying the energy for
the remainder of retrace. The energy
previously stored on capacitor Cl
has been returned to the yoke in-

ductance.
Retrace current flowing in the
horizontal yoke winding returns the
electron beam to its starting point.
The time interval of yoke retrace
current flow is made equal to the
desired retrace time by selection of
the proper values of components
L 1, Cl and Ly.
These components are selected to
be resonant at a frequency which
has a period equal to two times the
retrace time interval. Therefore, the
current flowing during one half
cycle of circuit oscillations will accomplish the full retrace function.
After completion of one full cycle
(trace and retrace), the circuit must
be made ready for the next cycle.
This includes restoring energy to the
commutator circuit and resetting the
trace rectifier, SCR1. Both of these
functions are performed by utilizing
circuitry which includes inductor
L2.
During retrace, inductor L2 is
connected between B+ and ground

by the conduction of SCR2 and
diode X2, respectively. When X2
ceases conduction, inductor L2 is
removed from ground. A charge is
built up on Cl from the B+ line

through inductor L2. This charging
process continues throughout the
trace interval, until retrace begins.
The charge on Cl serves to replenish energy to the yoke circuit during the retrace interval.
The voltage developed across inductor L2 during the charging of
capacitor Cl is used to forward -bias
the gate of SCR1. This sets up
SCR1 and enables it to conduct
upon receiving the proper signal.
The voltage developed across inductor L2 is coupled to the gate of
SCR1 via L2A, C2 and R1.
These components form a wave shaping network that forms a pulse
with the proper shape and amplitude
to enable SCR1 to conduct when
its anode/cathode junction is forward -biased. This will occur approximately mid -way through the
trace interval.
This concludes our analysis of
RCA's solid-state CTC40 color chassis. (Schematic diagrams used in this
article series courtesy of RCA.)
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Fig. 3 Simplified schematic of horizontal output circuit, and diagram showing instantaneous voltages across L1 and SCR1 during trace and retrace times.
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Using Scopes In Transistor Circuits:
Robert G. Middleton, Howard W.
Sams and Company, Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana, 1968; 192 pages,
51/2" x 81/2", soft cover, $4.50 (Catalog No. 20663).
Written chiefly for the electronics
technician, this text tells how and
when to use oscilloscopes in transistor circuits, with special emphasis on scope waveform analysis. It
includes detailed discussions of
waveforms and circuit theory of
transistor oscillators, amplifiers,
waveshaping circuits, monochrome
and color TV and electronic computers.

Practical CB Radio Servicing: R. R.
Freelander, Hayden Book Company, Inc. New York, 1968; 192
pages, 6" x 9", soft cover, $4.75.
Specifically written for professionals who must diagnose and repair CB radios quickly, the content
of this text is arranged so that each
chapter discusses a specific aspect
of CB servicing. Thus, the book
can be used as a review source for
spot testing and troubleshooting
techniques.
The text begins by detailing
check-out procedures for both fixed
and mobile units. Discussed next is a
step-by-step method for measuring
transmission and receiving frequencies for optimum performance and
compliance with FCC rules, followed by measurement and corrective procedures for modulation and
symmetry, input and output power,
sensitivity and selectivity.
Later chapters are devoted to diagnosing and repairing receiver,
transmitter and power supply troubles. Causes and cures of interference are also discussed.
Rounding out the content is an
overall review of CB equipment and
applications, and a glossary of CB
radio terms.

GIVE...

Se more will live

HEART
FUND

Fourth page of a five -page article
missing by the time you get to read
ELECTRONIC SERVICING? Schematic diagram missing? Then you
need a subscription of your own!
Priced right and packed with profitable information each month! Use the
convenient order form inside the
back cover of this issue! P.S. If
that's missing, too, send us a note
with your name and address-we'll
contact you with full details!

Tired of
hand-me-down
copies of
ELECTRONIC
SERVICING?

DISHONEST
44

You might think so when you see
Mercury's unbelievable values. You get
all the equipment you need for fast,
accurate, profitable Color TV servicing
at low, low prices. We tell it like it is.

"

3000-5" High Sensitivity 5 ME OSCILLOSCOPE-VECTORSCOPE
Precision engineered to fill all your requirements for waveform
observation-Color and B/W. Top quality construction and circuitry make model 3000 ideal for TV technicians, electronic
experimenters, development engineers as well as for applications in Technical Schools and Industry. Includes Vectorscope
calibrations on the calibrated Graticule, permitting vectorscope
analysis through access to the deflection plates at rear of unit.
A significant analysis tool in Color TV servicing. VERTICAL
AMPLIFIER: Sensitivity -10 My RMS/Cm
Frequency Response
-10 Hz to 5 Mc ±3 Db Rise Time -0.08 Microsecond. HORIZONTAL AMPLIFIER: Frequency Response -5 Hz to 500 KHz ±3
Db
Sweep Range -5 Hz to 500 KHz, continuously adjustable.
Model

t,
6
Kit

Wired-T

0995
15995
Model

1901-

Model

Solid State,
Battery Operated

MILLIAMMETER-

COLOR GENERATOR

6" METER
High impedance, Solid
State unit assures instant
operation and permanent
operating stability. Com-

Offers every essential
feature needed to install. and service Color
TV. Pre -tested rock
solid pattern stability

under extremes of

bines advantages of stand-

heat and cold. Exclusive: Line Width and
Dot Size Adjustment
Crystal Controlled
Gun

88495 (Available in

AC operated

4000-FIELD

EFFECT VOLT-OHM-

VTVM and FET circuitry. DC current ranges
ard

up to

1 Amp. Operates on
both AC and Battery.

Killers.

model-$8915)

$6995

ALL MERCURY TEST EQUIPMENT GUARANTEED FOR ONE FULL YEAR!
UPDATED TUBE TEST DATA AVAILABLE ON ALL UNITS.
MERCURY ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
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Outputs
RF:

Channels

3

or 4, level fixed to 5 mv

p -p

Test equipment
available for
TV servicing

Chroma Level:
Variable 0-200%
Added Features:
Gun killers
Power Requirements:
Line -115V AC, 60 Hz

The test equipment described in the following pages
is representative of the quality, variety and cost of

common test instruments currently available for
servicing both b -w and color TV.
The list does not include all items currently available. Included are only the instruments of those
manufacturers who respond to our request for information. (NA indicates that the information was not
available at press time.)
Compare the characteristics of the test equipment
you are currently using with those of the instruments
listed here. If yours comes out second best, perhaps it is time you considered updating your test
equipment inventory.
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3

lbs.

Price:
$99.95

B&K MODEL 1245

EICO MODEL 385

Size (HWD):
63/4" x 91/4" x 5"

Weight:
4 lbs.

Price:
$189.95

RF:

All patterns, channels 3 or 4, level
variable to about 50 mv p -p
Video:
All patterns, black positive, level
fixed at about 1 volt p -p
Chroma Level:
Level variable 0-200%
Power Requirements:
Battery -12 AA cells
Line -115V AC, 60 Hz

7" x 21/4" x 9%"
Weight:

Patterns
Color:
Keyed rainbow (crystal controlled)
Convergence:
Crosshatch
Dots (0.25 microseconds wide)
Horizontal lines
Vertical lines
Size (HWD):
27/8" x 878" x 8V2"
Weight:
3 lbs.
Price:
$139.95

Color-bar generators
AMPHENOL MODEL 865
Patterns
Color:
Keyed rainbow
Three -bar (80°, 180°, 270°)
Single bar, variable between 30° and
300°
Convergence:
Crosshatch (20 x 15 lines)
Dots (300 in 20 x 15 array)
Horizontal lines
Single crossbar (movable)
Single dot (movable)
Vertical lines
Outputs

Size (HWD):

B&K MODEL 1242

Patterns
Color:
Keyed Rainbow (crystal controlled)
Convergence:
Crosshatch (9 x 14 lines)
Dots
Horizontal lines
Vertical lines

Patterns
Color:
Keyed rainbow (crystal controlled)
Convergence:
Crosshatch
Dots
Horizontal lines
Vertical lines

Added Features:

Size: (HWD):

Gun killers
Size (HWD):
21/2" x 82/3"

Weight:

23/4" x 63/4"
X

83/8"

X

43/4"

lbs.

3V2

Weight:

Price:

7 lbs.

$140.00

Price:
$109.95 (wired)
$79.95 (kit form)

HICKOK MODEL 661
Patterns
Color:
6 separate NTSC color bars (each
bar covers 2/3 of screen)
4 phase test signals (R -Y, B -Y,
G -Y/90 and -G -Y)
Convergence:
Crosshatch (15 x 20)
Dots (approx. 300)
Horizontal bars (15)
Vertical bars (20)
Outputs
RF:

channels 3 and 4, all pattern, variable
gain control
Video:
All patterns available at separate
video jack
Chroma Level:
Fixed, on/off switch provided
Power Requirements:
105-125V AC, 60 Hz
Size: (HWD):

LECTROTECH MODEL V6 -B
Patterns
Color:
Keyed rainbow (crystal controlled)
Convergence:
Crosshatch
Dots (size adjustable)
Horizontal lines (width adjustable)
Vertical lines
Outputs
RF:

Dots

Channels 3, 4 or 5 (+10,000 mv)
Chroma level:
Variable
Added features:
Dial -a -Dine
Gun killers
Hand -wired circuitry
Power Requirements:

Horizontal lines
Vertical lines
Added Features
Gun killer switches
All solid-state circuitry
Battery condition -indicating meter

115V AC, 60 Hz

Weight:

Size (HWD):

4 lbs.

31/2"x75/s"x 9"
Weight:

51

lbs.

$99.50

11;',;"x15"x11/8"
RCA MODEL WR -64B

lbs.

Price:
$359.50
LEADER MODEL LCG-387
Patterns
Color:
Keyed rainbow
Convergence:
Crosshatch (11 x 14 lines. Horizontal
bars are one scan line wide, with
blanking. Vertical bars are 0.2 us
wide with 4 us spacing)
Dots (at crosshatch intersections)
Single Crossbar (centered on raster)

Price:
$168.00

Price:

Weight:
181/2

Size (HWD):
61/2 " x 71/2 " x 4"

Patterns
Color:
Keyed rainbow
Convergence:
Crosshatch
Dots
Added Features:
Chroma variable
Standby Switch
Size (HWD):

10"x131/2"x8"

SENCORE MODEL CG10
Patterns
Color:
Ten standard RCA -licensed color -bar
patterns (NTSC phased colors)
Convergence:
Crosshatch (14H x 10V)
Dots (adjustable)
Horizontal lines
Vertical lines
Chroma Level:
Variable to 200%
Added Features
Interlace control (eliminates "dot
bounce" due to receiver chassis
design variations)
All solid state
Gun killers
Power Requirements:
Battery (Zener regulated 12 -volt supply)
Size (HWD):

10"x83/8"x31/8"
Weight:
8 lbs.

Price:
$89.95

Weight:
131/2

Outputs
RF:
Ch. 5 or 6 ±0.5%, switch selectable.
10 mv on open circuit

Chroma Level:
Variable
Added Features:
Solid-state
Power Requirements:
115V AC, 2 watts

lbs.

Price:
$129.00

RCA CHRO-BAR MODEL WR -502A
Patterns

Color:
Keyed rainbow
Convergence:
Blank raster
Crosshatch

SENCORE MODEL CG12
Patterns
Color:
Keyed rainbow
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Weight:
9 lbs.

Price:
$149.95

Convergence:
Crosshatch (14H x 10V)
Dots (adjustable size)
Horizontal lines
Vertical lines
Chroma Level:
Variable to 200%
Added Features:
4.5 -MHz crystal controlled signal modulated into the RF
Color gun killer switches
Positive or negative picture phase
Solid state
Power Requirements:
120V AC, 60 Hz
Size (HWD):
10" x 83/8" x 31/8"

Weight:

SENCORE COLOR ANALYZER
MODEL CA122B
Patterns
Color:
Standard RCA licensed color bars
Convergence:
Crosshatch
Dots (adjustable)
Horizontal lines

Vertical lines
Blank raster (no modulation)
Outputs

Shorts removed
Welds open cathodes
Size (HWD):

RF:
Ch. 2-6 variable

Weight:

Video:

NA

20 MHz to 50 MHz (for signal substi-

tution: composite video, chroma
and horizontal and vertical sync
pulse)
Chroma Level:
Variable to 200%

NA

Price:
$109.95

SENCORE MODEL CG -141
Patterns
Color:
RCA licensed standard color bars
Convergence:
Crosshatch
Dots
Horizontal lines
Single cross (can be placed anywhere on CRT)
Single dot (can be placed anywhere
on CRT)

Price:
$79.95

AMPHENOL MODEL 857
CRT's Tested:
Color and black and white
Tests Performed:
Emission

Interelectrode shorts
Measures DC voltage (two ranges,
0-1000 volts and 0-50,000 volts with
optional TV probe).
High -voltage internal leakage (direct
meter reading)
Gas (direct meter readout on 50-ua
meter)

Added Features:
Color gun killer switches
Combination circuit analyzer
Video and sync variable up to 30 volts

Corrective functions:
Cathode rejuvenation (three level, time
controlled)
Shorts removal
Welds open cathodes

p -p

Vertical lines
Outputs

Power Requirements:

RF:
Ch. 2 through 6

Size (HWD):

Chroma Level:
Variable to 200%

NA

115V AC, 60 Hz

10"x14"x 8"
Weight:
15 lbs.

Price:
$187.50

CRT testers

Added Features
Interlace control (eliminates "dot
bounce")
Crystal -controlled sound carrier
All solid state
Gun killers
Size (HWD):

10"x9"x31/2"
46

AMPHENOL MODEL 855
CRT's Tested:
Color and black -and -white
Tests Performed:
Emission
Interelectrode shorts
Measures anode and screen potentials
Color gun balance
Gas (direct meter readout)
Corrective functions:
Cathode rejuvenation

ELECTRONIC SERVICING/March, 1969
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Added Features:
Adjustable filament voltage (metered)
G1 and G2 tests adjustable
Size (HWD):
NA

Weight:
less than 6 lbs.

Price:
$99.50

B&K MODEL 465
CRT's Tested:
Color and black and white

Tests Performed:
Emission
Interelectrode shorts

Cutoff voltage
Life test
Leakage
Color gun balance
Corrective functions:
Cathode rejuvenation (three levels, time
controlled)
Shorts removed
Open cathodes welded
Added Features:
Variable G1 and G2 voltages
Meter sensitivity switch for testing CRT's
with normally low emission
Calibrated heater voltage meter

Size (HWD):

I

101/2" x 111/2 " x 4 r/z

Weight:
7 lbs.

Power Requirements:
117V AC, 60 Hz

Price:
$89.95

HICKOK MODEL CR35
CRT's Tested:
Color and black and white
Tests Performed:
Emission
Interelectrode shorts

Cut-off voltage
Life test
Corrective functions:
Cathode rejuvenation (three levels, time
controlled)
Shorts removed
Size (HWD):

103/4"x101/2"x 51/4"
Weight:
lbs.
Power Requirements:
117V AC, 60 Hz
9
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LECTROTECH MODEL CRT -100
CRT's Tested:
All black -and -white and color
Tests Performed:

Emission
Interelectrode shorts
Grid -to -Cathode leakage (direct meter
readout)
Color gun balance
Leakage (neon lamp)
Life tests
Corrective functions:
Cathode rejuvenation
Shorts removed

Added Features:
Line voltage adjust
Variable G2 voltage
Size (HWD):
NA

SENCORE MODEL CR143

Weight:
5 lbs. (with batteries)
4.5 lbs. (less batteries)
8.5 lbs. (shipping weight)
Price:
$99.95
HEATH MODEL IM -17
DC Volts Ranges:
0 to 1, 10, 100, 1000 volts full scale

CRT's Tested:
All color and black and white
Tests Performed:
Emission
Interelectrode shorts
Cut-off voltage
Life tests
Color gun balance (individual tests)

Corrective functions:
Cathode rejuvenation (three level, time
controlled)
Removes shorts
Welds open cathodes
Added Features:
Separate screen grid controls for each
gun to duplicate receiver conditions
Power Requirements:

Weight:

117V AC, 60 Hz
Size (HWD):

NA

9"x10"x31/2"

Price:

Weight:

$89.50

10 lbs., 2 oz.

AC Volts Ranges:
0 to 1.2, 10, 100, 1000 full scale
Ohms Ranges:
R x 1, 100, 10K, 1 meg

Input Impedance:
11 megohms on DC
1 megohm shunted by 100 pf (38 pf on
1000V scale) on AC
Accuracy:
±3% full scale on DC
+4% full scale on AC
Frequency Response:
±1 dB 10 Hz to 1 MHz
Power Requirements:
1.5V

Price:
SENCORE MODEL CR13

$99.50

CRT's Tested:
Color and black -and -white
Tests Performed:

FET meters

Emission
Interelectrode shorts
Cut-off voltage
Life tests
Color gun balance (individual tests)
Corrective functions:
Cathode rejuvenation (time controlled)
Cathode to grid shorts removed
Open cathodes welded
Added Features:
Variable G1 and G2 voltages
Line voltage compensation
Replaceable plug-in socket cables
Power Requirements:
105-125V AC, 50-60 Hz
Size (HWD):
101/4" x 103/4" x 41/4 "

Weight:
81/2 lbs.
Price:
$79.95

Size (HWD):

41/4"x81/2"x71/4"
AMPHENOL MODEL 870

lbs.

-

Price:
$19.95 (kit form)
RCA MODEL WV-38A
DC Volts Ranges:
0 to 0.5, 1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150, 500, 1500

AC Volts Ranges (values of sine waves):
0 to 1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150, 500, 1500 (peak to -peak values of sine waves and
DC Volts Ranges:
0 to 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, 10, 30, 100, 300, 1000
AC Volts Ranges:
0 to 0.01, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, 10, 30, 100,
300
dB Ranges:

- 40,

- 30, - 20,

40, 50,

-10,

0, 10, 20, 30,

(- 12 to 2 scale)

Accuracy:
+3% of full scale on all ranges from 60
Hz to 50 KHz
Input Impedance:
10 my to 1V, 10 megohms shunted by
31 pf
3V to 300V, 10 megohms shunted by 20
pf
Size (HWD):
53/4" x 91/4 " x 67/a "

48

Weight:
21/2
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0

complex waves)
to 14, 42, 140, 420, 1400, 4200

Accuracy:

±3% of full scale (accuracy of AC
ranges based on use of sine -wave
signals having less than 1/2 of 1%

total harmonic content)
Ohms ranges:
Seven ranges, from 0 to 1000 megohms
Input Impedance:
11 megohms on all DC ranges
Frequency Response:
30 Hz to 3 MHz (checked at 1.5 and
5V AC)
Maximum Input Voltages:
DC voltages with no AC voltages present -1500V
AC voltages with no DC voltages present -1500V

AC voltages with no DC present.
rms for sine waves -1500V
peak -to -peak for sine waves-4200 volts
peak -to -peak for complex waves
2000V
Combined AC and DC voltages:
Sum of DC voltage and AC peak voltage-2000V

SENCORE MODEL FE149

-

rms for sine waves -1500V
peak -to -peak for sine waves-4200V
peak -to -peak for complex waves
2000V
Combined AC and DC voltages:
Sum of DC voltage and AC peak voltage

-

67/8"x51/4"x31/e"
Weight:
31/2

67/8" x 51/4" x 31/8"

Weight:
lbs.

-0.25 to 0.25, -0.75 to 0.75,

SENCORE MODEL FE14
DC Volts Ranges:
0 to 1, 3, 10, 30, 100, 300 and 1000, full

scale
Zero center
50,

$52.00 (wired)
$38.00 (kit form)

scale- -0.5 to 0.5, -1.5
to 5, -15 to 15, -50 to

-5

-150

to 150 and

- 500 to 500

RCA MODEL WV-500A
DC Volts Ranges:
0 to 0.5, 1.5, 5, 15, 50, 500, 1500

range)
Frequency Response:

±dB30Hzto3MHz

Maximum Input Voltages:
DC voltages with no AC voltage present -1500V

scale (frequency compensated)
Input Impedance:
DC -15 megohms shunted by 45 pf
AC -15 megohms shunted by 125 pf
Frequency Response:
Flat; 25 Hz to 1 MHz, 3 dB
Points; 8 Hz to over 10 MHz
Accuracy:
AC-±3%
Size (HWD):
NA

-0

1.5 megohm shunted by 60 pf (1500V

-

DC -±1.5%

AC Volts Ranges:
rms-0 to 1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150, 500, 1500
Peak -to -peak
to 14, 42, 140, 420,
1400, 4200
Ohms Ranges:
Seven ranges, 0 to 1000 megohms

Accuracy:
±3% for full scale on both AC and DC
Input Impedance:
DC -11 megohms (all ranges)
AC -0.83 megohms shunted by 70 pf
(1.5, 5, 50, 150V ranges); 1.3 megohms shunted by 60 pf (500V range);

-

2.5 to
7.5 to 7.5,
2.5,
25 to 25,
75 to
75, -250 to 250,
750 to 750
AC Volts Ranges:
0 to 0.5, 1.5, 5, 15, 50, 500, 1500 full

-

to 1.5,

Price:

DC Volts Ranges (AC rejection 30 dB):
0 to 0.5, 1.5, 5, 50, 150, 500, 1500 full

scale.
Zero center ranges:

lbs.

Price:
$75.00

-2000V
Meter Movement:
50 ua DC current for full-scale deflection
Size (HWD):

31/2

Meter Movement:
50 ua DC current for full-scale deflection
Power Requirements:
Ohms-one 1.5V "C" cell battery
Metering Circuit:
Three 9 -volt batteries.
Size (IHWD):

Weight:
NA

Price:
$149.50
SENCORE MODEL FE16
DC Volts Ranges (AC rejection 30 to 50

dB):
0 to 1, 3, 10, 30, 100, 300, 1000

AC Volts Ranges:
rms-0 to 1, 30, 30, 100, 300 and 1000

full scale (frequency compensated)
Peak -to -peak
to 2.8, 8.4, 28, 84, 280,
840 and 2800, full scale (frequency
compensated)
Input Impedance:
DC volts -15 megohms shunted by 14

-0

pf
AC volts -10 megohms shunted by 29
pf
AC Rejection:
30 to 300 times (30 to 50 dB)

Accuracy:
±3% full scale from 32°

F

to 122° F

F

to 122° F

scale
Zero center scale ranges

full

--0.5 to

0.5,

- 1.5 to 1.5, -5 to 5, -15 to 15,
- 50 to 50, -150 to 150, - 500 to

500
AC Volts Ranges:
rms-0 to 1, 3, 10, 30, 100, 300, 1000

full scale

-0

Peak -to -peak
to 2.8, 8.4, 28, 84, 280,
840, 2800 full scale, frequency com-

pensated

on DC

±5% full scale from 32°
on AC

Frequency Response:
Flat from 25 Hz to 1 MHz
Size (HWD):
NA

Weight:
NA

Price:
$69.95
March, 1969/ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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25 Hz to 1 MHz, 3 dB
10 MHz flat

NA

dB Ranges:
-40 dB to +50 dB in 10 dB steps
Meter Size and Type:
41/2" suspension meter movement

Price:

Sensitivity:

$100.000

10 mv on AC

Size (HWD):

Frequency Response:

points: 10 Hz to

Ohms Ranges:
0 to 1000 ohms, 10K, 100K, 10 megohms, 1000 megohms
DC Current Ranges:
0 to 100 ua, 1 ma, 10 ma, 100 ma, 1 amp
Internal voltage drop: 200 mv
Input Impedance:
DC volts -15 megohms shunted by 14
pf at jack or 37 pf through cable
AC volts -10 megohms shunted by 29
pf at jack or 118 pf through cable

NA

Weight:

TRIPLETT MODEL 600 TYPE

1

Accuracy:
±2% of full scale on DC
±3% of full scale on AC
Input Impedance:
megohms on all ranges
Frequency Response:
50 Hz to 50 KHz
Power Requirements:
Battery -10 11/2 -volt "AA" cells, NEDA
11

Accuracy:
DC volts -±1.5%
AC volts -±3%
Ohmmeter -±-2° arc
DC current -±3% full scale

#15
Size (HWD):
NA

Weight:

Size (HWD):
5" 3h"
7-,a"

NA

Weight:

$150.00

31/4

Price:

lbs. (less batteries)

Price:
$84.50

SIMPSON MODEL 313
DC Volts Ranges:
0 to 0.3, 1, 3, 10, 30, 100, 300, 1000

volts
AC Volts Ranges:
0 to 0.3, 1, 3, 10, 30, 100, 300, 1000

volts

DC Volts Ranges:
0 to 0.4, 0.8, 1.6, 4, 8, 16, 40, 160, 400,
1600
AC Volts Ranges:
0 to 4, 8, 16, 40, 160, 400, 800

Ohms Ranges:
1 meg, 100 megohm
with 10 center
Input Impedance:
DC -2.75 megohms at 0.4V, 5.5 megohms at 0.9V, 11 megohms remainder
of scales
AC -175 megohms minimum

0

to 1K, 10K, 100K,

Accuracy:

± 3%
± 3%

on DC
on AC

Power Requirements:
One size D cell, two size AA cells, one
9 -volt #216 cell
Size (HWD):
61/2" x 51/2" v 31/2"

Weight:
21/2

Field -strength meters

lbs.

Price:
$78.00

TRIPLETT MODEL 601
DC Volts Ranges:
0 to 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, 10, 30, 100, 300, 1000
DC Current Ranges:
0 to 0.1, 1, 10, 30, 100, 300, 1000 ma

Resistance Ranges:
Rx1 (10 ohm center), Rx10, Rx100,
Rx1 K, Rx10K, Rx100K, Rx1 meg
Input Impedance:
DC volts-11 megohms
AC volts -10 megohms
Frequency Response:
±0.5 dB from 20 Hz to 100 KHz on 0
to 0.3, 1, 3 volts ranges
±0.5dB from 20Hzto20 KHz onOto
10, 30, 100 volt ranges
Accuracy:
-}3% of full scale on DC
±3% of full scale on AC
±3° of arc on ohms

50

@ 11

megohms

AC Volts Ranges:
0 to 0.01, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, 10, 30, 100,
300, 100 @ 11 megohms
Ohms Ranges:
0 to 1000, 10K, 100K, 1 meg, 10 meg,
100 meg, 1000 meg (standard 1.5V,
5.5)
0 to 1000, 10K, 100K, 1 meg, 10 meg,
100 meg, 1000 meg (low power 0.1
mw, 75 mv)
Center scale value 10 ohms on x1

range
DC Current
0 to 10, 100,
AC Current
0 to 10, 100,

Ranges:
1000, 10,000 ma at 100 mv

Ranges:
1000, 10,000 ma at 100 mv

ELECTRONIC SERVICING/March, 1969
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AMPHENOL MODEL 840-13
Bands:
VHF and FM (UHF plug-in optional)
Input Impedance:
300 or 75 ohms

Power Requirements:
Battery
Size (HWD):
83/4" x

4" x 41/2"

Weight:
31/2

lbs.

Price:
$232.85
$54.95 (UHF plug-in)

CHANNEL MASTER MODEL 7275
Bands:
UHF, VHF and FM

Input Impedance:
75 ohms
Power Requirements:
Battery
Size (HWD):
NA

Weight:
71/2

lbs.

Price:
NA

THE FINNEY CO. MODEL M-550
Bands:
VHF and FM

Input Impedance:
300 or 75 ohms
Power Requirements:
AC or battery
Size (HWD):
NA

Weight:
7 lbs., 10 oz.

Price:
$435.00

Who'll be first?

JERROLD MODEL AIM -718

It could be us. We're getting there
...working our way up...because
we put quality first. We're already

the leading independent tube
manufacturer serving independent

Bands:
UHF, VHF and FM

Input Impedance:
300 ohms
Power Requirements:
Battery
Size (HWD):

4"x6Y2"x9"
Weight:

51

lbs.

Price:
$330.83
JERROLD MODEL 727

Bands:
VHF and FM (UHF plug-in optional)

Input Impedance:
75 ohms

servicemen.
You see, ever since Raytheon
produced the first receiving tube,
we've made tubes to just one specification: our own highest quality
standards. Every tube must pass
rigorous electrical and mechanical
checks before we sell it to you.
That's why you rarely-if everget a call-back because of Raytheon
receiving tubes. It's also why we've
sold more than 500 million tubes.
And why Raytheon is universally
regarded as the No. 1 supplier of
reliable receiving tubes.
Who knows? If we keep on put-

ting quality first, we could become
the largest supplier! Especially if
you keep on backing us by asking
for "Raytheon quality" receiving
tubes.
Why not? You earn greater cus-

tomer satisfaction...make more
profit per tube. Ask your distributor
about the current Raytheon promotion.

Raytheon Company, Receiving
Tube Operation, Fourth Avenue,
Burlington, Massachusetts 01803.

RAYTHEON
Remember to ask

"WHAT ELSE NEEDS FIXING?"
Circle 27 on literature card
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Power Requirements:
Battery
Size (HWD):

Bias Supply:

Oto15V

DC,

Size (HWD):

8"x131/4"x81/4"

51/2"x131/2"x11"

Weight:

Weight:

-2

15 lbs.

8 lbs.

Price:

Price:

$595.00

$99.95 (kit form)

SENCORE MODEL FS -134
Bands:
UHF, VHF and FM
Input Impedance:
300 or 75 ohms
Power Requirements:
Battery
Size (HWD):
10"x9"x 5"
Weight:
9

lbs.

Price:
$199.50

Horizontal Amplifier:
Sensitivity -0.5 volts rms/inch (or
better)
Positioning-any portion of trace can
be placed on screen
Frequency Response
Hz to 750 KHz,

10ma

±3 dB

RCA MODEL WR -99A

Crystal Calibrated
Output Frequencies:
VFO tuning ranges -19 MHz to 28 MHz,
27 MHz to 40 MHz, 39 MHz to 60
MHz, 50 MHz to 90 MHz, 75 MHz to
140 MHz, 140 MHz to 180 MHz, 170

-5

Input Impedance
megohms minimum
shunted by 30 pf
Sweep:
Frequency Range
Hz to 500 KHz,
sawtooth
Special Sweep-Line phaseable, TV -V
and TV -H
Synchronization-Automatic, Interval +
and
line and external

-5

-,

MHz to 220 MHz, 200 MHz to 260
MHz.
MHz, 4.5 MHz and
Crystal controlled
10 MHz

-1

Modulation:
Internal -1 MHz,

10 MHz, 4.5 MHz, 4.5
MHz and 600 Hz, and 600 Hz
External source-up to 10 MHz
Plug-in fundamental crystal
MHz to
30 MHz
Plug-in LC circuit -100 KHz to 10 MHz

-1

Output Voltage Level:
VFO range-at least 0.1 volt rms
Output Impedance:
90 ohms
Size (HWD):

131/2"x10"x7"

Intermittent Analyzer:

Weight:

Sensitivity-adjustable, triggers on
±10% to ±50% changes in signal

17 lbs.

Price:

level.
Output -110V AC, 100 watt latched
"on" after triggering change occurs
Frequency Response-20 Hz to greater
than 5 MHz
Added Feature:
Intermittent analyzer indicates intermittent conditions (optional intermittent monitor available for $24.95)
Size (HWD):

$256.50

Marker generators
HEATH MODEL IG -14
Output Frequencies:
100 KHz (beat marker)
3.08, 3.58, 4.08 MHz (color bandpass)
4.5 MHz (sound IF)

133/8" x 83/4" x 171/4"

Weight:

10.7 MHz (FM IF)
39.75, 41.25, 42.17, 42.50, 42.75, 45.00,
45.75, 47.25 MHz (TV IF)
67.25 MHz (channel 4)
193.25 MHz (channel 10)

NA

Price:
$279.95

Modulation:

DATA INSTRUMENTS MODEL 555

400 Hz

Input Impedance:
Sweep sample, 75 ohms, external
marker, 75 ohms
Demodulated input, 220K ohms
Output Impedance.
RF output, 75 ohms
Scope, 22K ohms

Oscilloscopes

Accuracy-±3%
B&K MODEL 1450

Vertical Amplifier:
Sensitivity -25 my/inch (70 my p -p/
inch)
Undistorted Deflection-greater than 6
inches
Positioning-±2 inches minimum
Frequency Response
Hz -4.5 MHz
(±1.0 dB),
dB at 5.5 MHz
Rise Time -120 nanoseconds maximum
Input Impedance
megohm shunted

-3
-3

-5

by 47 pf

Vertical Attenuator-7 step, frequency
compensated
52
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Vertical Amplifier:
Sensitivity-0.02 v/cm (10 v/cm in
2-5 sequence)

a 1-

-7

MHz ±3 dB
DC (2 Hz -7 MHz when AC connected)
Rise time
nanoseconds

Frequency response

-50

Input Impedance-1 megohm shunted
by 33 pf
Horizontal Amplifier:
Sensitivity-0.2 v/cm (10 v/cm, continuously adjustable)

Accuracy-±5%

-1

Sweep rate
us/cm (1 sec/cm in a
1-2-5 sequence with 5X expander)
Response
Hz to 200 KHz ±3 dB
Input Impedance
megohm shunted
by 40 pf

-2

-1

TV -vertical (30 Hz), TV-horizontal (7875
Hz)

Synchronization:
(+), (-), internal, external or line frequency
Power Requirements:
117V AC, 110 watts (approx.)
Size (HWD):

81/2"x5'/4"x12%"
Weight:
18 lbs.

Price:
$169.50 (wired)
$119.95 (kit form)

Trigger:
Internal -20 Hz (7 MHz with 1 cm deflection)
External -20 Hz -7 MHz, 1V p -p
Calibrator:
Waveshape-1-KHz square wave
Amplitude -5, 0.5, 0.05V p -p

Accuracy-±3%

Power Requirements:
117V AC, 40 watts
Size (HWD):
111/2" x 8" x 171/2"

Weight:

HEATHKIT MODEL 10-14
Vertical Amplifier:
Sensitivity -0.05 v/cm
Frequency Response-DC to 5 MHz (1
dB); DC to 8 MHz (3 dB)
Input Impedance -1 megohm shunted
by 15 pf
Attenuator-9-position compensated,
calibrated in 1-2-5 sequence. Continuously variable uncalibrated control between steps. Accuracy ±3%
Maximum Input -600 volts p -p. 120 volts
p -p provides full-scale deflection on
highest scale.
Horizontal Amplifier:

Sensitivity-Triggered 18 steps
sequence from 0.5 sec/cm to

1

ms/cm. Continuously variable uncalibrated control on each step.

24 lbs.

Price:

Accuracy-±3%

$284.00

Magnifier-X5, accuracy
EICO MODEL 435

Vertical Amplifier:
Frequency Response-from DC to 4.5
MHz, +1 to 3 dB (useful to 10 MHz)
Sensitivity-18 mv rms/cm (50 mv
peak to peak/cm)
Input Impedance -1 megohm, 35 pf
Horizontal Amplifier:
Frequency Response-from 1 Hz to 500
KHz,

in 1-2-5

1

to 3 dB

Sensitivity-0.7V rms/cm
Input Impedance
megohms, 40 pf
Sweep Ranges:

-4

10 to 100 Hz, 100 to 1 KHz, 1K to 10
KHz, 10K to 100 KHz

is

±5% when

magnifier is on
Trigger:
Capability-+ or
slope, AC or DC
couplling, variable slope control.
"Auto" position provides triggering
at about 50 Hz. Internal, external or

Input Impedance -2.7 megohms
shunted by 99 pf (27 megohms
shunted by 9 pf when using built-in
low -capacitance probe)

Horizontal Amplifier:
Sensitivity -0.6 volts rms/inch
Frequency Response-10 Hz to 650

±3 dB

KHz

Sweep:
Range

-5 Hz

to 500 KHz in

5

steps

Synchronization:
Internal, 60 Hz and external
Screen Size:
5,,

Size (HWD):
12" x 9" x 151/2"

Weight:
25 lbs.

Price:
$199.50 (demodulator probe $5.75)

CRT

-

Rebuilder

line input.

Requirements-Internal:

1/2

to

6

cm

display; External: 0.5 volts to 120V
p -p

Added Features:
CRT-5ADP2 or 5ADP31 (interchangeable with any 5AD or 5AB series tube
Magnetic shield
Power supply-fully regulated over
range of 105-125V AC or 210-250V
AC line voltage
Z-axis input-access for direct coupling to vertical plates
Power Requirements:
115 or 230V AC, 50/60 Hz
Size (HWD):

15" x 101/2" x 22"
Weight:
40 lbs.

Price:
$259.00 (kit form)
$399.00 (wired)

SENCORE MODEL PS127

Vertical Amplifier:
Sensitivity -0.017 volts rms/inch
Frequency response -10 Hz to 4.5

-3

MHz
dB,
dB at 6.2 MHz
Rise time -0.055 usec

Rebuild your own CRT's. Average
cost B/W $1.50-Color $8.50. Easy
to operate. Requires only 4x8 feet of
space.

Supplies for your first 50 picture tubes
free!

-

Color
black and white. Rebuilt while
you are here. See the results for yourself.
Terms Available
ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIES-Div. of

Lakeside Industries
5234 N. Clark St.
Chicago, III. 60640
Phone: 312-271-3399
Free demonstration appointment
Send me more information
Name
Address
City

State

Circle 28 on literature card
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SENCORE MODEL PS148

Oscilloscope! Vectorscope
Vertical Amplifier:
Voltage measurements-peak-to-peak
voltages are read directly

Frequency response -10 Hz to 6.2
MHz, ±1 dB
Rise time -0.055 microseconds
Sensitivity-0.17V rms per inch vertical
deflection
Input Impedance -27 megohms shunted
by 9 pf (Lo -Cap probe), 2.7 megohms
shunted by 99 pf (Direct probe)

Accuracy-±5%

Price:

Horizontal Amplifier:
Sweep rate-200 nanoseconds/cm to
2 sec/cm in a 1-2-5 sequence (continuously variable to 5 s/cm. Expandable to 40 ns/cm)
Sensitivity-0.6 v/cm to 3 v/cm
Frequency response-DC to 750 KHz
Input Impedance -1 megohm shunted

$149.95 (wired)
$99.95 (kit form)

by 30 pf

Trigger:
Automatic-50 Hz to 1 MHz
Level-Any point on the input waveform, 10 Hz to 3 MHz
HF sync-synchronized sweep 1 MHz
to 25 MHz
TV-triggers on TV frame or line
Internal
mm deflection

HICKOK MODEL 288 AX
Crystal -Controlled Signal Generator
Sweep Outputs:
AM -35 KHz to 110 MHz in 8 bands
FM -35 KHz to 10 MHz in 8 bands (030 KHz sweep)
1 MHz to 160 MHz (0 to 150 KHz and
0 to 450 KHz sweep)
1 MHz, fixed (0 to 30 KHz sweep)

-2

External -1.5-400V p -p

Calibrator:
Line frequency, 0.5V p -p ±2%

Sawtooth-1 to 35V p -p, 30K ohms load
Probe test -5V p -p
Size (HWD):

91/4" x 63/4" x 161/4"

Weight:
Horizontal Amplifier:
Frequency Response

17 lbs.

-3 dB from

10

Hz to 650 KHz

Sweep:
5 Hz to 500 KHz in 5 overlapping ranges
TV-horizontal and TV -vertical ranges
are preset on coarse control
Standby Switch:
Cuts instrument to half power when not
in use and provides "instant on"
when required
Size (HWD):

Power Requirements:
100-125V. 200-250V; 48-440 Hz
Price:
$350.00

RF

signal generators

(sweep type included)

NA
EICO MODEL 369
SWEEP GENERATOR

Weight:
NA

Price:
$219.50

TELEQUIPMENT MODEL 554

Vertical Amplifier:
Bandwidth (3 dB down)-DC to 10 MHz
at normal gain; DC to 4 MHz at 10X
Y gain
Rise time-35 nanoseconds at normal
gain; 90 nanoseconds at 10X Y gain
Sensitivity -100 mv/cm in a 1-2-5
sequence (continuously variable between steps. 10X gain switch pro-

duces 10 mv/cm maximum sensitivity)
Input impedance-1 megohm shunted
by 47 pf.

-

Sweep Output:
3 MHz to 220 MHz, 6:1 vernier for fre-

quency adjustment
Sweep Width:
Continuously variable to 20 MHz, depending on range selected
Marker Frequencies:
2 MHz to 225 MHz (to 75 MHz on fundamental frequencies), 6:1 vernier for
frequency adjustment
Output Impedance:
50 ohms

Added Features:
Retrace blanking
AGC (3 stage)
Size (HWD):

121/2"x81/º"x 7"
Weight:
16 lbs.
54

Crystal Outputs:
100 KHz or 1000 KHz unmodulated or
modulated at 400 Hz
100 KHz output provides useful harmonics to 15 MHz
1000 KHz output provides useful harmonics to 125 MHz
Modulation:
External or internal modulation on both
AM and FM ranges. Internal FM
sweep width continuously variable to
450 KHz. Choice of 60 Hz or 400
Hz sweep rate. Sweep synchronizing
voltage available on front panel.
Audio Output:
20 Hz to 15,000 Hz variable; or 400 Hz,
fixed
dB Meter Ranges:
10 dB to 6 dB, 6 dB to 22 dB, 22 dB
to 38 dB
Size (HWD):
16" x 13" x 7"
Weight:

ELECTRONIC SERVICING/March, 1969
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33 lbs.

Price:
$385.00

RCA MODEL WR -50B (K)
RF Signal Generator

Sweep outputs:
455 KHz center frequency
10.7 MHz center frequency

Sweep Width:

Approximately 10% of center frequency
Variable Oscillator Outputs:
85 KHz to 40 MHz in 6 bands
RF Output Level:
0.05 volt rms on all ranges

BEST SELLING

SAMS BOOKS

FOR THE SERVICE TECHNICIAN
Color-TV Servicing Guide
Shows how to apply fast troubleshooting pro-

NEW 12TH EDITION OF THE FAMOUS

TUBE SUBSTITUTION HANDBOOK
Lists over 12,000 direct substitutions. A complete guide to substitutions for receiving, picture tube, miniature, industrial, and communications types; includes foreign tubes. Tells how
and when to make proper substitutions.
Order 20701, Twin -Pak (regular size for bench
use; pocket-size for caddy) both for only. .$2.25
Order 20700, shop edition, only
$1.75

cedures, based on analysis of trouble symptoms. Includes many full -color picture tube
photos showing various operating troubles;
clearly explains how to diagnose trouble causes;
gives proper repair procedures.
Order 20358, only
$4.25

Color -TV Servicing Made Easy
Full explanation of color principles, circuitry,
setup adjustments, and servicing of all color -TV
sets. Takes the mystery out of servicing all
types of color-TV receivers.
Vol. 1. Full data on all major color -TV receivers
from 1957-1964. Order 20135, only
$3.95
Vol. 2. Brings you up-to-date on new circuitry
and models. Order 20523, only
$4.95

Modulation:
Internal -400 Hz, FM (percentage
variable to 30%)

External-maximum

15 KHz

Dial Calibration Accuracy:

-}2%
Size (HWD):

73/4"x53/9"x43/4n
Weight:
5

lbs.

Price:
$65.00

RCA MODEL WR -69A

TV/FM Sweep Generator

Television Service Training Manual. 2nd Ed.
Updated and expanded to include new TV servicing short cuts and tests. Shows how to use
test points to isolate trouble to specific components, in both tube and transistor receivers.
Treats all sections of the TV receiver; packed
with schematics, charts, and drawings. Provides
you with quick, sure-fire analysis and repair
procedures. Order 20628, only...... ....$4.95

Color -TV Training Manual. 2nd Ed.
Ideal guide for technicians preparing to service
color-TV. Includes detailed explanation of color
principles, circuits, setup procedures, alignment, and troubleshooting; full -color picture tube illustrations. Order 20472, only
$6.95

Photofact° Television Course. 3rd Ed.
Updated edition of this famous course which is
a complete study of black -and -white TV theory
and circuitry; includes transistor circuits. An
effective and comprehensive self -study course.
Order 20595, only
$4.95

Color -TV Trouble Clues
Field-tested guide describing types of troubles
likely to be encountered, troubleshooting procedures, and proper use of test equipment to
speed color-TV servicing.
Vol. 1. Covers color-TV receivers of all makes.
Order 20120, only
$2.50
Vol. 2. Color-TV servicing know-how on latest
models. Order 20121, only
$2.95

Photofact® Guide to TV Troubles. 2nd Ed.
Over 200 photos of actual TV picture defects are
keyed to specific faulty components in typical
circuits, so you can locate the trouble source
in minutes. Order 20521, only
$4.50

TV Servicing Guide
Tells you how to apply proper troubleshooting
procedures based on analysis of symptoms,
illustrated by picture tube photos. Packed with
servicing hints and short cuts..
Order 20361, only
$3.25

Bench Servicing Made Easy. 2nd Ed.
Provides a step-by-step guide to the location of
defective components in any TV circuit; information comes directly from workbench experi$3.95
ence. Order 20658, only

TV Servicing Made Easy
Shows how to solve the tougher types of troubles. Based on actual bench experience; explains how to diagnose and repair troubles most
likely to be encountered in every type of circuit.
Order 20365, only
$3.95

Transistor Color -TV Servicing Guide
Shows you how to apply correct troubleshooting
procedures based on analysis of trouble symptoms. Includes many photos, circuit diagrams.
charts, and tube and waveform photographs.
$4.50
Order 20693, only

Practical Transistor Servicing. 2nd Ed.
Provides fastest, most direct methods for troubleshooting all types of transistorized equipment, including FM and auto radios.
Order 20314, only
$4.25

AM -FM -TV Alignment
Here is all you need to know about alignment of
all radio and tv sets. Includes chapter on audio
amplifier frequency-response checks.
Order 20602, only

$3.95

OUTSTANDING BOOKS ON TEST EQUIPMENT

Sweep Outputs:
TV channels 2 through 13-54 to 216
MHz
FM band-88 to 108 MHz
IF/video-50 KHz to 50 MHz
Sweep Width (all continuously variable):
TV channels-at least 12 MHz
FM-at least 20 MHz
IF/video-at least 20 MHz
Output Voltage Levels (rms):
TV channels-at least 0.1 volt
FM-at least 0.1 volt
IF/video-at least 0.1 volt
Output Cable Terminations:
RF-300 ohms balanced to ground
IF/video-100 ohms
Size (HWD):

133/4"x10"x 7"
Weight:
16 lbs.

Price:
$295.00

Know Your Oscilloscope. 2nd Ed.

Troubleshooting with the Oscilloscope.

Describes latest use of scopes for servicing and
observing circuit action. Includes new data on
transistorized scope circuitry, triggered -sweep,
and dual -trace scopes. Order 20549, only..$3.50

Shows practical use of the scope to isolate circuit troubles. Tells how to setup for tests, how
to use probes, how to interpret waveforms, how
to troubleshoot. Order 20550, only
$4.50

Know Your Tube and Transistor Testers
Explains principles and circuits used in typical
testers; provides troubleshooting data for repair
of various makes of instruments.
Order 20630, only
$3.50

Understanding Electronic
Test Equipment. 2nd Ed.
Fully explains operating principles, functions,
and applications of instruments most commonly
used in troubleshooting and testing. Includes
solid-state equipment. Order 20613, only $4.25
Know Your Signal Generators
Order 20255, only
$3.25
Know Your Sweep Generators
Order 20593, only
$3.50
Know Your Color -TV Test Equipment
Order 20256, only
$3.50
Troubleshooting with the VOM/VTVM
Order 20481, only
$3.95

Using Scopes in Transistor Circuits
Tells when and how to use oscilloscopes to
analyze and/or troubleshoot transistor circuits
of all types. Order 20662, only
$4.50
Know Your Color -TV Test Equipment
Explains clearly and easily the function and circuit action of each color -TV test instrument.
Gives setup information, service and calibration.
data. Order 20256, only
$3.50

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
Order from any Electronic Parts Distributor, or
mail to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Dept.
4300 W. 62nd St., Indianapolis, Ind. 46268
Send books checked at right. $

PF-3

enclosed.

Send FREE 1969 Sams Book Catalog
Name
PLEASE PRINT

Address
City

State

-----------

D 20358 D 20701
D 20135 D 20700
D 20523 D 20628
20472 D 20521
111 20120
D 20595
D 20121 D 20658
D 20361 D 20693

D 20630
D 20550
D 20613
D 20662
D 20256
20255

D

20593

20365

20602

20256

20314

20549

D 20481

Zip

-J
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SENCORE MODEL SM152
Sweep and Marker Generator

In -circuit

test of diodes for "opens"

and "shorts"
Out-of -circuit tests for both high- and
low -power transistors for DC beta and
ICBO leakage
Zener, silicon and germanium diodes

checked out -of -circuit for forward
and reverse current
Features:
Components under test protected
against damage by tester
A 0-100 volt DC voltmeter combined
with transistor/diode tester
Size (HWD):

Price:
$99.95 (wired)
$69.95 (kit form)

NA

EICO MODEL 680

Weight:
Sweep Output:
10 MHz to 920 MHz (VHF fundamental
frequencies), dial calibrated in MHz
and TV channel numbers.
Sweep Width:
0.3 MHz to 15 MHz, calibrated

Marker Frequencies:
IF and RF -39.75 MHz, 41.25 MHz,

41.67 MHz, 42.17 MHz, 42.67 MHz,
44.25 MHz, 45.75 MHz, 47.25 MHz,
4.5 MHz, 4.08 MHz, 3.58 MHz and
3.08 MHz (all preset and selected by

Transistor and Circuit Tester

NA

Price:
$79.95
B&K MODEL 161
Tests Performed:
AC beta-in- and out -of -circuit, (two
to 100 and 10 to 500)
ranges
Leakage (ICBO)-0 to 5000 ua
Diode checks (out-of -circuit, front-to back ratio)

-2

pushbutton)

11111111111111.111111111111

FM crystal -control markers -10.7 MHz,

10.6 MHz and 10.8 MHz generated

simultaneously for observation of FM
center frequency, plus 100 KHz
markers on each side of center frequency for "S" curve FM alignment.
Variable marker-special generator
marker for IF spot alignment of
older TV chassis, variable from 39
MHz to 48 MHz

AC

DYNAMIC

BETA

Tests Performed:
Checks low- and high -power transistor
for DC beta
Checks ICBO and ICED checks
Features:
VOM facilities including five DC current
ranges down to 50 ma full scale
Two DC volts ranges and three resistance ranges
Size (HWD):

Size (HWD):

NA

NA

Weight:

Weight:

NA

NA

Price:

Price:

$49.95 (wired)
$34.95 (kit form)

$349.50

Semiconductor
testers

Features:
Components under test protected
against damage
Polarity switch
7" mirrored meter
Size (HWD):
71/8" x 71/4" x 35/8"

Weight:
6

AMPHENOL MODEL 830
Transistor Commander
Tests Performed:
Good/bad test in- or out-of -circuit

lbs.

Price:
$89.95
EICO MODEL 443
Semi -Conductor Curve Tracer

Tests Performed:
Tests characteristics of diodes-forward voltage (V), forward current (I),
reverse current (IR), peak inverse
voltage (PIV) variable from 0 to 1400
volts
Low- and high -power transistor checks
-hfe, hfo, ICEO, VCESat and
BVCEO
Size (HWD):
NA

Weight:
NA
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JACKSON MODEL 810
Tests Performed:
Beta-(two ranges: 2 to 100 and 10 to
500) in- or out -of-circuit, signal or
power
to 5000 ua
Leakage
Diodes-open or short in-circuit. Forward and reverse current out-of -

-0

circuit

Signal Generator Output:
8 5V p -p semi -square wave
Power Requirement:

Transistor type (PNP or NPN)
Features:
Components under test protected
aga nst damage by tester
6" meter
Separate power transistor socket
Size (HWD):

117V AC
Size (HWD):

7t/"x71/2"x4%"
Weight:

7"x10"x41/2"

lbs.

41/2

Price:

Weight:

$89.95

51/2

lbs.

Price:
$87.50

LECTROTECH MODEL TT -250
Tests Performed:
Good/bad test in- or out -of -circuit
Out -of-circuit beta (two scales: 0 to 250
and 0 to 500)
Leakage (ICBO)-measured directly in

RCA MODEL WC -506A

Tests Performed:
Checks grain and leakage levels of
out -of -circuit transistors
Checks either NPN or PNP transistors
Checks low- or high -power transistors
Checks relative front -to -back current
ratios of diodes
Features:
Transistor socket and test leads are

ua

Diode front -to -back ratio
Electrolytic capacitor leakage current
(test voltage: 6 volts)

provided
Special spring terminals for connecting
diodes
Size (HWD):

61/4"x33/4"x 2"
Weight:
14 oz.

Price:
$18.00

RCA MODEL WT -501A

Tests Performed:
In- or out -of -circuit DC beta (1 to 1000)
High- and low -power transistors in or out -of-circuit
Collector to emitter leakage (ICBO),
collector to emitter leakage (ICEO)
Relative front-to -back ratio of diodes at
appropriate current levels
Features:
Battery operated, completely portable
Variable collector current allowing many
transistors to be checked at their
rated current level
Complete DC forward current transfer
ratio curve can be plotted up to 1
amp

THE BEST COLOR ANTENNAS FOR ALL AREAS!
UHF
VHF

ONLY RMS ANTENNAS FEATURE
REYNOLDS ALUMINUM COLORWELD
THE MOST DURABLE GOLD FINISH!

FM
Universal 75-300 ohm Matching
Transformers for every home, master antenna, and CCTV installation
need!

"Secure -Lock" Gold Masts. Heavy
gauge steel. With swaged end and
"Secure -Lock." Economical "Lock
Seam" masts also available!
-

UHF Converters. New CR -800 has
30db Gain! Solid-state with powerful
amplifier and Local Distant Switch
for all areas! Complete range of
economical and performance proven
models!

Indoor Antennas... top of the set,
behind the set, and replacement
rods.

1.

"STP" SUPER TRANS POWER'D ANTENNAS add mileage to
VHF tv reception. 6 Power -packed antenna models for all
areas!

2.

"DYN" DYNERGY UHF/VHF/FM ANTENNAS utilize a single
down -lead for economical, simple installation. 6 performance
proven models for all areas!

3.

"DF" DIRECTION -FINDER UHF/VHF/FM ANTENNAS trap
UHF and VHF signals coming from two different directions
for maximum reception. Single down -lead for economical
installation! 10 models for every reception need in any area!

RIVIS

Write for complete Catalog.

ELECTRONICS, INC.
Circle 30 on literature card

50 ANTIN PLACE, BRONX, N.

Y.
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Tests Performed:
Transistors in- or out -of -circuit for AC
beta and out of circuit tests for ICBO
leakage
Gm mutual conductance tests for field
effect transistors (FET's) in- or out of -circuit
IGSS leakage tests for FET's out of

circuit
Features:
Increased current checks for high
power transistors
Special checks provided for critical RF
transistors
Special Gate 2 checks provided for
FET's with two gates
Size (HWD):
x 71/2" x 6"
Weight:

9/"
Zero control to cancel the effects of
leakage on beta reading
Size (HWD):

9

lbs.

Price:
$129.50

67/a" x 51/4" x 31/e"

Weight:

SENCORE MODEL TR139

NA

Price:
$66.75
SECO MODEL 260

Tests Performed:
AC beta checks in- and out -of -circuit
for low- and high -power transistors
ICBO leakage on high and low power

transistors
Diodes in- and out -of -circuit with "go"
or "no go" indicator
Features:
Automatic circuit impedance compensation for in -circuit tests
Size (HWD):

9"x71/2"x6"
Weight:
8

lbs.

Rectifier and diode-forward voltage
drop, forward leakage current, reverse leakage current
SCR-reverse leakage (IR), forward
leakage (IS), gate -firing current (Igf)
Features:

Full-scale collector -current ranges() ma to 30 amps in 11 overlapping
ranges
Full-scale collector-voltage ranges() to 120 volts DC in 7 overlapping
ranges
Indicator lights-power on, input on,
collector on, reduce power
Power Sources:
105-125V AC, 60 Hz, approximately
200 watts, maximum
Size (HWD):

81/4"x183/4"x151/2"
Weight:
30 lbs.

Price:
$441.00

Price:
Tests Performed:
Quality on a relative scale
In -circuit dynamic (AC) beta
Out -of -circuit beta (two ranges: 0 to
200 and 0 to 1000)
Out -of -circuit leakage (ICED and ICBO)
Transistor type (NPN and PNP)
Size (HWD):
41/4"

X

$89.50

Solid-state
equipment analysts
B&K MODEL 970

73/8" x 83/4"

Functions:
DC Power Supply:
Adjustable in 1.5 -volt steps from 1.5V
DC to 15V DC with 5 amps available
at each setting, ripple does not exceed 5% fuse protection, bias control
permits 0 to 100% adjustment of DC
voltage between 1.5 -volt settings.

Weight:
41/4

lbs.

Price:
$69.50
SENCORE MODEL TF151

VOM:

TRIPLETT MODEL 3490-A
Lab -Type Transistor Tester
Tests Performed:
Transistors-most large- and small -signal and power types; also tetrode,
diodes, rectifiers (germanium, silicon
and selenium), and SCR's
Collector -junction leakage currentICO, ICBO, ICSS, ICER, ICBR; alpha
(hfb); DC beta (hfe); AC beta (hfe);
VCESat; RSTA; reach thru (punch -

through)
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Sensitivity -5.5K ohms per volt
DC voltage ranges -2V, 20V, 200V,
500V

Voltage accuracy-within 5% of full
scale
DC current ranges -20 ma, 200 ma, 2
amps, 5 amps
Current accuracy-within 7% of full
scale
Resistance ranges-x1, x10, x100
Resistance accuracy-within 20% of
midscale
(Patch cord supplied for measuring
current drawn from DC power supply)

RF and

Audio Signal Generation:

Size (HWD):

Frequencies-four bands

Television analyst

Band A-250 KHz to 750 KHz AM modulated
Band B-750 KHz to 2 MHz AM modulated
Band C-10 MHz to 11.4 MHz AM or

73/8" x 41/4"
5

lbs.

B&K MODEL 1077

$79.50

FM modulated

LECTROTECH MODEL V-7

D

Modulation -400 Hz tone. 30% for AM
and 70 KHz deviation for FM
Audio Output-minimum of 50 my rms
at 400 Hz across a 3 -ohm load.
Minimum of 1.25 volts at 400 Hz
across a 72 -ohm load
Transistor Tests:
Out of circuit test for DC beta (0-300)
and leakage (ICED)
Power Requirements:

General Description:
RF/IF generator modulated by test pattern video output of flying -spot scanner. The scanner uses slides of standard test patterns that are supplied
with the instrument.
Signals and voltages generated:
RF-all VHF and UHF channels, modulated by test pattern video

105 to 125V AC, 60 Hz

Audio-FM modulated

151/2"x81/"x 9"
Weight:
22 lbs.

Price:
$209.95

PRECISION APPARATUS MODEL V-95

7%"

Price:

Band D-88 MHz FM modulated (70
KHz Dev)
Accuracy-within 2% at 455 KHz, 1600
KHz and all frequencies on band.
All other frequencies within 5%
RF Level-minimum output of 0.025
volts rms on Bands A, B and C.
Minimum of 0.01 volts rms on Band

Size (HWD):

X

Weight:

IF

-20

Color Generator and Vectorscope
General Description:
Combination vectorscope and color
generator that provides visual display of color vector patterns
Color Generator:
Patterns-generated-keyed rainbow
color bar, crosshatch, vertical lines,
horizontal lines and dots
Outputs-RF (channels 3, 4 and 5) and
video
Additional Features:
Individual gun -killer switches
Color and video level variable

to 48 MHz

4.5 -MHz sound
channel modulated by a 400 -Hz tone
generator. 400 -Hz tone signal also is
available as separate signal
Sync-Negative or positive sync signals, adjustable to 50 volts p -p
Sweep Circuit-vertical and horizontal
plate and grid driving signals
Video-various test patterns, produced
by scanning positive transparencies
with flying -spot scanner system
AGC Keying pulse-high level
Bias vo''tage-low impedance, calibrated
Chroma-white dot, crosshatch and
crystal -controlled color -bar (keyed
rainbow) patterns
Size (HWD):

NA

Size (HWD):
811/4" x

71/2" x 127/e"

Weight:
13 lbs.

(approx.)

Price:
$189.50

VTVM's

Weight:
NA

Price:

B&K MODEL 175

$379.95
DC Volts Ranges:
0 to 0.5 to 1500 in a 5-15 sequence

Input resistance -11 megohms

Accuracy-±3% full scale

Vectorscopes

AC Volts Ranges:
rms-0 to 1.5 to 1500 in a 5-15 se-

quence
Peak to peak

-0 to

LECTROTECH MODEL V-5
4

to 4000 in a 4-14

sequence

Accuracy-±5% full scale
Response-±1 dB,

40 Hz -4 MHz
dB scales
to +66 dBm
Ohms Ranges:
0 to 1000 to 1000 meg (10 center)

--6

Vectorscope Indicator
General Description:
Display instrument used in conjunction
with color -bar generator to provide
visual display of color vector patterns.

Power Requirements:
105-125V AC
Size (HWD):

DC Ranges:
±0 to 1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150, 500, 1500

7V2"X8"X4"
Weight:
61/4

AC Ranges:
rms-0 to 1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150, 500, 1500
Peak -to -peak
to 4, 14, 40, 140, 400,
1400, 4000

lbs.

-0

Price:
$79.95
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Response:
±1 dB, 40 Hz to 3 MHz. (600 -ohm
source, 5 -volt range)
Resistance:
Full scale -1000, 10,000, 100,000 ohms;
1, 10, 100, 1,000 megohms
Mid -scale -10, 100, 1000, 10,000,
100,000 ohms; 1 meg, 10 megohms
Input Resistance:
11 meg (1 megohm in probe)

Accuracy:
±3% full scale DC and ±5% full scale
AC

Meter Movement:
400 ma

Added Features:
Built-in battery eliminator -no ohmmeter battery required
Zero center scale -Single AC/ohms/
DC test probe with switch and
ground lead
Power Requirements:
117V AC, 50/60 Hz
Accessories:
Model AV -1A RF Probe -increases frequency range up to 250 MHz. Price:

Input Resistance:
11 megohms (1 megohm in probe)
Accuracy:
±3% full scale DC and ±5% full scale
AC
Meter Movement:
100 ma, 7", mirrored
Added Features:
Built-in battery eliminator: no ohmmeter
battery required.
Zero center scale-Single AC/ohms/
DC test probe with switch and
ground lead
Power Requirements:
117V AC, 50/60 Hz
Size (HWD):
71/2" x 71/4 " x 35/8"
Weight:
lbs.

7

Input Impedance:
DC -17.7 megohms
AC-17.7 megohms shunted by 150 pf
Added Features:
Zero center scale -15 Hz to 2.5 MHz
Size (HWD):
63/8" x 71/2" x 41/2"

$89.50
RCA SENIOR VOLTOHMYST
MODEL WV -98C (K)

DC Ranges:
0 to 0.5, 1.5, 15, 50, 150, 500, 1500
AC Ranges:
rms-O to 1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150, 500, 1500
to 4, 14, 42, 140, 420,
Peak -to -peak
1400, 4200
Ohms Ranges:
Seven ranges from 0 to 100° megohms

-0

lbs.

Price:

Input Resistance:
DC -11 megohms
AC-(1.5, 5, 50, 150 volt ranges) 0.83
megohm shunted by 70 pf
500 volt range -1.3 megohm shunted
by 60 pf
1500 volt range -1.5 megohm shunted
by 60 pf
Frequency Response:
1.5, 5 and 15 volt AC ranges-±1dB
30 Hz to 3 MHz

$59.95

B&K MODEL 177
DC Ranges:
±0 to 0.5, 1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150, 500, 1500
AC Ranges
rms-0 to 1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150, 500, 1500
to 4, 14, 40, 140, 400,
Peak -to -peak
1400, 4000

-0

DC Ranges:
0 to 0.5, 1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150, 500, 1500

Accuracy:
All ranges-±3% of full scale

AC Ranges:
rms-0 to 1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150, 500, 1500
to 4, 14, 42, 140, 1400,
Peak -to -peak
4200

Size (HWD):

Response:
3 Hz to 3MHz, ±1dB (up to 250 MHz
using accessory probe)
Resistance:
0 to 1000 megohms in seven ranges
Input Resistance:
DC-11 megohms
megohm shunted by 60 pf
AC
Accuracy:
AC/DC-±3% on all scales
Added Feature:
Zero center scale-used in TV -FM
sound detector alignment
Size (HWD):

Price:

-0

-1

81/2"x71/2"x5"
Weight:
9

lbs.

Price:
$69.95 (wired)
$49.95 (kit form)
60

Rx1, x10, x100, x1K, x10K, x100K, x1
meg, x10 meg

EICO MODEL 235

Weight:

11111MEMMINI

Resistance:

Price:

71/2" x 53/8" x 41/4"

Resistance:
Full scale -1000, 10,000, 100,000 ohms;
1, 10, 100, 1,000 megohms
Mid -Scale -10, 100, 1000, 10,000,
100,000 ohms; 1, 10 megohms

-0

6 lbs.

$84.95

$7.95

Response:
±1 dB, 40 Hz to 3 MHz (600-ohm
source, 5 -volt range)

DC Ranges:
0 to 0.5, 1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150, 500, 1500
AC Ranges:
rms-0 to 0.5, 1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150, 500,
1500
to 1.4, 4, 14, 40, 140,
Peak-to -peak
400, 1400, 4000

Weight:

Price:

Model AV -2A high -voltage probe-increases DC voltage range up to
60,000 volts. Price: $12.95
Size (HWD):

6

HICKOK MODEL 470A
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6V2"x7"x33/4"
Weight:
6

lbs.

$57.95

Test equipment manufacturers
a list of manufacturers who are active in the
service equipment industry. The names of those manufacturers who deal exclusively with the laboratory and production markets have purposely been left out. In compiling this
list, every effort has been made to insure completeness and
accuracy. Nevertheless, because of changes of address, corporate names, etc., this listing is not as complete as we
would like it to be. ELECTRONIC SERVICING will welcome
any corrections to this list.

The following is

Amphenol Distributor Division, 2875 South 25th Avenue,
Broadview, Illinois 60153
B&K Instruments Inc., 5111 W. 164th St., Cleveland, Ohio
44142
B & K division of Dynascan Corporation, 1801 W. Belle Plaine
Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60613
Blonder -Tongue Laboratories, Inc. 9 Ailing Street, Newark,
New Jersey 07102
Channel Master Corporation, Ellenville, New York 12428
Components Specialties, Inc., 101 Buffalo Avenue, Freeport,
11520
Eico Electronic Instrument Co., Inc., Malta Street & Wort man Ave., Brooklyn, New York 11207
Electronic Measurements Corp., 625 Broadway, New York,
New York 10012
The Finney Company, 34 West Interstate, Bedford, Ohio 44014
Hallmark Instruments, 6612 Denton Dr., Dallas, Texas 75235
Heath Company, Benton Harbor, Mich. 49022
The Hickok Electrical Instrument Co., 10514 DuPont Avenue,
Cleveland, Ohio 44108
Jackson Electrical Instrument Co., 35 Windsor Avenue, Mineola, New York 11501
Jerrold Electronics Corporation, 401 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19105
Karg Laboratories, Inc., 162 Ely Avenue, South Norwalk,
Conn. 06854
Lampkin Laboratories, Inc., Bradenton, Florida 33505
Leader Instruments Corp., 101-103 Rome Street, Farmingdale, L. I., N. Y. 11735
Lectrotech, Inc., 1221 W. Devon Ave., Chicago, III. 60626
Mercury Electronics Corp., 315 Roslyn Road, Mineola, New
York 11501
Pace Communications Corp., 24049 Frampton Ave., Harbor
City, California 90701
Precise Electronics division of Designatronics Inc., Mineola,
L. I., N. Y.

STOP

Electrical
Failures

SOLENOIDS-Require moisture
barrier to prevent arcing: Require
lubrication: Require protective film
to eliminate corrosion.

2-26
CRC
Soft
Film Organic Liquid

DISPLACES MOISTURE-low
surface tension, '/, that of water,
permits deposit of moisture barrier
PREVENTS CORROSIONprotective film seals out corrosive
atmospheres from metal surfaces
LUBRICATES-thin uniform film
serves as excellent light duty
lubricant for moving parts such as
sliding contacts, bearings
PENETRATES-loosens corroded
products, reaches cracks, crevices

ind rípla

9

ts,alltut3rt
lrratalfl.a;
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NET VII'. 1

For complete information, write to:

CHEMICALS
Division C. J. Webb, Inc.
DRESHER, PENNA. 19025
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Make your MOVE
to "GAME"
YOUR ONE SOURCE FOR A COMPLETE*
LINE OF RECORD CHANGER PARTS

=4,

Artilkeie

L. I., N. Y. 11501

Precision Apparatus division of Dynascan Corporation, 1801
Chicago, III. 60613
Precision Electronics, Inc., 9101 King Street, Franklin Park,
Illinois 60131
Radio Corporation of America, Electronic Components and
Devices, Harrison, New Jersey 07029
Seco Electronic Corp., 1001 S. 2nd St., Hopkins, Minn. 44343
Sencore, Inc., 426 South Westgate Drive, Addison, Illinois

W. Belle Plaine Ave.,

60101

Simpson Electric Company, 5200 West Kinzie Street, Chicago, Illinois 60644
Sprague Products Company, North Adams, Mass. 01247
The Triplett Electrical Instrument Co., Bluffton, Ohio 45817
Waterman Instrument Corporation, 400 South Warminster
Road, Hatboro, Pa. 19040
Workman Electronic Products, Inc., Box 3828, Sarasota, Fla.
33578

There are over 150 different TETRAD cartridges.
Game has them all. TRY US AND SEE!

fife
GAME

ELECTRONIC
and

PRODUCTS

INDUSTRIES INC.

AVAILABLE FROM

YOUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR.
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troubIeiiiaii
Weak Video-Weak Sound
I would like to report on a circuit defect I recently
fround in an RCA CTC28 chassis. The trouble symptom was very weak video and sound, with both antenna and CATV inputs. Voltage measurements revealed the plate and screen voltages on the first video
IF amplifier to be abnormally high, with the plate.
screen and cathode voltages of the second video IF
amplifier all practically the same. Component checks
then isolated the trouble to defective capacitor C19
(shorted) and resistor R54 (decreased in value to 7
ohms). I replaced the faulty components and returned
the set to normal operation.
Rov POPE
Clarksville, TX
I51 VIDEO

IF

TO

FROM

111E

GRID OF RI
3RD VIDEO IF

IF INPUT

TRANSFORMER

The trouble symptom you describe is indicative of
improper neutralization. Capacitor C42, the 1st AM,
2nd FM IF amplifier neutralizing capacitor is probably defective or changed in value. I would replace
that capacitor following the procedure outlined under
"Alignment Instructions" in the PHOTOFACT Folder.
Diminishing Sound
I am an amateur hobbyist and have been a subscriber to your magazine for many years. The time has
come when I need an explanation. The chassis in
question is an RCA CTC16 (PHOTOFACT Folder 736-4).
The trouble symptom was a steadily diminishing
sound level and, over a period of several weeks, the
sound disappeared. The picture was fine at all times.
All tubes checked normal, with the exception of
V8, the audio detector. This tube was replaced without correcting the sound defect. Circuit tracing isolated an open resistor (R82, 560K ohms). I replaced
the resistor, and sound came in loud and clear. However, the plate voltage (pin 5, V8) was 125 volts rather
than the 45 volts indicated on the schematic. I put
the set together and it has been operating normally
ever since.
My question: Why the 125 volts on pin 5 of V8?
SAUL MILLER

Orange, CA

NOV

TO

R118

WI

AUDIO DETECTOR
V8 6HZ6

Thanks, Roy. We are glad to pass along to other
readers all service tips received from the field. Such
tips can save other technicians time-and time saved
means more profits.

5

45V

.0068

OV

FROM SOUND
IF TRANS

TO

400V

VOLUME

Squeal on AM
The FM section of a Panasonic AM/FM radio
Model RE746/756 (PHOTOFACr Folder 933-6) operates
well, but the AM squeals on the high end of the dial.
I replaced the AM IF's, thinking it might be within
the coils. I've checked about every component I
thought could cause this, and I have run out of ideas.
Could you help with this dog?
GEORGE W. MILLER
Hales Corners, WI 53130

CONTROL
68K

150

1ST AM IF AMP
2ND FM IF AMP

10.7MC

2SC469
C

-.2V 2200
TO BASE OF

TO SECONDARY
OF

2ND FM/1ST

AM IF AMP TRANS

.10

2NDAMI3RD
FM IF AMP

.50
AGC
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The reading obtained at the plate of V8, the audio
detector, is a nebulous thing at best. The conditions
under which this voltage is read is the deciding factor.
I have seen this potential vary from 30 volts to 150
volts from chassis to chassis of the same design.
Whether the reading is taken with signal, without signal, noise in circuit when measuring under no signal
conditions, etc., determines what the plate voltage
will be at a given instant. Witness your own experience. As long as you had any plate voltage at all, you
had some sound present. The voltage readings on
PHOTOFACT schematics are taken under no-signal conditions-tuner off channel, antenna terminals shorted,
volume control at minimum.
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1017-2

SEARS

5024 (Ch. 562.10450)
4109 (Ch. 564.80090)
81661 (Ch. 562.10412)
WARDS AIRLINE

phofoftC(iDfliQir
lists new PHOTOFACT coverage
issued during the last month for new TV chassis. This
is another way ELECTRONIC SERVICING brings you the
very latest facts you need to keep fully informed between regular issues of PHOTOFAcr Index Supplements
issued in March, June, and September.
PHOTOFACF BULLETIN

ARVIN

67K58 (Ch. 1.22801)

1018-1

GHJ-17349A/359A/
429A/449A/459A

1018-3

ZENITH

Chassis 16Z7C17, 16Z7C19
Remote Receiver S-80373,

Transmitter S-68933
Production Change Bulletin

1014-3
1014-3A

ADMIRAL

Chassis 2H525-1, M2H525-1,
1013-3
M3H554-1, M4H531-1

BRADFORD

DMAT-55319, DMAT-55327 .1016-1
DWGE-89706A,
DWGE-89714A
1013-1
AM -FM Radio
1013-1A

1014-2
1015-2
1016-3

PHILCO

Chassis 17MT80/A/B

1017-3

Chassis KCS165A

1013-3

RCA

GENERAL ELECTRIC

Chassis AE, Al

1015-1

SEARS SILVERTONE

Chassis T932 -01 -AA,
T932 -01 -BB

1017-1

WESTINGHOUSE

2600, 2610

1018-2

Chassis 456/528/529.70282
thru 456/528/529.70288

MAGNAVOX

1017-3

Chassis V-2486-6/-13/-14,

NIVICO

V-2660

Chassis V-2436-1/-2

PANASONIC
AN -32, AN -42D
AN -52W
TR -339R
AN -69/C, AN -79/C

1013-2
1014-1
1016-2

1013-3
1017-3

ZENITH

Chassis 13X15, 13X15Z
14M20Z

Chassis 14N26Z, 14X26

1017-3
1013-3

Zenith "Royal Crest"Tubes...
with unrivaled dependability
Zenith "Royal Crest" replacement circuit tubes are
engine-ared to the same exacting standards as
original Zenith circuit tubes in new sets. With the
same Lnrivaled dependability and new set"
performance.
Zeni-h "Royal Crest" circuit tubes are
life -tes -ed under actual operating conditions
for mole than 1,500,000 hours every month!
The `Royal Crest" line is broad and
comprehensive. Over 900 different types, all built
to Zeni:h rigid quality standards.
Insis: on Zenith quality. Choose Z3nith's "Royal
Crest" 2.ircu t tubes and assure customer satisfaction.
EXCITING SURPRISES FOR YOU-and your family!
Get the details at your Zenith Distributor's Parts Department.
Why nct sell the best
`

MADE

iN

tit

ENirm

The quality goes in
before the name goes on
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r.,

3.

te sti9

tests.
4. Gate leakage of FET's (Icss) .
5. Diode ratios-both in- and out-

notes on analysis of test
instruments, their operation
and applications

of-circuit tests.

Sencore TF151 Transistor
and FET Tester

Sencore Model TF151
FET Tester

Transistor and

Schematic diagram of basic circuitry
used in Model TF151

The design trend in home entertainment equipment is increasingly
in favor of solid-state devices. Most
manufacturers who have not gone
completely solid state are using
solid-state, devices in over 50% of
their circuits.
With the increase of solid-state
devices the use of the transistor
checker will also increase, and, in
the very near future, it will be not
only a bench instrument but, also,
a must in the service truck.
One of the latest entries in the
field of transistor checkers is the
Sencore Transistor/FET tester,
Model TF151.
Transistor Tests
The model TF151 performs the
following tests of transistors:
1. AC beta-both in- and out -of circuit tests of high- and low -power
and RF-type transistors.
2. Leakage (Icso) tests of low and high -power and RF -type tran sistors.

AC BETA TEST SIGNAL

AC BETA TEST SIGNAL
BETA

CAL
TO FUNCTION SWITCH

TO FUNCTION SWITCH

1 TRANSISTOR
IN BRIDGE SYSTEM

TO BASE OF

TRANSISTORS
IN BRIDGE SYSTEM

TO COLLECTION OF BOTH

TRANSISTOR
IN BRIDGE SYSTEM

TO BASE OF OTHER

-n-n-

0.34V

P -P

- n-n-

0.034V

P

TO FET

66

Transconductance (Gm) of

FET's-both in- and out -of-circuit
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BIAS SWITCH

Circuit Description
Beta is the ratio of average collector current to the average base
current of a transistor connected in
a common -emitter circuit. In testing the AC beta of a transistor, the
TF151 simultaneously applies 60 Hz signals between the collector
and emitter and base and emitter.
The ratio of the average collector
current to the average base current
of one cycle of operation is the AC
beta.
The amplitude of the AC signal
applied to the transistor under test
is set by the BETA CAL control.
The BETA CAL control is adjusted
for each transistor under test according to that transistor's specifications.
BETA CAL settings are 0.2 ma,
2.0 ma or 20 ma. The 0.2 ma setting is used for low -saturation types
of transistors, 2.0 ma for low -power
types and the 20 ma setting for
high -power types. The average collector current is indicated by the
meter, and is set for proper value
by adjusting the BETA CAL control for full scale meter deflection
with the function switch set at the
desired input level.
When the pushbutton labeled
GAIN is depressed, the meter is
transferred from the collector circuit to the base circuit of the transistor, and the meter indicates the
average base current. With the
function switch set at the Xl range,
the meter has the same sensitivity
as previously mentioned and will
measure 0.2, 2.0 or 20 ma of base
current. Placing the function switch
in the X 10 range increases the sensitivity by a factor of 10.
Zener diodes are utilized to
clamp the applied AC signals to
the selected level and prevent any
sudden change due to line -voltage
fluctuation.
Capacitors are connected to the
base and collector circuits of the
transistor under test to provide a
return path for the AC signal.
A neutralizing capacitor is provided to prevent the component under test from developing spurious
oscillations.

1

A switch, located immediately
under the meter face at the left
hand side of the tester, controls
the polarity of the meter for beta
checks and the polarity of the applied voltages when making leak-

age tests.
Leakage tests are performed by
applying 4 volts DC between the
collector and base, then measuring the current flow. A potential of
6 volts DC is developed by a rectifier circuit and clamped at the
6 -volt level by a zener diode. A resistance -type voltage divider then
provides the 4 volts DC necessary
for leakage checks.
A diode and resistor shunt the
meter during leakage tests to increase the full-scale deflection current from 200 ua to 5000 ua. The
non-linear characteristics of the diode and series resistor cause the
meter to read direct for the first
half of the scale. The diode then
conducts and a portion of the current is shunted, producing the nonlinear leakage scale on the meter.
The leakage circuit is the same for
both conventional transistors and
FET's.
Because FET's are tested for

transconductance (Gm) rather
than beta, the FET section is independent of the regular transistor
test section. The system employed
in Model TF151 for testing FET's
utilizes two transistors and four resistors in a bridge configuration.
The transistors function as
switches and are turned on or off
by the applied AC signal. An input
transformer applies the AC signal
to the base of the two transistors
in the bridge configuration, With
the system connected between the
drain and source of an FET, the
Gm ZERO control, directly under
the meter at the right-hand side,
is adjusted for equal current flow
in the bridge circuit so that the
meter reads zero.
The impedance of the bridge circuit is low, and voltage applied to
the drain of the FET under test is
held constant to conform to the
formula for testing Gm.
A constant -amplitude square
wave "generator" circuit is then applied to a resistance -type voltage
divider network, which includes
the LINEAR control. The LINEAR
control is adjusted so that the applied square wave is 0.34 volts p -p

when the function switch is in the
"Gm Xl" range. When the function switch is in the "Gm X10
range, the 0.34-volt p -p signal is
fed through a voltage divider made
up of precision resistors, which
lowers the signal to 0.034 volts p -p.
When the square -wave signal is
applied to the gate of the FET
under test, the FET will conduct
more on one half of the cycle than
the other. This results in an imbalance in the bridge system (more
current flowing in one half than
the other). The meter indicates the
extent of the imbalance. The
amount the FET will conduct is
related directly to the Gm specification of the device. An FET
BIAS switch, located in the lower
center directly under the function
switch, selects either NORM (reverse bias) for depletion, or POS
(forward bias) for enhancement
types of FET.
A grounded (3 -prong) line plug
is used to keep the case of the instrument at ground potential to
prevent the possibility of damage
to insulated -gate type FET's when
they are checked out of circuit.

Calibration Procedures
Chassis Removal:
1.

Remove the two retaining
screws from the bottom of the
case.

2.

Leakage calibration:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

now indicate 1 ma; if it does not,
adjust the leakage calibration
control until the TF151 meter
indicates 1 ma.
Gm calibration:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

Connect the vertical input of an
oscilloscope to the G1 (gate)
jack of the TF151.
Connect the oscilloscope ground
lead to the S (source) jack.
Set the FUNCTION switch to
Xl position of the GATE 1 section and depress the GAIN pushbutton.
The signal observed on the oscilloscope should be a square wave
of 0.34 volts p -p.
If the signal is not 0.34 volts
p -p, adjust the Gm CAL control
until the indication is correct.
The signal in the Gm X10 range
is derived from a fixed precision
resistor and requires no adjustment.

Sentore Model TF151
Specifications
Regular Transistor (Bi -Polar) Testing
Beta (Hfe) measured at 60 Hz
Ranges:
Low Power
X1

X10
High Power
X1

Remove the two retaining

screws located at the top of the
reference book holder on rear of
case.
3. Lift the front panel away from
the case to expose the leakage
and Gm calibration controls located on the top of the chassis.
4. To reassemble, reverse the procedure.
Set the TYPE switch to the NPN
or PNP position.
Set the FUNCTION switch to
the LEAKAGE position on the
regular transistor side of the
switch.
Connect the positive lead of a
1-ma meter to the C (collector)
jack and the negative lead to a
2000-ohm potentiometer.
Connect the other side of the
2000 -ohm potentiometer to the
B (base) jack of the TF151.
Adjust the 2000 -ohm potentiometer to obtain a reading of 1
ma on the external meter.
The meter on the TF151 should

1_

X10
RE

Beta
1-50
10-500

lc
2.0 ma
2.0 ma

1-50
10-500

20 ma
20 ma

1-50

0.2 ma

types
XI

Leakage
ICBO measured at VCB

=

4

volts,

IE

0

One Range

0-100 microamperes

first half of scale

100-5,000 microamperes last half of scale

Field Effect Transistors

Transconductance (Gm) measured at
VDS = 5 volts.
Range:
X1

X10

=

0

=

0

VGS

Gm

0.5,000 microhms
0-50,000 microhms

Gate Leakage

=

IGSS measures at VGS

4 volts, VDS

One Range

0-100 microamperes first half of scale

100-5,000 microamperes last half of scale
Zero Bias Drain Current
IDSS measured at VDS

=

5

volts,

VGS

=

0

Size (HWD):

91/2"x71/2"x6"

Weight:
9 lbs.

Price:
NA
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aroductimell
for further information on any
of the following items, circle the
associated number on the
reader service card.
Patch Cord
(45)

A new right angle banana plug
patch cord, featuring stack-up capability, has been introduced by Pomona Electronics Co., Inc.

The vertical stacking feature of
the new Model 2864 permits endless circuit connections, and right
angle design keeps wires close to
chassis. An oversize shoulder allows

easy connect and disconnect. Also
offered is a similar patch cord,
Model 2860, with miniature banana plugs to fit 0.104 diameter

type cleaner for all audio and video
magnetic tape heads, guides and
film gates, has been announced by

banana jacks.
Banana plug springs are made of
one piece beryllium copper, heat
treated for maximum life, and
rounded for greater contact area.
Tough thermoplastic insulation,
molded to nickel plated brass body
and wire, provides a strong moisture -proof integral unit.
Both models are available in 10
colors and wire length from 4" to
60". The price is $1.50.

The product, Audio -Video Tape
Head Cleaner, is completely safe
for use on all types of recording
heads and will quickly remove all
dirt, film and oxide build-up. It
will not harm valuable tapes, tape
coatings or the finish of the recorder itself. When used as directed,
the cleaner will not interfere with
transmission and may be safely applied on running tape. Audio -Video
Tape Head Cleaner is non-toxic,
non-conductive and non-flammable.

GC Electronics.

Tape Head Cleaner
(46)

The availability of a new aerosol -

Cam.

LOOK! A NEW

NO

0420

AUDIO -VIDEO

ELECTRONICS

TAPE HEAD

CLEANER

SLIDE RULE
with complete
instruction program
Here's a great new way to solve electronic
problems accurately, easily ... a useful tool
for technicians, engineers, students, radio -TV
servicemen and hobbyists. The Cleveland
Institute Electronics Slide Rule is the only
rule designed specifically for the exacting
requirements of electronics computation. It
comes complete with an illustrated Instruction Course. You get four AUTO-PROGRAMMED'lessons
each with a short
quiz you can send in for grading and consultation by CIE's expert instructors.
See for yourself. Learn how to whip through

...

GET BOTH FREE!

all kinds of reactance, resonance, inductance,

AC and DC circuitry problems in seconds ...
become a whiz at conventional computations

too!
This all -metal 10" rule is made to our rigid
specs by Pickett, Inc.... comes complete with
top grain leather carrying case and Instruction
Course. A $50 value for less than
Send
coupon for FREE illustrated booklet and
FREE Pocket Electronics Data Guide, without obligation. Cleveland Institute of Electronics, 1776 E. 17th St., Dept. PF -126,
Cleveland, Ohio 44114.
TRADEMARK

Cleveland Institute
of Electronics
1776 E.

17th St., Dept.PF-126, Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Electronics Slide Rule Booklet. Special Bonus: Mail
promptly and get FREE Pocket Electronics Data Guide too!
Send FREE

NAME

Send
coupon

today -1

Plesee Print)
COUNTY

ADDRESS

_STATE

CITY_

A leader in

ZIP

Electronics Training ...since 1934

Circle 34 on literature card
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The cleaner is available in a 16 ounce aerosol can equipped with a
6" spray extension. The price is
$2.35 per can.
Record Cleaning and

Maintenance Kit
(47)

The new Watts Hi-Fi Parastat introduced by Elpa Marketing Industries, Inc., is designed and intended
for use on new records or records
in new condition which are to be
played with cartridges requiring

very low tracking pressures of 2
grams or less.
With a pressure of about 2 lbs.
applied to the brush, which is
ground down to near infinity, the
pressure of each individual bristle
on the surface of the disc is of the
order of 1/10 gram. The pointing
angles used, the natural resilience of
the nylon and the very large number
of bristles produce countless oscillations as the myriad twists and
turns of the groove are followed.

PARASTAT
INPUT -1511E6,14 PF

INPUT-1011E6,29PF

MELD

EFFECT

METER

-and
for
A correct level of humidity is ensured in the case of the Hi-Fi Para state by the maintenance of a humid
atmosphere within the case and activation immediately before use.

The price is $15.00.

less
money

IUV

HR

ü

1Q0/

n

;...

3KV

1pN

' larcv 1cQw

L

en/y

300V

$69.95

Diode Curve Tracer
(48)

Measurement Control Devices
has introduced its Model CT -501
Diode Curve Tracer for high speed
selection or comparison of diodes
in the lab, on production lines or
for quality control. Incorporation of
a 3" CRT for visual display permits
the tracer to present characteristics
of all types of diodes. A built-in cal -

NEW FIELD EFFECT MULTIMETER
Here is the revolutionary new approach to circuit testing, the solid
state Sencore FIELD EFFECT METER. This FE14 combines the
advantages
a VTVM and the portability and versatility of a VOM
into a single low-cost instrument. This is all made possible by the
use of the new space age field effect transistor that is instant in
action but operates like a vacuum tube in loading characteristics.
Compare the features of the FIELD EFFECT METER to your VTVM
or VOM.
Minimum circuit
VTVM and up to
input impedance
EFFECT METER
with each range.

-

loading
15 megohm input impedance on DC is better than a
'50 times better than a 20,000 ohm per volt VOM 10 megohm
on AC is 20 times better than a standard VTVM. The FIELD
is constant on all ranges, not like a VOM that changes loading

-

Seven AC peak -to -peak ranges with frequency response to 10MHz. Seven zero
center scales down to 0.5 volt. Five ohmeter ranges to 1000 megohms. DC current
measurements tc 1 ampere. Full meter and circuit protection. Mirrorsd scale.
Low current drain on batteries
less than 2 milliamps. Built-in battery check.
Unbreakable all -steel vinyl clad case. Optional Hi -Voltage probe adds 3KV,
10KV and 3CKV ranges with minimum circuit loading for greatest accuracy in the
industry... $9.95.

-

FE16 HI -ACCURACY FIELD EFFECT METER.
A f of above features, plus unmatched
accuracy 1.5% on DC, 3% on AC. High -style

-

meter, knobs, and special meter -tilting
handle. $84.50.

CD F=1

NO. I MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT
426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE,

ADDISON, ILLINOIS 60101

Circle 35 on literature card
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SPOT

óô

uroduct

for further information on any
of the following items, circle the
associated number on the
reader service card.

CHECK
A RED INDICATOR
APPEARS ON THE
FACE OF YOUR TAPE
HEAD WHEN THERE
ARE ABOUT 100
HOURS OF WEAR LEFT

(continued)

KHz, ±3dB. The unit is 11" x 9"
x 16" and weighs 22 lbs. Price is
$159.95 wired, or $109.95 in kit
form.

Portable VOM -type Instrument
(50)

ibrator on the tracer facilitates precise calibration, and the unit's line
and load are regulated to 1% while
overall accuracy is within 3%.
The unit analyzes diode operating conditions to a maximum of 2
kv in the reverse direction or 10
amps in the forward direction. Horizontal axis of the CRT is calibrated
in volts/division ranging from 0.1V
to 100V; vertical axis is calibrated
in amperes/division ranging from
10 ua to 2 amps. Each axis is provided with an "x" and "x" 2 multiplier. The tracer operates with an
input voltage of 115 VAC, 60 Hz.
Compact and lightweight, the unit
diode curve tracer is 9" x 81/2" x
12" and is priced at $295.

A portable VOM -type instrument, able to measure exact values
of resistances in -circuit, has been
introduced by Hirst Associates.
Known as Guardohm, it has a solidstate circuit design which provides
isolation "guarding" without having
to remove resistances from a circuit
before an exact measurement can be
made.

1

ASK FOR
SPOT CHECK
BROCHURE

FREE BROCHURE

MICHIGAN MAGNET/CS
A

DIVISION OF VSI CORPORATION

VERMONTVILLE, MICHIGAN 49096
Telephone (517) 259-8911

(49)

Circle 36 on literature card

A new wide -band, high -sensitivity

PERFECT

PIN

CRIMPER
NEW
Tool
Repair
-Tube
Picture
Also for -5U4, 6SN7, 6896, etc.

Oscilloscope/Vectorscope

A

5 -MHz

oscilloscope-vectorscope

specifically designed for waveform
observation in TV is announced by
Mercury Electronics Corp.

MUST

for round

Eliminates that hard
soldering job

`.color
pic
s,
tubes

PT -1

only $1.69
each

3/32"

Flx

tions

PIN

I

loose pin connecin seconds. Pays

for itself in time saved
on first job. Less than
3" long. Carry it in

IWQ

your pocket.
Patented
Intermittent operation of picture tubes and
other tubes due to defective solder connections easily corrected. Provides solid elec

trical connections, can also

be

channel -selector wrench and
Pin keeps Its original form. A

used

as

screwdriver.
-I tool.

3 -in

3 MODELS
ELIMINATE SOLDERING
Makes Solid Electrical Connections

Color Bar Pattern Generator

Phono Pin -Plug Crimper
Slip wire in "pin

plug," insert
in tool, and
squeeze
job is

(51)

C-Rings

...

3
AU-2
_

far

Use

5e
pd

of

h
tool to
on C -ring for
ground connection.
multiple plugs, public ad-

Ant. plugs, hi-fi,
dress, radio and TV tubes, radar, speakers, and
loop connections. Many, many more uses.

Model LC3

pin diameter
distributor, or write us

for 5/32"

At your parts

MANUFACTURING CO.
60000 KUNSTMAN
WASHINGTON, MICH. 48094
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Other features include a selectable, constant current output from
one microampere to 100 milliamperes, a taut -band meter movement
featuring greater resistance to shock
and vibration, increased sensitivity,
anti -glare window, magnetically
shielded meter movement; a meter
scale with all readings, including resistance, displayed linearly; one percent accuracy; console -type housing,
convenient bench use, tip -over resistant; sturdy, high-impact resistant
plastic case; and is AC operated.
Matrix functions include resistance measurement, DC current
measurement, DC voltage measurement and DC current generation.
The price is approximately $330.00.
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Vectorscope calibrations on the
scope's graticule and deflection plate terminals at the rear of the
cabinet permit the Model 3000 to be
used as a vectorscope.
The wide -band vertical amplifier
has a sensitivity of 4.6 my rms/cm.
The horizontal amplifier has a frequency response of 5 Hz up to 500

The Model LCG-389 is a compact, solid-state color -bar pattern
generator used extensively for production testing and field servicing.
Introduced by Leader Instruments
Corp., the instrument is designed
for convergence and synchronizing
adjustments in color and monochrome TV receivers. Five basic

patterns are displayed: gated rainbow color bars, square crosshatch,
horizontal lines, vertical lines, and
small well-defined dots. Gun killers
are provided for convergence adjustments. The only connection is
made to the TV receiver antenna input.

advertisers'4
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Aerovox Corp.
Arrow Fastener Company, Inc.

28

Manufacturing Co.
Div. of Dynascan Corp.
Berns Mfg. Co.
Bussmann Mfg. Div.
McGraw-Edison Co.

70

CRC Chemicals

61

B & K

The price is $99.50.

FM

Signal Generator
(52)

Radio Research Company has
recently introduced their new FM
Signal Generator Model 61. The instrument provides full control over
RF level from high level to fractional microvolt. For use either in
the laboratory or production line.
Completely solid state with rugged,

high -quality construction

throughout, the warm-up drift is
negligible. Proper attention to thermal stability assures the user of virtually unchanged performance over
a wide ambient range.
The unit employs a wide modulation bandwidth which allows true
stereo separation measurements to
be made when driven by an appropriate stereo source. Phase shift and
flatness errors on external modulation have been minimized.

1

QUIETROLE
...

Check QUIETROLE
the
"Silencer" for noisy radio,
TV, (black and white, color
too) and instrument con-

7

Electro -Voice, Inc.

25

Game Industries, Inc.
General Electric Co.
23,
Gem City Tuner Repair Service..

61

Heath Company
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Jensen Mfg. Div. The Muter Co.
E. F. Johnson Co.
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Lakeside Industries
Leader Test Instruments
Lectrotech, Inc.
Littelfuse, Inc.

53
72

sistance.
For best results, specify QUIETROLE
Mark II for tuners Spray Pack for controls
and switches Silitron for general use
Available in Aerosol Can or Dropper Bottle
manufactured by

QUIETROLE COMPANY
Circle 38 on literature card

ELIMINATE CALL-BACKS

-
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Cover
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Quietrole Company

71

70
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Revolutionary

MODEL UPW
UHF PASSIVE WAVE ANTENNA

Cover

3, 15
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Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
55
Sencore, Inc.
17, 35, 41, 69
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc... 27

Tuner Service Corp.

3

Winegard Company
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Zenith Sales Co.

effect on capacity and re-
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Mercury Electronics Corp.
Michigan Magnetics
Mosley Electronics, Inc.

S & A Electronics

flammable,... with zero

Spartanburg, South Carolina

Schools

Components
RCA Institutes, Inc.
RMS Electronics, Inc.
Raytheon Company
Rohn Mfg. Company

ìxlfEif!

QUIETROLE, the quality lubricant -cleaner for over 20
years, is harmless to plastics and metals, is non-conductive, non -corrosive, non-

16

International Correspondence

65

.

trols, that protects your
reputation, guards your
profits.

8

The Finney Company

!

check the "Silencer"..

Castle TV Tuner Service Inc.
Cleveland Institute of Electronics 68
Cornell Dubilier Electronics
Cover 2

RCA Electronic

Features include an AF output
jack to facilitate scope monitoring of
the complex modulation waveform,
which may also be used for scope
horizontal drive when used in sweep
applications.
The price is $695.00. An optional
low -frequency adapter is $145.00.

/

42

This system in which there are no

electrical connections,
PROVIDES HIGH GAIN ACROSS THE
ENTIRE UHF BAND

and eliminates noise caused by loose
elements at high frequencies. High
overall gain across the entire UHF
band makes this antenna more desirable than any frequency conscious
yagi types being marketed today. Excellent color reception assured. More
gain than a Parabolic. Top quality
construction.

Write for literature and low
retail prices. All
inquiries given prompt attention.

S & A ELECTRONICS INC.
Manufacturers of the TARGET ANTENNA

206 West Florence Street

Toledo, Ohio 43605

Phone 419-693-0528
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cross-reference helps locate

cataloos

15 patterns!
Color Bar Pattern Generator

+
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ANTENNAS

e

LCG-388

Pattern appears instantly
when turned on, and has
laboratory standard stability. Only 31/8 x 73/4 x 73/4,
and weighs about 41/2 lbs.
Crystal controlled oscil-

lator.
Flipflop and logic circuitry assure highest
operating stability
One receiver input to TV
antenna
Two selectable TV channels
Chroma level control
0 to 200%
Horizontal line flickering prevented by progressive scanning
Video output
Gun killers for convergence adjustments
Trigger output for scope

rations covering
quency range of

ONLY $149
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quadruple section replacement electrolytics. A listing
of their new tubular capacitors is also included.*
106. Essex-SC-4 RBM Standard Controls Catalog lists
450 electronic relays and
contractors with pictures,
prices, full technical data
and specifications.
107. Raytheon-74 -page catalog
describes nearly 400 types
of high reliability silicon
transistors.*
SPECIAL EQUIPMENT

108.

Electronics -

102. JFD
MATV specification

New

products including advertising posters, truck signs,
decals, name plates and

property identification
tags.

Sams-Literature describes popular and
informative publications on

109. Howard W.

book

features printing

on
gummed stock and perforations for easy removal. It
includes system functions,
antennas, amplifiers and
tests.

radio and TV servicing,

communication, audio, hi-fi
and industrial electronics,
including 1969 catalog of
technical books on every
phase of electronics.*

AUDIO

103.

Jensen-Catalog

1090-C

Concert and Viking Series
Loudspeakers gives replacement applications and
information on custom
installation. *

TEST EQUIPMENT

110. Heath

24-20 Jackson Avenue
Long Island City, New York
(212) 729-7410

Circle 40 on literature card

available with full specifications, illustrations and
many schematics. *

COMPONENTS

TOOLS

104. Bussmann-16 -page 1969
booklet "Buss Fuse Car and
Truck List" gives fuses for
all model cars and trucks,
foreign and domestic.*
68 -page
105. Cornell-Dubilier

111.

-

Jane/-Catalog on precision hand tools includes
tweezers, cutters, pliers,
soldering tools, semi -conductor tweezers, brushes,
and hemostats.

TUBES

Got

a

Troubleshooting Tip?

If you've recently run across an unusual trouble symptom
and have determined what caused it, why not pass the info

on to the other readers of ELECTRONIC SERVICING. You'll
not only be saving other service technicians valuable troubleshooting time, you'll also be making a little extra change for

yourself. Send a thorough description of the trouble symptom
and the solution along with a brief discussion of your troubleshooting technique to:

-68 -page Scientific

Instrumentation Catalog
features new instruments

_

11

Seton-Catalog 69-B shows

155 different identification

a freMHz to

1100 MHz.

-

synchronization

-

Cross
Ava Electronics
reference guide sheet #169 for CATV "F" connecors gives parts numbers
and crosses Jerrold, Craftsman, Blonder -Tongue, Viking and AVA.
101. Hy -Gain Electronics -64 page catalog of Antennas
and Antenna Systems includes all antenna configu100.

single, dual, triple and

AND SEMICONDUCTORS

-6

-page catalog,
112. Motorola
SG -15 Field-Effect Transistors Selector Guide, covers
the company's line of fieldeffect transistors.
113. Thor Electronics -16 -page
"1969 Wholesale Electronic
Tube

Purchasing

Guide"

lists over 7,000 tubes and
prices.

Troubleshooting Tip, ELECTRONIC SERVICING

1014 Wyandotte Street, Kansas City, Missouri 64105

72
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*Check "Index to Advertisers" for additional information.

USE THE HANDY CARD

BELOW TO OBTAIN FREE
CATALOGS & LITERATURE
As a service to its readers ELECTRONIC

SERVICING makes this postpaid card
available for your convenience in obtaining
current manufacturers' literature.
To use the card simply:
a. Circle the numbers corresponding to
the numbers of the items appearing
either in the "Catalog & Literature"
department or in the "Product Re-

port" department.

b. Print your name and address and

check your occupation.

ZIP code-requests may not
be filled without it.
d. Tear out lower half of this insert
and place in mailbox.

c. Include

-

Note the deadline date
Requests received after this cannot be handled.
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USE THE HANDY CARD

BELOW TO OBTAIN FREE
CATALOGS & LITERATURE
As a service to its readers ELECTRONIC

SERVICING makes this postpaid card
available for your convenience in obtaining
current manufacturers' literature.
To use the card simply:
a. Circle the numbers corresponding to
the numbers of the items appearing
either in the "Catalog & Literature"
department or in the "Product Report" department.
b. Print your name and address and
check your occupation.
c. Include ZIP code-requests may not
be filled without it.
d. Tear out lower half of this insert
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brand new RCA Color -TV Service Handbook
(1A1759) gives you all the specific service information you need to do routine service adjustments
and preliminary trouble -shooting on 15 Makes of 1967
and 1968 Color Sets... including Admiral, Airline, RCA,
Silvertone, Curtis Mathes, Emerson, General Electric,
Magnavox, Motorola, Olympic, Packarc Bell, Philco,
Zenith, Hoffman, Sylvania. In fact, all the data you usually need on a service call is in this book!
And it's free when you order the RCA Color Pack '69.
You get an assortment of 21 RCA receiving tubes, representing ten popular types for color TV plus the new
RCA Color -TV Service Handbook, all for the price of the
tubes alone! Order the Color Pack '69 from your local
participating RCA Distributor today! RCA Electronic
Components, Harrison, N.J. 07029.

This is free

efroffirr

when you order this

Owe yourself

a break
you can
depend on:

Designed for the protection of television receiver
circuits, the Littelfuse Manual Reset Circuit Breaker
is also ideally suited as a current overload protector
for all types of electronic and electrical control wiring
such as model railroads and power operated toy transformers, hair dryers, small household appliances,
home workshop power tools, office machines and
small fractional horsepower motors.

CIRCUIT BREAKER CADDY

2-1/4,
2-1/2, 2-3/4, 3, 3-1/4, 4,
4-1/2, 5, 6 and 7 amps.
10 ratings, one each

#094076

Available individually packa ed one breaker per
SERVICE CADDY

t

Breakers and Fuses

display card; or

rating

each 2-1/4, 2-3/4, 3, 3-1/4,
4, 4-1/2, 5 and 7 amps and
30 fuses-five each type C3/10,
C1/2, C3-1/2, N3/10, N7/10 and

breakers of same rating per

unit pack or as complete, versatile assortments

One service call is all

-8 breakers-one

5

for shop use or eplacs:nents in the field.
Nl.

Included with each assortment:
Pocket size

cross reference on color and

black/white TV circuit: breakei
Form No. CBCRP- 1266H

,alications.

LITTELFUSEs
Circle

11

on literature card
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